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DEDICATION
- 2014 - 

My life has been blessed by so many people that I would like to thank for 
being so important to me. It would be impossible to acknowledge every-
one who has touched me, so I will mention a few …
More than 30 years with a woman who blessed me with two wonder-
ful kids and two fantastic grandkids. Also a woman who had faith that I 
could succeed far beyond my wildest dreams. Accomplishments would 
be credited to this special person. My thanks to Jane for all of the good 
times.
Jim and Dorothy Cates gave me a good foundation. They taught me the 
importance of financial resposibility, a strong work ethic, and the differ-
ence between right and wrong. There were many times I wouldn’t have re-
ceived a passing grade, but I always had a strong foundation to return to.
Jane and Oscar Benson, Jane’s parents, were two people who were as close 
to being Ward and June Cleaver as anyone I ever knew. I learned the true 
meaning of family from the Bensons.
Matt, Meri Jane, Ryan Matthew, and Jesse James Cates. Two more genera-
tions of Cateses, each of whom I’m so proud ...
The kids have some of their mother’s and grandparents’ qualities, which 
means they’ll be fine. Matt has the political gene and is entering a new 
phase in his life, just completing his master’s degree in history. Meri Jane 
is the family historian, balancing time being a working wife, mother, and 
family genealogist.
The grandkids are nearly grown. Ryan Matthew is in his junior year at 
Kansas State University, and Jesse James is a sophomore at the University 
of Missouri.

—
So many friends have made this walk through life an adventure … 
Better friends a person could never ask for. Crises and tough times hit 
us all throughout life’s journey. Duane and Judy Nightingale were always 
there, always willing to lend a hand … and I can’t live long enough to be 
able to repay them.
Being an only child, friends have provided the foundation that people 
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with siblings have. It would be impossible to list everyone who has 
touched and influenced me over the years. I sincerely hope you know 
who you are. So many of you have been there at the right time and place 
where a friendly face, a comment, or support was needed to keep me 
pointed in a positive direction. My heartfelt thanks … and special thanks 
to three couples who were kind enough to read the rough manuscript of 
this book: Ron and Judy Robinette, Roger and Vicki Seward, and Randy 
Currie and Janice Buckley.
And a huge thanks to my wife, Nancy, who corrected my grammar, punc-
tuation, and gave the book continuity. Without her help, it would still be 
in my “to do” stack. Most of this book is about earlier days, and the draft 
was written before our marriage. Nancy has been the rock and founda-
tion in my life for the past few years. The words “unflappable” and “steady 
as she goes” would define her. Several years ago we agreed there weren’t 
going to be many issues in our lives that were worth arguing over. I’ll 
give Nancy an A on this one and give myself a C- … which is higher than 
most of my high school grades.
And last, recognition of some of the great bosses who have been respon-
sible for food, shelter, and wisdom over the years ...
• Liberty Loan: Jim Brock, George Sayers
• Missouri Credit Union League: Jim Payne, Arnold Sandbothe
• CUNA Mutual: Gene Kimbrell, Bob Brokaw, Gary Voelker
• Voters of Kansas’ 52nd legislative district and the 21st state senate 

district
• Gov. Joan Finney, who appointed me to the Kansas Lottery  

Commision
• Gov. Bill Graves, who appointed me as Lottery Commission  

chairman
• WIBW Radio: Al Lobeck, general manager
• Cumulus Radio: General managers Don Pollnow, Kevin Klein, and 

John Walker
• The Kansas Koyotes: Ralph Adams, owner of Topeka’s indoor football 

team 
• TV 49: Bob Fulmer, Denise Eck
• Topeka Capital Journal: Mark Nusbaum, Ric Anderson
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PROLOGUE

I was a hoodlum. Out of a high school class of 150, I was in the bottom 10 
percent. While most of my classmates were attending pep rallies, working 
on the school paper, or studying to prepare for a productive adult life, I 
was drinking beer, chasing girls, and raising hell. I can’t name many of my 
high school teachers, but I can rattle off all the bars that allowed underage 
kids and their dates to come in. 
It took 17 credits to graduate from high school. Most of my classmates 
piled up 19 or 20 credits. I graduated with the minimum 17 — so in my 
wildest dreams, never did I think the good Lord would have mapped out 
in his master plan for me a life that one could only dream about.
At 16, I was every mother’s worst nightmare. Just a few years later began 
a life’s journey in which I would rub shoulders with the rich, influential, 
and famous. I experienced politics from the inside as an elected official 
at the state level. I served as the state chairman of a national term limits 
movement, and two governors appointed me to the Kansas Lottery Com-
mission, leading to four years as the lottery chairman. Then, in 1997, I 
began one of the most exciting journeys of my life — hosting a talk radio 
show.
Many events and people helped shape my life. Why the Lord chose to 
bless me with so many wonderful, exciting opportunities, I don’t have a 
clue.
Ten years ago, when a publisher first contacted me about writing a book, 
I thought it would be fun, exciting, and easy. I was wrong. While it has 
been fun and exciting, it has never been easy. When committing your life’s 
story to writing, it brings back a flood of memories — some of which are 
pleasant, some extremely painful. The thought that I have been responsi-
ble for the unhappiness and suffering of another human being has caused 
me to spend many sleepless nights.
My initial thought was to give a behind-the-scenes look at politics, talk 
radio, and glimpses of the 100 or so nationally known figures I have had 
the pleasure of meeting over the years, along with some of the wacky 
experiences of hosting a talk show. And, especially, some of my family 
remembrances.
When the publisher contacted me, my star was shining at its brightest: a 
good run at politics, 14 years on the air as a talk show host, two television 
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shows (thankfully, not that many people watched), and several other ap-
pointments and awards. 
Well, that was 10 years ago. Then I was living the “Cheers” dream where 
everybody knows your name. Two years now retired, my life is back to 
normal. No more comp tickets to concerts and sporting events, no more 
invitations to the country club for dinner, no one picking up my bar tab. 
So I’ve come to realize this book will be read by the family and a few 
friends who will be coerced into reading it.
Shortly after starting to write, I wanted to take the book in another di-
rection. The stories about the celebrities — they’re still here. But I hope 
readers will find a message, as well. What a wonderful world this would 
be if each of us would start each day with the goal of bringing a smile to 
someone with an act of kindness! We’re only going to have one shot at life. 
When it ends and Judgement Day comes, I hope the scales will be tipped 
in our favor for creating smiles. Regardless of your life’s path or your 
position, you have the opportunity each day to bring so many smiles to 
so many people, treating each one with respect and focusing on the good 
that is found in virtually everyone.
I hope you enjoy the book, and I hope you will think about focusing on 
the many good and wonderful people we come in contact with. Let them 
know they’re loved, respected, and appreciated.
Happy reading! 
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THE EARLY YEARS

My birthplace: Liberty, Missouri
Like most towns, Liberty had a mixed heritage. A beautiful town in the 
heartland of America, it is 20 miles northeast of Kansas City, Mo. In the 
’40s, Liberty was a town of approximately 4,000 people, anchored on one 
side by the high school, sitting at the highest point on the west edge of 
town. On the highest hill on the east edge of Liberty is William Jewell 
College, a school steeped in Southern Baptist tradition.
For years William Jewell was the engine that drove the community train. 
In 1960, Liberty opened its first country club. For the country club to 
survive, it was vital to attract members of the Second Baptist Church, by 
far Liberty’s largest congregation. The country club directors approached 
the pastor, offered him a complimentary membership, and guaranteed 
that alcohol would not be served at any country club function. With that 
promise, the minister encouraged the members of his church to join, and 
the club opened its doors, giving the town its first swimming pool and 
community clubhouse.
More than a century before the Baptist church’s influence, another reli-
gious group had helped to put Liberty on the map.
Joseph Smith was held in a Liberty jail because of his religious beliefs. 
After his release, he moved on to Utah and founded the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. The jail where he was held still stands, and 
thousands of Mormons and history buffs make the trip to Liberty to view 
this piece of American history.

—
Crime also played a part in Liberty’s history. The birthplace of Jesse and 
Frank James can be found 15 miles northeast of town. Their home has 
been preserved and is a must stop for those interested in post-Civil War 
history in the Heartland.
Frank and Jesse were Southern sympathizers who rode with Quantrill’s 
Raiders during the Civil War. The James brothers later split from Quant-
rill and become part of Bloody Bill Anderson’s raiders. The Anderson 
gang was reported to have killed anyone they believed sympathized with 
the North, including women and children. Bloody Bill scalped his victims 
and displayed his scalps on a staff he carried.
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Before Frank and Jesse’s crime spree, the James family was respected in 
Clay County, Mo. The boys’ father was one of the founders of William 
Jewell College and, while not wealthy, the Jameses lived comfortably in re-
lation to their neighbors. All of the James children were literate, and Jesse 
was known as one of Clay County’s leading authorities on the Bible. 
After the war, the James Boys continued living on the edge and became 
the country’s most infamous bank robbers. The first daylight bank rob-
bery in the United States occurred in Liberty.
Several Missourians were in and out of the James gang over the next few 
years. Many came from respected families, and nearly all were Southern 
sympathizers. Two members who joined the gang in its waning months 
weren’t respected by anyone’s standards and, in fact, Bob and Charlie Ford 
were regarded as the trash of the county. It is said that one word described 
them: worthless. 
The Ford brothers struck a deal with the governor of Missouri, who had a 
bounty on Jesse’s head. They agreed to deliver Jesse to the governor, dead 
or alive, in exchange for the reward money and amnesty for all of their 
past screw-ups.
Jesse was murdered by the Fords, who collected the reward money, drank 
it up, and died in disgrace. 
As my father used to tell the story, we’re direct descendents of the Fords. 
My daughter, the family historian, disputes this. Her research traces our 
family to the Youngers, another intregal part of the James gang lore. 
I’m going to stick to the Ford version: It makes for a better story.

—
I was born November 19, 1944, a war baby. Now I’m at the aging end of a 
group that became known as the Baby Boomers. 
My first childhood memory occurred when I was 3 ½: I jumped into the 
neighbors’ Model A, released the brake and experienced my first solo 
drive. It wasn’t the last time these neighbors encountered me. About six 
months later, their son, Richie Robinson, and I decided we were going 
to paint his house. Got a pretty good start, too — on the front door and 
picture window.
We moved within a year after that, but not before I cold-cocked little 
Richie with a Coke bottle. I ran into Rich about a year ago. The scar from 
the Coke bottle incident of more than 50 years ago is still visible.
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My challenges to authority figures were just beginning.
Kindergarten. I don’t remember much about it. Had a nice teacher, Ms. 
Burnam. I remember her as pretty hot looking. Ahh, the sexual urges of a 
kindergartener!
We had a half-hour naptime each day. We were supposed to lie on the 
rugs and not disrupt our classmates. Ms. Burnam was having trouble 
with me one afternoon and sent me to the cloakroom to sit while the 
other kids were taking their naps. It was a cold, snowy day, and everyone 
wore galoshes. I had a tiny bladder and had to go. I picked Ms. Burnam’s 
galoshes as my urinal of choice. As a result, I got to meet the principal of 
Franklin Elementary. … It was not to be our last meeting.

—
Somewhere, deep in the recesses of our minds, all of us can probably 
remember being accused of and punished for something when we weren’t 
responsible. It happened to me in the third grade.
Mrs. Weakly, our principal, summoned me to her office for a special spell-
ing test. The words were “Frank,” “Use,” “Cat,” and “Kite.” My spelling was 
good. The handwriting was suspect. For the first time, the paddle came 
out, and I received a half-dozen swats. Apparently someone had written 
the infamous word on the bathroom wall, and somehow I got blamed. It 
was one of the few times I was accused of something when I was inno-
cent. Don’t know why this still bothers me more than 50 years later.

—
Dad was transferred to Topeka during my fifth-grade year. My parents 
were very social — spending time with a group of friends virtually every 
weekend while I was growing up. After the move, they were homesick for 
their friends. We lasted a year, then found ourselves back in Liberty.
If we took a vacation, another couple was always along. Our first vacation 
was to Maine. I was 4 or 5. A couple from Jefferson City went with us. I 
believe it was someone Dad worked with. Our next vacation was Rocka-
way Beach. A couple from Kansas City was the couple of choice this time. 
The third and last trip I remember was to the Lake of the Ozarks. Several 
couples joined Mom and Dad for this one. 
So much for seeing the world as a child. I never felt deprived, as I can’t 
remember many of my friends vacationing with their parents. As social as 
they were, they were also always there as parents when the need arose. I 
was very lucky to have two great parents.
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Junior High
A great two years! Early in my seventh-grade year, several of the parents 
of the old, established Liberty circle decided it would be a good idea to 
organize home parties on Friday nights. There were roughly 30 of us on 
the list, 15 guys and 15 girls.
For the next two years, someone would have a party virtually every Friday 
night. The parents were very visible at half of the parties, but for the oth-
ers the parents were nowhere to be found. Hormonal urges were starting 
to surface for all of us in the seventh and eighth grades. While no one’s 
virginity was lost during this two-year period, it was a great introduction 
to members of the opposite sex.
I remember so little about my teachers during this period — and so much 
about the partying. This became a recurring theme for many years.

Dating
As a freshman, I was hanging around the “experienced” senior women. 
By my senior year, I was the experienced man dating freshmen. I was also 
off-and-on dating a fellow senior from Odessa, Mo. Odessa was a blue-
collar town about 50 miles from Liberty. My dates with Darlene Smith, 
who lived in Odessa, exposed me to a group that was wild, out of control, 
and seemingly not constrained by curfews or rules.
A weekend date with this group meant just that: Show up Friday night 
and be back in class by Monday. To summarize this period of my life, one 
weekend in Odessa stands out. I had a date with Darlene …
At 16, I had a midnight curfew. It was Friday night, and I was on my way 
to Odessa to look up Darlene, also 16. She informed me that her 19-year-
old friend’s divorce was final that day. He had $300 in cash and a farm-
house. He spent the $300 on beer to celebrate his divorce and invited all 
of his friends. In 1961, $300 bought a lot of beer. The party was on.
Sometime in the early hours of Sunday evening I realized I had violated 
my curfew by a day and a half, so I started home. Highway 71 south of 
Liberty was a dangerous road with a two-mile stretch along a 75- to 100-
foot dropoff and no guardrails. Apparently it was through this two-mile 
stretch that I fell asleep. 
Dad had just bought a new, all-white Ford Falcon. It had fewer than 
1,000 miles on the odometer when he gave it to me for my Friday night 
date. Something jarred the car, which brought me back to a wide-awake 
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state. The car was shimmying and pulling to the right, so I stopped on 
the shoulder to see what the problem was. The door on my side wouldn’t 
open, so I scooted over, got out on the passenger side, walked around the 
car, and discovered my side of the car was caved in. Whatever I hit was 
green: There was green paint from the front to the back of the Falcon. 
I managed to get the car home. My parents were at the door to greet me. 
I was now more than 33 hours past my curfew. It was the only time Dad 
ever hit me with a closed fist. I was informed that was the last time I 
would be driving the family car.

—
I had a little money stashed from lawn mowing and odd jobs. Saving 
money was always something I was able to do. My parents instilled this 
value in me at an early age, and it has stayed with me throughout my 
adult years. I bought a ’56 Dodge convertible — which I totaled out the 
next year as a result of girls and beer.
The “divorce party” incident dramatically cut back my Odessa trips, but 
Darlene and I continued seeing each other for a few months afterward. 
She had a cousin in Liberty and would come up to spend the night. The 
walk on the wild side continued for a while.
During this period, a freshman, Mary Frances Carpenter, entered my life 
and became my first emotional attachment. We were an item throughout 
my senior year. Mom and Dad were both working full time then, so Mary 
Frances spent a lot of time hanging out at my house after school.

Sports
During my senior year, the only sport I was involved in was track. I liked 
the coach and had some athletic ability then. President Kennedy had 
introduced his national high school physical fitness program in 1962, and 
all students were required to participate. There were a dozen or so “tests” 
given, and for several years afterward, I held the Liberty High School 
record for the longest standing broad jump and the baseball throw.
Coach Paulsen thought he detected someone he could mold into a track 
star. He wanted to make a broad jumper out of me. So I agreed to join the 
track team. 
As a freshman and sophomore I had played football and basketball, but 
gave up both, as they cut into my party life. We started track practice ev-
ery day with a one-hour run cross-country through the streets of Liberty. 
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My house was a half-block off the route we ran. About three days into 
practice, I figured out that I could lag behind the rest of the group, detour 
to my parents’ house, spend 20 minutes or so with Mary Frances, smoke 
a cigarette, and catch up with the group as they were returning from their 
hour of torture. 
Needless to say, I wasn’t totally focused on becoming Liberty’s new-
est track star, but I had become a fairly good poker player. Dad was in a 
weekly poker group, and I learned a lot about the game from him. I also 
learned how to hustle when the odds were stacked in my favor. The hus-
tling skill led to my only accomplishment in track my senior year: taking 
the shot put at a meet with our archrival school, Excelsior Springs. 
We were short a shot putter for the Excelsior meet. Normally the shot put 
throwers are the linemen from the football team. I was a tall-but-scrawny 
150-pounder. I asked Coach Paulsen if he would enter me in the shot put 
contest. Since the slot was open and nobody had volunteered, he put my 
name on the list.
On the bus going to Excelsior, I offered to take wagers that I was going 
to take the shot put at Excelsior. Two-thirds of the team jumped at the 
opportunity, so I spent the 45 minutes on the bus logging the bets in my 
notebook.
My first throw at the meet was 35 or 36 feet, while the 200-pound-plus 
musclemen were tossing it 50 feet or more. On the bus coming home, 
everybody came to me to collect. I reminded them that I said I would 
take the shot put at Excelsior, reached in my travel bag, and pulled out the 
shot put.
All hell broke loose. Everybody complained and refused to pay. Coach 
Paulsen was listening. Finally he stood up at the front of the bus. He an-
nounced to the team that they had just been hustled, that I did what I said 
I was going to do, and they should pay off. He also announced that if I 
ever pulled a stunt like that again I would be off the team. 
As I was getting off the bus the coach pulled me aside and asked how 
much I made off this escapade. I told him around $30. 
I remember his parting words to this day: “You ought to take a look at 
politics. You’d make a good elected official.”
Little did he know.
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Court Appearances
“There is nothing to do!” Every year a new crop of teens picks up this bat-
tle cry. It was nonsense then and is nonsense now. The majority of teens 
in the ’50s and ’60s were finding plenty to do, and the same holds true 
today. Kids with a focus and purpose in life have part-time jobs, go to the 
library, volunteer, help their families around the house, or get involved in 
extracurricular activities or sports.
The kids who complain about nothing to do are doing none of the above. 
They’re hanging out in shopping center parking lots at midnight, looking 
for something to do — which often ends up with the kids in trouble.
I fell into the second category — a parking lot kid.
It was Halloween, late in the evening. A dozen of us were hanging out in 
our favorite shopping center parking lot. Behind us was Liberty’s largest 
grocery store, with a huge supply of pumpkins in a bin, unguarded. We 
came up with the bright idea of creating an obstacle course in the parking 
lot, using pumpkins as the “out of bounds” markers.
We never got to test the course: The police drove up as we were lifting the 
last of the pumpkins from the bin. Off to the police station we went. 
Liberty was a relatively small town where everybody knew everybody. We 
all knew the chief of police, and he knew our families. Rather than take 
us to court, he contacted the grocery store manager and plea-bargained a 
chance for us to sweep the shopping center parking lot rather than pursu-
ing theft charges. Everyone agreed. 
We were at the shopping center at the appointed time. Four hours later, all 
appeared to be going well. The lot was swept. We were headed back to the 
store with our brooms, and we all felt good about a job well done. Then 
we started horsing around, swinging our brooms at each other. One of 
my buddies, Dave Reynolds, took a playful swing at me and hit me in the 
“crazy bone.” I let my broom fly, he ducked, and the broom went crashing 
through the grocery store’s plate glass window.
So much for creative sentencing.
Amazingly, no one contacted us about replacing the glass. I guess the situ-
ation had reached the point that the store owner felt the less contact with 
us, the better!
It was during this period that I met my future wife.
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JANE

Jane Benson was the most beautiful woman on the face of this earth … 
and was also the complete opposite of me.
The first night we were together was a typical crazy weekend night in Lib-
erty. The radio station of choice in the early ’60s in the Kansas City area 
was WHB. We were all hanging out in the McBowl parking lot when the 
evening DJ, Johnny Dolan, announced Brenda Lee was going to appear 
somewhere in Kansas City the following evening, and her plane would be 
landing at Kansas City Municipal Airport at 8:45 that evening. We piled 
a group, including Jane, in my car, and off to the airport we went. We ran 
through two tollbooths and the airport parking lot without paying.
It was a mob scene at the airport — more than 5,000 kids. (We didn’t 
catch Brenda’s act in Kansas City. My next contact with her would be as 
a guest on my talk show 35 years later. My next contact with Jane came 
much sooner.)
At the time I met Jane, I was having an on-and-off relationship with her 
classmate, Susan Bland. Jane and Susan were juniors at Liberty High 
School. I was 19 at the time, attending Northwest Missouri State.
In the mid ’60s, many young males were attending college — not because 
of a deep-seated commitment to education, but because we didn’t want to 
get shot in Vietnam. In ’64 and ’65, many of us were questioning why we 
were there in the first place. More than 50,000 Americans — many kids 
my age — died in the Vietnam conflict. We were ahead of the curve. This 
was before the full-blown peace demonstrations finally forced the govern-
ment to pull out of ’Nam. 
Thirty years later, Jane and I visited the Vietnam War Memorial in Wash-
ington, D.C. It was one of the most moving, emotional experiences of my 
adult life …  All those lives snuffed out too soon … 
Susan was the first girl I knew who seemed to think that, buried deep in 
my being might be a tiny grain that could be cultivated to turn me into a 
productive adult. We used to discuss politics by the hour. 
My conservative feelings were there in the ’60s, as I was raised to know 
the difference between right and wrong. As a kid, I went to church every 
Sunday. I remember my parents’ pride in America and learning from 
them how fortunate we were to live in a free country.
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Susan ignited the spark that got me to thinking about adulthood and the 
role I would play. But it was Jane that I fell in love with, and who unfail-
ingly supported, encouraged, and believed in me.
Jane was so different than anyone I had met. She was the straight arrow 
who had the natural ability to fit in with any group. She demonstrated 
then the wonderful gift of not judging anybody for their shortcomings, 
always looking for the good in people — but never crossing the line or 
compromising her principles.
Everybody liked Jane, and that never changed. I wish I had a dollar for 
everyone who approached me over the years and said, “I respect – admire 
– wish I could be like – Jane.” 
I have always been in awe of the faith that she has always commanded, the 
respect of everyone she’s come in contact with. And it all comes naturally, 
with no apparent effort on her part, aside from carrying herself as a lady.
During our dating years I was generally well liked by my peers and 
perceived as the go-to guy for coming up with the social calendar. Most 
of the items on my social calendar weren’t designed to benefit mankind. 
I was viewed by most parents as the hoodlum who was destined to be a 
a thorn in the side of society. That perception changed over the years, as 
Jane brought out the good in me. She had to dig pretty deep.
What a ride it was over the next three decades. So many wonderful expe-
riences and memories. Up until a few years ago, when asked if I could live 
it all over, would I? My answer was always an enthusiastic “Yes!” 
Today, the answer would still be the same — except for a few changes to 
make things better along the way.

Easter Sunday
Jane and I were in love, planning to get married soon. We were also in 
heat. It was Easter morning, and I picked Jane up for “sunrise worship 
service.” Neither one of us really had a burning desire to connect with 
God at the time; we wanted to find a good place to park.
I told Jane I had the perfect spot and had been there a few weeks earlier 
for a keg party with some buddies. It was in the country, at the bottom of 
what could be described as a bowl.
Jane and I had been there about 30 or 45 minutes when we finally took 
our eyes off one another long enough to look up. On the hillsides sur-
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rounding us were cars, all parked facing us. Apparently one of our local 
churches had also discovered this out-of-the-way setting as the perfect 
place for an Easter sunrise.
I know it’s a service I’ll never forget, and I’m sure some of the people 
attending that morning haven’t forgotten either. They may have had a dif-
ficult time explaining to their children what was going on at the bottom 
of the hill and what it had to do with Easter sunrise service.
We were married within 60 days.

Marriage
April 30, 1966, was the day. Jane was in her last month of her senior year 
in high school. I was in my 20th year of trying to figure out what I wanted 
to do with the rest of my life. We spent our honeymoon evening at the 
Kansas City Hilton Hotel. 
A couple we met 25 years later also spent their honeymoon in that hotel. Bill 
and Jan Allen would be among our closest friends when our paths crossed 
politically in Topeka. A lot happened between our wedding day and that 
Topeka meeting.
Jane and I came from different backgrounds. My parents didn’t spend a 
lot of time with their families. As a result I didn’t either. Growing up, I 
saw my cousins, aunts, and uncles sparingly. My grandfathers had both 
died before I was born. With the exception of my grandmothers, I had 
very little experience getting to know my relatives. 
I grew up in a social atmosphere. I also grew up as an only child, which 
at times can lead to loneliness. My parents were supportive, but their life 
outside the family was very important to them. In fact, “life outside the 
family” summed up my formative years. 
The apple didn’t fall far from the tree, but my daughter, Meri Jane, has taken 
an active interest in our family’s history. It’s fascinating to hear her tell the 
stories of our family members and their march through life. Meri Jane has 
recently relocated to my hometown. She is fortunate that her husband, Rob, 
is very understanding, as I can visualize many missed meals at home as she 
becomes involved in her new community.
Jane’s family was the complete opposite. Her parents never had alcohol in 
their home.  The family was the total focus. 
We bring our childhood experiences with us into adulthood. Our early 
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months of marriage were life-changing in so many ways: I got to know, 
appreciate, and love the family bond on Jane’s side. 
I was usually the parent bringing home the awards. Jane was the go-to 
parent in time of need. Looking back, I wish I’d had some of those child-
hood family experiences, but life is what it is. My kids and grandkids are 
all more focused on family closeness and support. They all have picked up 
many positive traits of my parents; however I’m delighted they picked up 
the “family” gene from Jane’s side. 

Football with the Pros
A group of us — mostly in our 20s — agreed that we couldn’t hang 
around the Fireside Inn, our Northland Kansas City restaurant and bar of 
choice, seven days a week. Saturday, we thought, would be our physical 
fitness day. We organized a football team under the Fireside Inn sponsor-
ship and joined a Saturday afternoon bar league. 
This was not a team laden with talent. For example, quarterback, Charlie 
Erickson’s claim to athletic fame was that he once attended a high school 
football game. And, of course, I has been the shot putter for the high 
school track team.
Johnny Robinson, the all-pro safety for the Kansas City Chiefs, had 
recently purchased an old country club in the KC North area, and had 
converted it into an upscale restaurant and bar. Robinson’s business also 
sponsored a team, and in back of the club was a flat area a little smaller 
than a regulation football field — a great place for a pick-up Saturday 
football game.
Our first encounter against Robinson’s, to everyone’s surprise, was a win-
ning one. Somehow, the opposing team managed to field a team with less 
talent than ours. A rematch was scheduled for a few weeks later. 
The rematch went a little differently. With the exception of Johnny 
Robinson, we didn’t recognize any of the other players. We were obser-
vant enough to know they were a lot bigger than we were, and they were 
certainly in a lot better shape.
This game was also different because Johnny had a couple of the Chief-
ettes in attendance, along with a few fans. We were deep into the first 
quarter, with the score 21-0 before truth sank in. These weren’t customers 
of Robinson’s; they were members of the Chiefs! We were playing Kerry 
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Reardon, Mike Adamle, Johnny Mank, Chuck Hixson, George Daney, 
and of course Johnny Robinson, among others.
The final score was something like 60 – 6. It was the custom for the losing 
team to buy beers for the winning team. After running up a world-class 
bar tab, the group broke up around midnight, with one of the Chiefs’ 
players being carried to a car and driven home. This is especially memo-
rable because the Chief who was carried out of Robinson’s had a career 
game the next day against the Denver Broncos.
I’ve often wondered if Hank Stram, the Chiefs’ coach at the time, knew 
that members of his team were playing bar football the day before the 
game with the Broncos.
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THE KIDS

I’m proud of my kids … in many ways as different as night and day, in 
some ways so similar. Each is supportive of the other, each has a strong 
sense of family, and both are dedicated to their own kids. 
Matt was born January 3, 1967. He was a cute, happy baby — and then 
the ear infections set in. Jane and I spent many nights up with Matt and 
his ear infections, a source of constant worry for new parents. 
Matt was on schedule with walking and motor skills but was behind in 
speech. Sometimes you can’t see the forest for the trees. A neighbor was 
visiting when Matt was 3. He had the TV sound cranked up and was sit-
ting a foot away from it. Our neighbor pointed out something that should 
have been obvious to us: As a result of his ear infections, Matt was hard of 
hearing. Off to the ear specialist we went. Tubes were inserted in his ears, 
and within a short time his speech development was back on track.
Soon Meri Jane came along. Two kids raised in the same home by the 
same parents, but with two distinctly different personalities. Matt wanted 
to know what makes a clock run. Meri Jane, the extrovert, couldn’t care 
less. She wants to get to know the inventor of the clock and become his 
new best friend.

—
So many great memories of our pre-teenagers … so many sleepless nights 
from the time Matt turned 15 until Meri Jane turned 21.Yet Jane and I 
were lucky; we didn’t face some of the more serious challenges some parents 
have with teenagers. … But we weren’t challenge-free, by any stretch of the 
imagination.
Matt’s high school years had been pretty normal. He was on a fast track 
to become an all-state wrestler until an injury derailed his goal just two 
weeks before the senior year season began. He has an extremely high IQ, but 
wasn’t particularly motivated to do anything with it in high school.
Meri Jane was a good student through grade school and middle school. High 
school — what a challenge!
But all’s well that ends well. Both Meri Jane and Matt finished college, and 
Matt completed his master’s degree in history. I’m proud of both of them. 
Both are great parents, have a good sense of values, and are concerned 
about other people’s feelings. I’m lucky.
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But, back to the early years …

Kids, Dogs, and the Police
Our first encounter with the police had nothing to do with the kids, but it 
did involve a dog.
Our first dog, Pepper, was ill-tempered and a general pain to everyone in 
the area. He couldn’t be let out without supervision and had bitten two of 
the neighbors. We knew we were going to have to get rid of Pepper, since 
people were complaining — justifiably, we agreed. We just couldn’t bring 
ourselves to do it.
I was at work as a loan officer for Liberty Loan when Jane called the of-
fice and said the police were at the house with a warrant for my arrest. 
Puzzled, I took an early lunch to visit the Gladstone Police Department to 
find out what it was all about. The warrant was for failure to keep Pepper 
on a leash.
The bond ensuring my appearance in court was set at $100. We were liv-
ing paycheck to paycheck. Since we had recently married, and I was just 
starting a new job, there was no $100 in cash for the bond. 
I called my boss, George Sayers. No problem, he said, but it was going to 
be two hours before he could make it to the police headquarters.
Because of the length of time it was going to be before someone could 
show up with my bail, the officer in charge said he had no choice but to 
put me in lockdown.
Twenty-four hours later the dog was gone.
I suppose the story has a happy ending. The Clay County prosecutor was 
a friend, and all charges were dropped … for me and the dog.

—
It was 2 p.m. on a Sunday. Jane was in the kitchen, and I was watching 
a football game when the doorbell rang. Outside stood a police officer 
and a 2-year-old Matt. Somehow he had slipped out of the house and the 
officer had picked him up two blocks from our home. Thankfully our 
neighbors recognized Matt and directed the officer to the house. It wasn’t 
our last encounter with the law in Matt’s preschool years.

—
Matt was an avid fan of a Saturday morning cartoon show that featured a 
flying dog. Simon, our dog, adored Matt. He was Matt’s constant compan-
ion, and Matt decided Simon, too, should learn how to fly.
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Our rec room was on the second floor, and the window looked out over 
our concrete driveway: The perfect place, Matt thought, to teach Simon  
to fly.
Jane was in the yard and saw the dog hit the driveway. Amazingly, Simon 
seemed to have no injuries, but to be safe, Jane loaded Simon and Matt 
into the car to check with the veterinary clinic. She parked in front of the 
office and told Matt to stay in the car while she took Simon in. The vet 
gave Simon a full physical. Although the dog was fine, the vet proceeded 
to give Jane a lecture on being a better parent, keeping a closer eye on her 
son, and teaching him to respect animals.
Jane left the clinic embarrassed and humiliated, carrying Simon. She 
walked in front of the car, intending to put him in on the driver’s side. 
We had a Volkswagen with a stick shift. In her rush into the clinic with 
Simon, Jane had left the keys in the ignition. As she passed in front of the 
car, Matt decided to “help” by turning the key. The VW lunched forward 
and pinned Jane between the building and the front bumper.
The vet heard the commotion outside. By this time, Matt was behind the 
wheel, pretending to drive. The vet spent the next 15 minutes trying to 
convince him to roll down the window so he could get in and back it up 
to release Jane. Amazingly, she was unharmed.
The vet made Jane promise that she would find a new clinic. We offered 
to pay for the damage to the shrubbery Matt had driven over, but the vet 
said he would take care of it if we promised never to return.

—
Matt was 4 the next time the police brought him home. 
Experience had taught us that if we were going to be out for an extended 
period of time, we needed two babysitters: one whose sole job was to keep 
a constant eye on Matt. On paper, the strategy was a good one. 
We were attending a political watch party on the night of the primary 
election. Clay County, Mo., was solidly Democrat, steeped in its Southern 
roots, and remained that way until the 1980s. We had a couple of friends 
on the ballot, one of whom was Charlie Broomfield. Charlie was running 
in a crowded primary field, and eventually he lost to Jerry Litton.
In 1976, Litton won another primary for the U.S. Senate and then died in a 
plane crash at the Chillicothe, Mo., airport just after the primary. 
But … back to Matt.
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At 9 p.m. the phone rang at the watch party. It was one of the babysitters, 
calling to report that Matt was missing. 
We lived in a new subdivision with lots of excavation in the neighbor-
hood. It had rained the night before, and we could envision Matt falling 
into a deep hole or in some other situation — none of the possibilities 
pleasant. Several reception attendees left the party with us to help search.
After an hour of looking, there was still no sign of Matt. The police had 
been contacted, and about 10:30 that night officers showed up at the 
house with Matt and Simon. They were found about a mile from the 
house, walking on the shoulder of a busy thoroughfare. 
Matt couldn’t understand what all the fuss was about: He was just taking 
his dog for a walk. Thankfully, that was his last encounter with the police.

—
November 19 is my birthday, and on Nov. 19, 1969, I received the best 
present a father could receive — my daughter, Meri Jane.
What a joy! There is no feeling quite like the sense of wonder a father has 
for his daughter. A beautiful, happy, outgoing little girl. And, for the first 
16 years of her life, an absolute joy. 
We often referred to Meri Jane as our pigpen baby. Her room always 
looked like a tornado had swept through it. In her early years she was the 
child who — at the end of the day — looked like she had been wrestling 
in the mud. Several days stand out. 

—
One day Meri Jane stepped on a dog bone in the yard and received a 
deep gash. So — off to the doctor to get her a tetnus shot. Jane gave her a 
nickel for being so brave while getting the shot. Upon arriving home, she 
had the coin in hand and fell down a flight of steps. The nickel somehow 
ended up in Meri Jane’s mouth, and she swallowed it.
Back to the doctor to assess the damage done by swallowing the coin. Not 
serious, so another trip home, and Meri Jane ran outdoors to play. Within 
five minutes one of the neighborhood kids ran into her with his bike, and 
she had another gash on her leg. Not an untypical day.

—
Meri Jane was always outgoing, and generally well behaved. I wanted 
some quality time with her one day, so I took her to work with me. I had 
a presentation to make for a credit union staff. Halfway through my pre-
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sentation, I felt a tug on my coat. Meri Jane wanted a glass of water. That 
didn’t work. Another tug: She had to go to the bathroom. 
At the end of the day I decided I could spend time with her at home. That 
was the only time Meri Jane went to work with me.

—
Another “tug on the coat” story. 
We had arranged for then-Gov. Bob Bennett to come to our district for 
a “meet and greet.” I took Meri Jane, then 7, with me. The governor was 
shaking hands and introducing himself to constituents when he felt a tug 
on his coat. 
Meri Jane told the governor, “ I don’t believe we’ve met. I’m Meri Jane 
Cates.” 
Told you she was an outgoing child.

—
Jane and I were attending a parent-teacher conference at Meri Jane’s 
school. We met with the teacher, who had some nice things to say: good 
grades, behaved in the classroom, and so on. There was one small prob-
lem: On the playground, if the other kids didn’t play by her rules, Meri 
Jane would take the ball and sit on it, thus ending recess … a trait un-
doubtedly picked up from her mother’s side of the family.
Meri Jane was a good student through grade school and middle school.  
High school grades ... not quite as good. But all ended well, with Meri 
Jane earning her college degree. 
While alcohol and drugs were never problems for our kids, they gave us 
many many sleepless nights. I’ve always looked at it as payback time for 
the sleepless nights I gave my parents. 
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JOBS

My first job was driving a route truck for 7-Up — an absolutely miserable 
experience. This job ended shortly after our marriage, but my next job 
formed my career path for the next three decades.
Liberty Loan, a financial company with more than 400 offices in the 
country, was my work home for the next three years. I was a finance com-
pany trainee, working in an office a mile from our home. Within a year 
I was promoted to assistant manager, and then to manager a year later, 
making $600 a month. I was on a fast track, because the normal progres-
sion to manager took four years.
By this time I had found a local watering hole. One of the regulars at 
King’s Inn, Price Legg, worked for the National Credit Union Associa-
tion. He told me about a job in the credit union movement. I applied, was 
hired, and for the next three years I had a great job. As a credit union con-
sultant, I was assigned to the southwest Missouri and Kansas City areas. 
I was given a car and a lot of freedom. The job couldn’t have been better: 
a company car, a decent salary with good benefits, a chance to be around 
people, and an expense account. In those three years, I built a foundation 
for opportunities yet to come.
Until that time the largest crowd I had spoken to was in front of a judge, 
pleading innocent to yet another misdemeanor charge. Now I was giving 
speeches promoting credit unions every week, sometimes in front of hun-
dreds of people. It was during this period I got my first taste of speaking 
into a microphone on the local public affairs television show in Carthage, 
Mo. 
I thoroughly enjoyed my three years of working for the the Missouri 
Credit Union League, but I needed more money to support a family of 
four. Jane had worked full time for the previous three years and wanted to 
spend more time at home with the kids.
Three years of working for the Missouri Credit Union League led me to 
my next job. CUNA Mutual Insurance was the insurance arm of the credit 
union movement. This job necessitated a move to the Wichita, Kan., area, 
but the pay was much better. There was still a company car to drive and a 
nice benefit package that would allow us to build a comfortable nest egg. 
So off we went to the Wichita area for the next three years. 

—
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CUNA Mutual
Before talk radio, for more than 25 years, I was employed by the credit 
union movement.
The credit union movement today is quite a bit different than it was in the 
’70s and ’80s. Today it is difficult to distinguish between a credit union 
and a bank; both institutions offer virtually identical services.
When I started my career, credit unions were set up with a “closed” field 
of membership. A credit union might have been established to service 
only employees of a business, members of a parish, or teachers within 
a specific school district. The officers were volunteers, and all monies 
earned by the credit union were returned to the members through in-
creased dividends on savings accounts or reduced interest rates on loans.
Virtually everyone connected with credit unions then had become 
involved because they wanted to help their fellow workers, parishio-
ners, and so forth. We all went to work with the idea that we were there 
to make people’s lives a little better and easier. For more than 25 years, 
I spent the days calling on credit union employees and volunteers who 
were committed to improving the quality of lives for their fellow credit 
union members.
What a wonderful group of people! There was no competition amongst 
credit unions in the ’70s, since they were all serving only their members. 
It was a close-knit group working toward a common goal.
CUNA Mutual was the insurance arm of the credit union movement. The 
company was established to fulfill a credit union’s insurance needs. While 
credit unions could go outside of the association to purchase insurance, 
the vast majority did not. In my territory, 95 percent of a credit union’s 
insurance was written by CUNA Mutual.
While we worked hard, we also played hard. Our company had a very en-
lightened policy regarding those of us who were calling on credit unions 
daily. We all had annual goals to meet, and the company expected them 
to be met. If it took 60 hours a week or 20 hours — it made no difference. 
We were expected just to get the job done, get it done well, and CUNA 
Mutual was happy.
For the first eight to ten years, my hours worked per week ranged between 
50 and 60. It meant a lot of time away from home and family. It didn’t 
create a problem, as Jane loved the role of mother and homemaker. It also 
paid off in my career: For 23 of my 24 years, I was in the top 25 percent 
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of producers, which meant a comfortable salary and a few dollars tossed 
into savings. In the last 15 years with CUNA Mutual, my hours worked 
per week would have been in the 20- to 25-hour range. I had a great rela-
tionship with my credit unions, and it became a job where I spent the day 
calling on friends. My extra time during the week allowed me to venture 
into other areas, such as politics.
My co-workers for 24 years at CUNA Mutual shared many things in 
common. Our success depended on being able to “connect” with our 
credit unions, and we were all outgoing, friendly people. Virtually all of us 
worked hard, as the financial rewards made it worth our while — and we 
all played hard. Our staff meetings all turned into late-late nights in the 
hospitality room.
Traveling to and from staff meetings would sometimes turn into some of 
life’s “Kodak moments.” One trip home from Madison, Wisconsin, typi-
fies the horseplay that occurred on our road trips.

—
We would meet in Kansas City for a 12-hour road trip that necessitated 
stocking the driver’s car with a case of beer. (The ’90s brought about a 
dramatic shift in drinking and driving laws, but in the ’70s and ’80s, no 
one gave much thought to roaring down the interstate with a can of beer 
balanced between the knees.)
On the way home this particular trip, we stopped in Ames, Iowa, for the 
night. Six of us were traveling together in three cars, and Ames was half-
way home to the KC area. We checked into a motel and headed to the bar. 
Five of us would always make it a priority to seek out the nearest bar. The 
sixth was a teetotaler.
The hotel bar had a local combo that evening, and we no sooner ordered 
our drinks than what appeared to be a college coed came up and asked 
if we would like to dance. Within a short period of time, we realized it 
wasn’t our movie star good looks that attracted her to our table: It was 
our first encounter with a hooker. Our gang of five were all partiers, loved 
hanging out in the bars until closing, but none of us was interested in a 
hooker. We were interested, however, in sending this young lady to our 
teetotaler co-worker’s room as a joke!
We offered her $25 to go to his room, assured her this would not turn into 
a sexual encounter, and advised her that within 10 minutes of entering his 
room, we would arrive, and her job would be done.
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“What the hell,” she said. “It’s a slow night. Why not?”
We took her to the room, waited 10 minutes, then opened the door and 
walked in.
I’ll never forget the look of stark terror on our co-worker’s face as he 
tried to explain that he was sound asleep when he was awakened by this 
woman who had crawled into bed with him.
For the rest of the evening, the five of us let him know how disappointed 
we were in him, how he had put all of our reputations on the line by 
hustling women on the road, and that we had no choice but to to report 
his disgusting behavior to our boss in the morning, as we weren’t about to 
lose our jobs because of his irresponsibility. 
He begged us not to say anything to anyone: He was innocent and had 
no idea how she found her way to his room. He knew the five of us well 
enough to know we were capable of about anything, but he was too panic-
stricken to connect the dots between us and the hooker. 
The next morning — when we were about an hour from Kansas City and 
discussing how we could add another night to our trip — the light came 
on, and he connected the dots. He wasn’t a happy camper!

—
Two years later our co-worker was “in trouble” again because of a woman, 
and again it dealt with a hooker.
For years, CUNA Mutual hosted a hospitality room at our staff meetings 
and kept it open as long as there were staff members inside. The compa-
ny’s reasoning was that it kept us all in the same hotel, so we wouldn’t find 
ourselves getting in trouble outside the hotel. The only rule was, drink all 
you want, play cards all night, do whatever — as long as you are alert and 
on time at 8 a.m. for the staff meeting. The system worked well. 
Along came a new boss, who looked at our previous staff meeting liquor 
bills and decided to close down the hospitality rooms. His thinking was 
that we would all have a nice meal and head back to our rooms for a 
good night’s sleep. What, in fact, happened was the staff spread out over 
a 20-mile radius, seeking the best of what the bright lights of a new city 
had to offer. This particular town had a race track, so my roommate and I 
decided to head to the track. 
We got back to the hotel about 10:30, and our immediate supervisor was 
waiting for us in the lobby. He informed us that this time, we’d gone too 
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far, and he couldn’t save our jobs. Yes — “she” will recover, but will prob-
ably be filing charges against us.
We had no idea what was going on, but we were about to find out. After 
we were escorted into the hotel’s security office, we found that a hooker 
had been summoned to the hotel and was beaten up by her customer. 
When the hooker was found by security, she either didn’t remember or 
was afraid, so she gave our room number. 
Within an hour, her real customers were found and arrested. They were not 
associated with our staff.
By the next meeting, our hospitality room was back and open for busi-
ness.

—
The credit union movement was a close-knit group and very social, which 
led to many late evenings. On the job, my performance was good. During 
most of my 24 years with CUNA Mutual, I met my annual goals by March 
or April. I had lots of time on my hands, eventually giving me the oppor-
tunity to become heavily involved in politics.
I was still setting time aside time for the kids, as I coached their little 
league teams and never missed school events. Unfortunately, not enough 
time was set aside for us as a couple. Jane enjoyed Augusta, a small city 
near Wichita where we were living. But our lives were about to change 
again: The company transferred us to Topeka. 
Because my job allowed so much flexibility, moving to the state capital 
gave me the opportunity to pursue my interest in politics. It was like go-
ing to Mecca: My political interests were always there. Living in the state 
capital was going to give me the chance to soar with the political eagles. 
For the next 15 years, politics dominated our lives. I was as content as 
could be. 

—
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POLITICS

As a result of my longstanding love affair with politics, I was tested re-
garding my effectiveness as a leader. My official political involvement in 
Topeka began shortly after our arrival in town in 1975. I sought out the 
leaders of the county GOP. Within a short time I was appointed as a ward 
captain, and over the next six years I was the diligent party worker.
Doug Mays had been serving as our county chairman and had cho-
sen not to seek re-election. Three candidates surfaced: John Hiller — a 
well-known name in Shawnee County — who would become a close 
friend, Tuck Duncan, and myself. About 200 precinct committeemen and 
women potentially would be voting for the new chairman. I knew my 
chances of winning were slim to none: I was an unknown — the new kid 
on the block, running against two lifelong Topekans. I also knew that this 
offered an opportunity to become known by the town’s movers and shak-
ers. The race was on.
To be elected, the winning candidate needed 50 percent of the votes plus 
one. If no candidate received a majority of the votes, the third-place can-
didate was dropped from the ballot and the race became a two-way run.
Starting out, I knew I could count on 30 hardcore votes. I didn’t have a 
clue where the remainder would come from. The phone calls started, as 
it was a matter of picking up one vote at a time. A week out, we started 
picking up enough votes that we could possibly win with a low turnout 
of voters. The county had never had a hotly contested chairman’s race, 
so there was nothing to gauge how many volunteer precinct committee 
people would actually show up and cast a ballot. We now could count 45 
solid votes and another six leaning in our direction.
Election night came, and Shawnee County experienced the largest turn-
out of precinct committee people in the history of the party. John Hiller, 
as expected, won on the first ballot with 82 votes. I finished a surprising 
second, with 58 votes, and Mr. Duncan finished with 21 votes. John ac-
cepted my offer of help and the next day we were at work, building our 
party. John soon decided serving as party chairman wasn’t his cup of tea, 
resigned, endorsed me, and I was elected as his replacement without op-
position.
The next two years were two of the most gratifying in my years of political 
involvement.
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—

The Legislature
Throughout our marriage I always felt a need to prove myself to increase 
my sense of self-worth. I felt comfortable that I had done this with Jane, 
as we had 20 years of marriage under our belts when I was first elected. 
Jane was capable of accomplishing anything. In the early ’90s, she became 
active in CASA (Court-Appointed Special Advocates), an organization 
dedicated to helping troubled kids deal with the legal system. Within a 
year and a half she had been elevated to the presidency. Before that, she 
received a gubernatorial appointment to serve on the Kansas Board of 
Optometry. Each of the next two governors, Hayden and Finney, reap-
pointed her, and she became the longest-serving public member in the 
history of the board. 
I lived for Jane’s approval and praise. Nothing would put me on a high 
faster than Jane saying, “I’m so proud of you,” or “I can’t imagine anyone 
having a more exciting life.” 
That should have been enough, but maybe because of some deep-seated 
insecurities, it wasn’t. I also needed the pats on the back outside the fam-
ily. So out to conquer the world I went.
Elective office can be all-encompassing if you let it be.  Even before my 
election, there were too many times I should have been at home focusing 
on the family, but wasn’t. It got worse after I won, but I was too wrapped 
up in politics to notice. There was always one more meeting to attend, one 
more speech to give, and numerous opportunities for that one last beer 
with the boys before going home. 

Fun Times in the Wacky World of Politics!
In 1987 the Iowa GOP hosted a regional conclave of Republican activists 
from throughout the Midwest. As always, Iowa drew presidential hope-
fuls, so it gave our Kansas delegation of 15 or so a chance to view the 
national hierarchy. 
The first night, most of the state delegations had gone to bed. Not Kansas. 
We were all crowded into one delegate’s room. The first Kansan to toss in 
the towel was a Shawnee Countian, Lee Kinney. Lee wasn’t opposed to 
knocking down a drink or two at a political event, but by 9:30 or 10 p.m. 
she’d had all the fun she could stand for one evening. About an hour or so 
after Lee had retired for the evening, someone came up with the brilliant 
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idea of calling Lee and getting her back downstairs to join the rest of us. 
Someone handed the phone to June Cooper, our national committee-
woman. June called Lee and took the conversation into uncharted waters.
Pretending to be the hotel manager, June informed Lee that she was going 
to have to hold down the noise in her room because other residents were 
complaining. Furthermore, her boyfriend was getting way too loud! 
Lee attempted to assure the “hotel manager” she must have the wrong 
room: She was the only one in the room, there was no “boyfriend,” and 
she was sound asleep when the call came in. June told her she didn’t want 
any more complaint calls from other guests on the floor and hung up.
That was just the beginning. Thirty minutes later, June called Lee and 
informed her the guest in the next room called the front desk to complain 
about the succession of men in and out of this room all evening: “Behav-
ior of this sort is not allowed in this hotel!”
By this time, Lee was wide awake and, again, trying to convince the “hotel 
manager” there must be some mistake. Lee was told to get the men out of 
the room immediately or she would be evicted.
About 15 minutes later, Lee’s phone rang again. She was informed that 
one of her male friends was seen throwing whiskey bottles out of the 
fourth floor window, and that one of the bottles hit the roof of the assis-
tant manager’s car. She was told to pack her bags and wait in the hall next 
to her room; the bellman would be up immediately to escort her to her 
car. If she refused, law enforcement would become involved. By this time 
we had consumed all the booze in our gathering room, so everyone stag-
gered off to bed.
The next day several of us complimented Lee on going to bed early and 
getting a good night’s sleep. She told us she had experienced one of the 
weirdest nights of her life. 
“The story is so unbelievable,” she said,  “I won’t bother sharing it with 
you.”
She did say when she got home that she was going to have her attorney 
write a letter to the owner of the hotel, demanding that they dismiss their 
evening management team. She didn’t offer to tell us the story of the night 
before, and we decided not to pursue it.

—
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The Des Moines trip marked the start of a friendship with David Eisen-
hower, the grandson of former President Dwight Eisenhower. In 1968 
he had married Julie Nixon — a daughter of the President-elect Richard 
Nixon, who served as vice president in the Eisenhower administration. 
They were living in Pennsylvania, but David was spending a great deal of 
time in Kansas researching a book he was writing about his grandfather.  
I had just finished a term as the GOP chairman of the 2nd congressional 
district, and was still involved in candidate recruitment.  
David and I met at a reception. I mentioned to him that he should move 
to Kansas and run for Congress. At the time, Jim Slattery, a Democrat, 
was our congressman. The idea of moving to Kansas — as well as running 
for Congress — had some appeal to him.  After a couple more conversa-
tions with David, it was time to call in the “big guns.” Mike Hayden, who 
had been elected as Kansas’ governor the year before, was also attending 
the Des Moines conference. 
Mike and I met with David and convinced him the Kansas GOP would 
do everything in its power to help him win this election. David liked what 
he had heard, so the next step was to convince Julie that Kansas was in 
her future. That was where the wheels came off.  Both David’s and Julie’s 
mothers lived close to them. Both were getting up in age and had some 
health challenges. Understandably, Julie wanted to stay close to their 
mothers.   
Over the years, David and I lost contact with each other, but he was one 
of the special people I had the pleasure of knowing through my involve-
ment in politics.

—
In 1988 I was elected to serve as a delegate to the Republican National 
Convention. Sen. Bob Dole was seeking the presidential nomination that 
year. Although George Bush had the GOP nomination locked up, Dole’s 
prominence in the party gave Kansas one of the best seating areas on the 
convention floor, as well as one of the better hotels in New Orleans. 
The Kansas delegation was housed at the Doubletree, a hotel a block away 
from the famed French Quarter. To say the hotel staff was not excited 
about hosting the Kansas delegation would be an understatement. The bar 
is a major profit center for any convention hotel, so the Doubletree staff 
forsaw this as being a major downer for convention profitability. Their 
perception of Kansas soon changed.
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Most conventioneers headed to New Orleans spend a lot of time — and 
money — in the French Quarter. During the course of the week, virtually 
all of us did the French Quarter bit, but our delegation was a very cohe-
sive group. We enjoyed each other’s company, and the hotel bar became 
our focal point. 
The Doubletree Hotel bar normally closed at 1:30, but the first night we 
were there, they were still turning people away at closing time. The next 
night they kept the bar open, and at 3 a.m. a standing-room-only crowd 
was still in evidence. Finally, at 5 a.m., an exhausted bartender announced 
“last call” with a still-crowded bar. The pattern continued for most of the 
week. We were not part of the late-late-night revelers, as we were back in 
our room shortly after midnight. 
The point of this story? Republicans can and do act like Democrats at 
times but always return to their traditional roots come election day.

—
Later that year I was elected to serve in the Kansas House of Representa-
tives. It was actually my second tour in the legislature: I had been elected 
six years earlier to the Kansas State Senate to finish out the final 120 days 
of retiring senator Ron Hein. 
Hein was a popular senator who decided not to seek reelection so he 
could establish a lobbying practice. Another candidate had announced 
she was running to replace Hein: Alicia Salisbury had the support of 
the GOP establishment and was heavily favored to win in a Republican-
dominated district, barring an unforseen turn of events. The unforseen 
happened when Hein unexpectedly resigned early. 
When an elected official resigns or dies in office, his or her party is given 
a period of time to fill the position. In this case, GOP precinct committee-
persons were contacted to elect someone to complete the term of office. 
In his resignation announcement, Sen. Hein said he would like his wife 
to replace him. Several political activists in the district had other ideas. 
Within three days, five individuals had announced their interest. 
Our legislators had adjourned. No special session was planned, so the 
winner of this election was going to be a placeholder only. Members of 
the GOP state heirarchy were concerned this was going to give the Demo-
crats an opening because five potential candidates were lining up to run 
for a seat that meant little if anything. In addition, it was taking attention 
away from Alicia Salisbury, the chosen candidate. 
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I was the Shawnee County GOP chairman at the time and was attending 
a CUNA Mutual staff meeting in Wisconsin when Sen. Hein made his 
unexpected announcement. The party leaders contacted me in Wisconsin 
and expressed their concerns about turning a safe Republican seat over to 
the Democrats. I was asked to send out a press release announcing that I 
was a candidate. Their hope was this would run everyone else out of the 
race and restore some sense of order to a situation with a a huge potential 
to get out of hand. 
The strategy worked. I was elected to fill the unexpired term, Alicia Salis-
bury won a decisive victory in November, and former Sen. Hein estab-
lished a successful lobbying practice.

Elected in 1988
In 1988 I won my first election to the Kansas House by less than 200 
votes. I defeated a popular area teacher, Patty Pressman. She progressed to 
become principal of Topeka’s largest high school. I progressed to become 
an ineffective legislator.
Voters often assume politics and government service are one and the 
same. Not so. Viewing our government from the inside looking out was 
an eye-opener. While the vast majority of legislators are honest, hard-
working people, discussions about good public policy happened all too 
infrequently. The theme of the day — on both sides of the aisle — was 
“don’t let your votes today screw up your re-election chances, and try to 
stick the needle into the opposition.” I had a clear understanding of our 
political system and not a clue about the inner workings of government.
I often told the story on the air about how lonely it is to be a true fiscal 
conservative. Kansas currently has more than 500 full-time registered 
lobbyists — most of them professional and ethical. Having said that, in 
my four years in the House, never did a lobbyist approach me and say, 
“You gave us too much money last year. How about cutting back our 
amount next year?”
There is a tremendous amount of pressure to spend more and more 
money. By the end of the day, a legislator has seen a dozen lobbyists, most 
of whom want increased funding for their clients. A fiscal conservative 
has to say no to virtually everyone who has found the legislative office. By 
the end of the day you’re counting the people you’ve disappointed, and it’s 
a lonely feeling.
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Many conservative elected officials come to the Capitol with the best of 
intentions, their right-of-center philosophy intact. I’ve seen so many of 
these same people get worn down by the process and start saying yes 
rather than sticking to their conservative beliefs. Once you’ve made that 
first compromise, the subsequent compromises become easier and easier. 
The result is runaway government spending that further erodes the dol-
lars of young families just starting out and retirees on fixed incomes
Serving as an elected official gives you such a different perspective from 
being on the outside looking in. Politics can become all-encompassing to 
someone whose goal is to be effective. For starters, your ego is constantly 
being stroked by people who are vying for your vote on issues that are 
near to their hearts — or pocketbooks. Over that four years, I saw many 
good people succumb to the stroking and start making small compro-
mises of their values to win re-election.
Politics in Kansas is relatively “clean.” A list of legislators who would have 
accepted a bribe to support a bill would have been minuscule, so a legisla-
tive sting operation wouldn’t have caught many elected officials. Having 
said this, politics — rather than good public policy — rules the day.

—
Shortly before I was elected, Kansas had undergone massive changes in 
the way property was valued for tax purposes. My area was a middle-
income district with very little poverty and very little massive personal 
wealth: a nice, average suburban Topeka district. The residents were 
mostly working people, trying to make ends meet. My district also had a 
high percentage of retirees on fixed incomes. As a result of the change in 
property valuation, many residents were experiencing sizeable property 
tax increases. When I was knocking on doors to ask for votes, the No. 1 
issue was relief from property taxes. I had pledged that, if elected, I would 
not vote for any major spending bills that would potentially raise taxes.
Gov. Mike Hayden was in the third year of his term and had spent the 
first two years attempting to enact major highway and bridge improve-
ment bills. The bill had a big price tag, and the heat was on to pass it out 
of the House and dump it in the Senate’s lap. All indications were that the 
vote would be extremely close.
The bill had a lot to offer, especially for Topeka. Even knowing that, I 
advised our House leadership that I would be a “no” vote in view of my 
campaign promise not to vote for a major spending increase bill.
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For the next 60 days I was called into the speaker’s office almost daily to 
attempt to swing my vote to a “yes”. Sixty-three “yes” votes were needed to 
pass the bill, and 63 House members ended up voting “yes.” The bill went 
to the Senate, passed, and was signed by the governor.
I was a holdout — one of 62 House members who voted “no” — another 
strike against me. My reputation was spreading: I wasn’t one of the go-
along gang. I wouldn’t be viewed as a go-to guy to get a bill passed.

—
One of the first bills I promoted after my election would have eliminated 
legislative pensions. 
The Kansas legislative session runs 90 days. Back then, legislators received 
about $90 a day for expenses, along with a yearly salary of about $15,000. 
But the legislative pension benefits weren’t based on that $15,000 figure. 
Instead, legislators’ salaries were “annualized,” which means that the pen-
sion benefits were based on an annual salary of $60,000! A great deal if 
you can get by with it!
I had always viewed legislative service as something that should not be 
considered a career and felt that pension benefits should not be paid to 
persons working part-time in what should be considered a temporary job. 
Kansas elects 40 state senators and 125 House members. Out of the 165 
elected officials, about eight declined their rights to a pension benefit. 
Needless to say, the move to eliminate legislative pensions went nowhere, 
and neither did I. Politics and jobs in the private sector have one thing in 
common: Those on the job who go along to get along with the boss stand 
a much better chance of moving up the food chain. I was destined not to 
move anywhere!

—
In some legislators’ minds, I hadn’t quite finished sticking the needles in 
their eyes with my pension vote, so another one of my bills irritated a few 
more … 
Back in the early ’70s, Bill Anderson recorded a song entitled “Where 
Have All Our Heroes Gone?” The song’s message was that people in the 
public eye have a resonsibility to meet a higher standard. Elected officials 
aren’t heroes; however, because they are in the public eye, the same rules 
should apply. So I drafted a bill that would mandate perodic drug test-
ing for legislators. The purpose wasn’t to embarass any legislator: I didn’t 
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know of anyone serving in the House or Senate who was into the drug 
culture. 
Want to guess the fate of this bill? It went nowhere. 
Not too long after the bill went into the dumpster, one of our legislators 
was busted on a drug charge. 

Norplant and Welfare Moms
A bill I didn’t introduce but did support was the “Norplant” bill, spon-
sored by Kerry Patrick, a legislator from Johnson County. This bill would 
have given any woman on welfare $500 for agreeing to use the Norplant 
birth control system, approved in the United States in 1990. The cash 
could be spent by the recipient any way she wished.
Norplant required a 20-minute visit to a physician and assured the user 
she wouldn’t become pregnant for a five-year period. The program was 
to be totally voluntary. The idea was to prevent conception. It was not 
designed to change the lifestyle of an irresponsible person who had no 
means or intention of providing for a child. 
Virtually everyone from the political right to the left found something 
in the bill they didn’t like. The sponsors were called racists and sexists … 
among other names. It was controversial to the point that television’s “60 
Minutes” had a 20-minute on-air debate on the bill’s merits. The legisla-
tors chosen for the on-air debate were Kerry Patrick (the sponsor) and 
then-Rep. Kathleen Sebelius.  
When the bill came up for a vote on the House floor, fewer than 20 out of 
125 legislators voted for it. Twenty years later, no one has re-introduced it. 

—
Although I wasn’t going be named Mr. Congeniality by legislative leader-
ship, I was proving to be popular with the voters in my district, and I had 
picked up an influential supporter in Dick Snider. Dick was Topeka’s most 
popular and widely read columnist, and he liked my stance on several 
issues. Also, I was becoming a regular guest on KSNT-TV 27 and KTKA-
TV’s weekly political review shows. (TV 49 later hired me to host Sunday 
“week in review” shows). Several legislators also were asking for my help 
in writing weekly newsletters to voters in their districts. I was rapidly be-
coming a what came to be known as a “tea party” believer — long before 
it was a gleam in anyone’s eye. I was being viewed as a local version of 
Texas Congressman Ron Paul.
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—
The hours are long during a 90-day session. Both parties have a daily 
briefing session at 8 a.m. Then there were committee meetings, House 
floor time, and meetings with constituants and lobbyists. Two or three 
meet-and-greet events are scheduled virtually every evening. 
The meet-and-greets are probably the area most misunderstood by the 
public. The public perception is that these events are one big party. For 
most legislators, just the opposite is true. All the temptations are there, 
but so are constituants who want to discuss legislative concerns with their 
elected leaders. A minority of legislators take advanatage of the alcohol 
available at virtually every reception. 
Lobbyists are an interesting group of people. Many are former elected 
officials, well educated, and at the top of the food chain in terms of sal-
ary and benefits. All have a good working knowledge of this legislative 
process, and virtually none has a clue as to the clout and influence of a 
legislative spouse. 
The same scenario plays out at most meet-and-greet political events: Ev-
eryone wants the ear of the elected official, but their spouses are ignored, 
ending up in a corner with other bored spouses. It never seems to occur 
to those trying to curry favor that the spouse is the last person in the eve-
ning and the first person in the morning to speak with a legislator. 
On more than one occasion, Jane developed an interest in a bill as a result 
of a rare conversation at a reception. If you are fighting for passage of a 
bill, who better to have in your corner than the spouse of a legislator?

Run Again?
It was 1990 and time to make a decision about whether to run again. My 
interest in politics hadn’t diminished, but my interest in serving in the 
legislature had. I had demonstrated my ineffectiveness during my first 
two-year stint and didn’t see a conservative uprising in the works. I knew 
several Republicans from the left-of-center crowd were waiting for me to 
step down. I didn’t want to return, but most of all I didn’t want to turn the 
seat over to someone who was going to be a “go along to get along, spend-
spend-spend” legislator.
The first person I approached to replace me was Jane. While she support-
ed my sense of what’s right and wrong in the political arena, the passion 
wasn’t there. She simply had no interest in serving in the legislative arena, 
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so I contacted several friends in the district who shared my views.
Dave and Mary Mudrick were the next couple approached. Both were 
good friends who basically shared my political beliefs. They had been ac-
tive in supporting several political candidates in the past, but neither had 
an interest in running. Both were successful  attorneys, and their interests 
were focused on legal work.
The next name on my list of potential replacements was Bob Murray. 
Murray had been a former WIBW TV-13  anchor and had been politi-
cally active, supporting conservative candidates. Too late: He had been 
approached by Gov. Mike Hayden to accept a position as director of 
Kansas Travel and Tourism. 
Jan Allen was next on my list. Although she didn’t strictly fit the mold of 
the classic conservative candidate, she had been a loyal supporter and had 
a pragmatic, somewhat right-of-center view of government spending. At 
the very least, I knew I would have Jan’s ear on key legislation. … Another 
turn-down.
I was running out of names; the filing deadline was nearing. No one said 
yes. Rather than turn the seat over to a liberal Republican, I decided to 
run one more time.
Once more, my name appeared on the ballot. Winning re-election wasn’t 
a concern. My first victory was a squeaker. However, my voting record 
during my two years accurately reflected the mood of my district. The 
52nd Legislative District was older, demographically, with few high-
income residents and virtually no one at the other end of the spectrum. 
It was a true white-collar, mid-management, working-class district — 
staunch fiscal conservatives.
I stayed in touch with the district through a monthly newsletter. The 
newsletter received a lot of attention, because I let go with self-deprecat-
ing humor, wrote of my frustration with the system, and shared some 
nontraditional thoughts. I occasionally gave the Democrats credit for a 
good idea! Far from being politically correct, it was as widely read as any 
legislative newsletter with the purpose of self-promotion, including the 
usual repeated attempts to convince readers that the sender is something 
close to the Second Coming.
My opponent was Vince Cook, a political unknown at the time. Our poll-
ing showed I was going to win — and win big. In 1990 I received more 
votes than any house candidate in a contested race. 
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Vince resurfaced after this defeat, and six months later won election to  the 
Topeka City Council. A few years after that, he was appointed to fill Tom 
Bradley’s unexpired term as a state representative. Over the years Vince and 
I became good friends.
One of my more ardent supporters had worked up a hit piece on Cook — 
one that, in my opinion, hit below the belt. It dealt with personal, not po-
litical, issues. I said no to distributing the flyer but, unbeknownst to me, 
a few had already been mailed. Someone in my camp contacted Cook, 
described the piece, and said it was about to be mailed district-wide. In 
retaliation, the Cook camp put together a flyer saying that everything in 
my next mailing was a pack of lies.
Again, all of this was happening without my knowledge. As luck would 
have it, our next mailing was a soft, warm-and-fuzzy piece filled with 
pictures. In it, I complimented my opponent for running and said that we 
simply disagreed on a few key issues. 
The mailings arrived at homes in the district within about 24 hours of one 
another. Voters first receiving Cook’s mailing — stating that my mailing 
was filled with lies — and my warm-and-fuzzy piece the next day. They 
had to be scratching their heads, wondering what in the hell he was talk-
ing about.

—
In my first two years of office — with Republicans controlling the Kansas 
Senate, House, and governor’s office — spending went unchecked. By 
1990 the voters had had enough of uncontrolled spending, and for the 
first time in more than 50 years, the Democrats took control.
Marvin Barkis, a Miami County Democrat, became the new Speaker of 
the House with that election. There were few issues on which Barkis and 
I found common ground — and many of the ’90 legislative races were 
viewed as being too close to call — but on election eve, where was he? Not 
in his district, working for his own re-election, but in my district, stand-
ing on a street corner, waving a “Vince Cook for Representative” placard. 
With all 125 House seats up for grabs, Marvin drove to my district and 
spent the night before the election knocking on doors on behalf of my op-
ponent. For me, it was the crown jewel of the campaign! 
Later that night, we ended up in the same bar, which was the political 
hangout for both parties. I bought him a beer and thanked him for wast-
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ing his time in my district as opposed to working a district where he may 
have been able to elect another Democrat: I received more votes in ’90  
than any other Kansas House member running. 
Marvin’s time as speaker was short lived, as the Republicans regained 
control of the house two years later. I will be forever puzzled (and flat-
tered) that I was the legislator Barkis wanted to see gone! 
After two years under the Democrat thumb, I was ready to leave again, 
with or without a replacement. As luck would have it, a retiring executive 
from Southwestern Bell, Tom Bradley, surfaced as a candidate. I didn’t 
know Tom, but his reputation was par excellence on tax-and-spend is-
sues. I couldn’t have asked for a better replacement. Unfortunately, Tom 
became disenchanted with the process and served for just a short time. I 
still see Tom, as he ended up retiring in my hometown, Liberty, Mo. It’s a 
small world.

—
Another moment of unintentional flattery occurred late in the legisla-
tive session of 1992. Approximately a dozen legislators were sitting in 
The Vintage restaurant, a political hangout for both parties, enjoying 
their adult beverages of choice. One of the state’s most influential lobby-
ists walked in. He was not a supporter of mine, since I had voted against 
several of his key bills. The lobbyist informed the bartender that he would 
pick up everyone’s tab — with the exception of mine — and walked out.
Several of us had heard the exchange between the lobbyist and bartender, 
and some were embarrassed for me. I thanked them for their support — 
then proceeded to inform them they were the ones who should be embar-
rassed. The lobbyist’s message was clear: He felt he had bought and paid 
for their support. Apparently I was the only one of the group who was not 
for sale. Several in our group subsequently informed the bartender they 
would pick up their own tabs.
It was a great feeling walking out of The Vintage that night, and I would 
like to end this happy little story by saying I never took advantage of a 
free meal or beer from a lobbyist. Quite the opposite. Free tickets, food, 
and drinks are just more perks of being an elected official. I can say, how-
ever, that it never influenced my vote.

—
During my last two years in the legislature I ran for a “leadership posi-
tion.” The House GOP members had formed a political action commit-
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tee with the goal of electing a House member from each congressional 
district. The winners would be responsible for doling out the funds raised 
for candidates who were in close races. 
I lost by one vote. The swing vote, ironically, was a fellow Shawnee Coun-
ty legislator, Marvin Smith. He was a friend, and was a legislator with 
whom I agreed on several issues. He approached me before the vote and 
said he couldn’t support me, since I was too conservative. Rep. Alex Scott 
from Junction City was elected to represent the 2nd Congressional District 
on our political action committee.
The irony came into play after my term as a legislator. Margie Canfield — 
a long-time, dedicated worker in the trenches of the GOP — and I were 
asked to run for chair and vice-chair of the Shawnee County Republicans.
It was 1994, and the political winds were shifting. The word “conserva-
tive” had taken on new meaning. Conservatism was beginning to mean 
social values (particularly abortion), rather than fiscal issues. The social 
conservatives had done their homework and had elected enough precinct 
committeemen and women to control the elections. I approached the 
leaders of the new conservative movement and was told they were look-
ing for someone to the right of me.
Margie and I folded our tent. State Rep. Marvin Smith was elected as the 
new Shawnee County GOP chair.
Politics is a strange business.

Term Limits
In the early to middle ’90s, the concept of term limits was smoking hot. 
Dissatisfaction with elected officials was high, especially at the national 
level. 
I recall a conversation that occurred toward the end of the 1990 legislative 
session. I was enjoying a cigarette — a habit that’s still with me — with 
several of my colleagues. The discussion turned to the upcoming elections 
and who was and wasn’t going to return. 
Two legislators in the group, one Republican and one Democrat, each had 
eight years of service and needed two more years to become vested for 
pension benefits. Both said politics would be in their rearview mirror if 
it weren’t for the lure of the pension: The fire had long since burned out. 
Both ran in ’90, both won, and both served for the next two years to be 
rewarded with a nice pension.
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On numerous other occasions, I had witnessed legislators making a vote 
that wasn’t in the public’s best interest in order to please a lobbyist who 
had a block of votes in the legislator’s district. I was then (and am now) 
convinced term limits are needed at all levels of government.
By the mid ’90s my new support group became the supporters of Ross 
Perot. I had been appointed as the Kansas chairman for the National 
Term Limits Movement, and for the next year most support came from 
members of the United We Stand Party. 
The state chairpersons were invited to come to Washington for a national 
strategy session shortly after the ’94 elections. Gov. Joan Finney (D-Kan.) 
was appointed as an honarary national chairperson, along with William 
Weld (R-Mass.). At the time, two of the movement’s most fervent sup-
porters in Washington were Sen. John Ashcroft from Missouri, and Bob 
Dornan, a flashy congressman from California. 
At our first meeting in Washington, we were asked to go to a strategy ses-
sion with either Rep. Dornan or Sen. Ashcroft. Jane was with me, and she 
chose the Ashcroft meeting. I went to Congressman Dornan’s meeting, as 
I had heard him on talk radio many times and was a huge fan.
In 21 states, voters had gained the power of initiative. Initiative gives vot-
ers the opportunity to circulate petitions to place an item on the ballot, 
bypassing the state’s legislature. The states whose citizens have the right of 
initiative gained that power before 1940. No legislative body has relin-
quished its power to the citizens since then. In virtually every state with 
the power of initiative, congressional term limits passed. Term limits went 
nowhere in states where that decision was left up to the legislative body. 
This issue reached the U.S. Supreme Court. The legal question? States 
with term limits were being penalized in terms of national power. In 
Congress, committee chairmanships typically went to long-time legisla-
tors who weren’t term-limited out of office. The court deemed term limits 
to be unconstutional for that reason. 
During this period I disagreed with most Supreme Court decisions: In 
this case, I understood their rationale. Term limits continued to pass at 
the state and local level, but at the national level, the fight was lost. 
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TALK RADIO

I had always been a fan of talk radio and first appeared on a local show 
hosted by Sharon Coleman on WREN in Topeka. My topic was record-
collecting, and I was surprised at the feedback from this brief appearance. 
Little did I know it was the start down an unexpected career path.
I love the exchange of ideas and unpredictability of talk radio. I thought 
I would give it a shot and attempt to air some of my concerns about the 
state of our political situation in Kansas. At that time, Topeka didn’t have 
a local talk show. (That changed a year later, when a new station came 
to Topeka, and Kirsten Hanna served as host.) So Kansas City is where I 
headed for my first broadcast.
Several Kansas City talk shows were hot at the time. Tom Leathers, a local 
newspaper publisher, was a morning host; Jerry Fogel and Mike Shanin 
co-hosted a show on another station; Mike Murphy — the dean of talk 
radio in Kansas City, who would eventually win the national Marconi 
Award — had the most listened-to show during the period. Over the next 
two years I was a guest on all of them.
All of the hosts were distinctively different in style and delivery, and I 
learned something from each of them. 
I made three visits to the Mike Shanin Show. The first show dealt with 
voter initiative. (As mentioned earlier, Kansas is one of 29 states that do 
not allow voters the ability to place an issue on the ballot.) The second 
show with Mike was to voice my advocacy for term limits for our elected 
officials. Mike brought me back for a third time to debate the issue with 
an elected official from the Missouri side. Mike was widely read and kept 
up on the issues — a real, no-nonsense, serious host. I learned early on 
not to try to “B.S.” my way through a question, as he was more than pre-
pared to chew me up and spit me out. 
Tom Leathers had a completely different style. He would set up the 
interview for the first few minutes and lull the guests into a feeling that 
they were best friends. Then, about the time the guest was totally relaxed 
and started feeling the show was a piece of cake — BOOM!  — the tough 
questions started coming. Tom was also widely read and very knowledge-
able about the issues. He just didn’t let you know until it was too late. Tom 
later became a regular guest of mine, with a monthly “What’s Going on in 
KC” segment.
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I’m not sure Mike Murphy ever read a book. I’m not sure he ever needed 
to. He had the ability to talk to anybody about anything. He made it to-
tally relaxing for the guest, and also fun for the listener. Regardless of the 
topic or your position on an issue, Mike would come across as your stron-
gest, most enthusiastic supporter. I was on his show on several occasions. 
I also was a guest on the Peter Newman show. Peter hosted a financial 
advice show when I was employed with the national credit union move-
ment. At first we discussed credit unions and legislative initiatives. On 
later shows, we discussed political issues. Peter did not have a “radio 
voice,” but his show was very popular in the Kansas City area because 
of his knowledge of the subject, his enthusiasm, and his ability to come 
across as someone you would like to have as your next-door neighbor.
My next talk show appearance took me to Wichita for the Mary Beale 
Show. Mary hosted a local talk show in the afternoon and co-hosted a na-
tionally syndicated show in the mornings. She had recently been elected 
as president of the National Association of Talk Show Hosts. The topic 
was the death penalty. 
At the time, Kansas had no death penalty law. I was a strong death penalty 
advocate, and for four years attempted to pass a capital punishment bill. 
Kansas did not enact this legislation during my watch, but a feisty young 
legislator, Greg Packer, later  accomplished the goal. I can take some comfort 
in this, as my daughter and Greg were good friends, and she co-chaired his 
first campaign.
Mary had me on as a guest after a close member of her family had been 
murdered. She was against the death penalty but, even though we strong-
ly disagreed on the merits of capital punishment, she was a gracious host 
and allowed me ample airtime to express my point of view.
I made a couple of appearances on the Kirsten Hanna Show in Topeka in 
the mid ’90s. Kirsten was a charming host with a bubbly personality, and 
for a time her show had a good following. She stayed with local issues and 
local guests. After a while the show became somewhat predictable, and it 
eventually faded from view. 
I learned from Kirsten that a host can be good, but for a talk show to be 
successful, variety and unpredictability are essential. 
In 1993, Sam Elliott first appeared on the scene at AM580 in Topeka. The 
show took off, and it didn’t take long for him to build a loyal listening 
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audience. I became a regular guest on Sam’s show. Little did I know that 
Sam was in trouble with the station brass: The ratings had peaked, and 
management felt his show had become too predictable. They also felt he 
was starting to book too many guests that Sam found interesting — but 
the listeners did not.

WIBW
In 1997 — out of the blue — I received a call from Al Lobeck, general 
manager of WIBW radio. Al asked if I would like to fill in for a week 
while Sam was on vacation.
The week went well, and I was asked if I would have any interest in host-
ing a show in the future. Of course I said yes, not anticipating anything 
would come of it. 
A few weeks passed, and Al Lobeck called again. He told me that Sam was 
going to be replaced and asked if I wanted the job. 
We had just paid off the mortgage, had no other debt, and I had 24 years 
with CUNA Mutual, which gave us a small pension check and paid health 
insurance for the next 10 years. The stars were perfectly aligned for me to 
take the pay cut for my dream job —  but initially I said no to the offer. 
I felt a loyalty to Sam: Just a few weeks before, he had recommended me 
to fill in for him. Lobeck advised me not to flatter myself — Sam was 
going to be replaced. If I said no, someone else would take the job. So I 
became a talk show host. 

—
WIBW was a “blowtorch” station. It reached a six states and had the 
twelfth-largest coverage area of any station in the country. For the first 
few months, life couldn’t have been better. But radio can be a cuttthroat 
business: There is always somone in the wings waiting to take your job at 
the first opportunity. 
Even so, I can’t imagine having a better job. When I woke up in the morn-
ing I knew that three hours of my day were going to be unpredictable. 
Every day, one or two guests were booked on the show, and we had 60 to 
90 minutes of open-lines phone calls.
There were many occasions when I had booked a guest I thought would 
lead to an exciting hour of radio — only to have the show fall flat. Other 
days, someone I expected to be a “second tier” guest proved to be surpris-
ingly good.
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The success of the show was a result of its unpredictability. Rarely, if ever, 
was a show scripted. I prepared for my guests by using any resources I 
could find to gather as much information as possible, and of course I read 
the books of authors I interviewed. I’d have five or six questions prepared 
to lay the foundation for the show. Usually by the time we got to the third 
question we’d veered off course and into uncharted waters. That’s when a 
show could be unpredictable, informative, and fun.
Most talk show listeners say they listen to talk radio because they want 
to be informed, and my listeners generally fell into that category. Statisti-
cally, talk radio listeners tend to be more highly educated, more involved 
in their communities, and focused on community and family issues. 
The quest for knowledge is one of the main reasons listeners initially tune 
in, but national surveys show that entertainment value is what retains 
them. Roughly 75 percent of our weekly airtime was devoted to serious 
subject matter. The remaining 25 percent was dedicated to pure entertain-
ment. Bringing a smile or a laugh to a listener helps ensure a loyal audi-
ence.
Hosting a local show presents its own set of challenges different from 
those faced by national hosts. Many of the successful nationally syndi-
cated shows develop a theme of the day or hour and will only accept calls 
appropriate to that theme. It affords the host and staff the opportunity to 
research that topic in more depth. 
Many local hosts don’t develop a theme, nor do they have assistants avail-
able to help research the issues. Listeners still demand the same degree of 
accuracy and accountability they expect from the national shows, so my 
standard line was, “I think my answer is correct, but if someone has facts 
proving me to be wrong, please call the show.” 
Education and entertainment: A successful show needs both, and our 
callers were an integral part of the show’s success.

—
When I first started hosting the Jim Cates Show on WIBW-580, our 
listening audience was small, to say the least. Many of the listeners were 
upset that I had replaced Sam Elliott and were taking their listening ears 
elswhere. I knew it was going to take some time and effort to attract those 
listeners back into the fold while building my own base. For the first 90 
days I scheduled two hours and 30 minutes of guest time each day, leav-
ing only 30 minutes of open lines. Some days I couldn’t fill even that small 
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time  with calls. I did my homework on every guest, in addition to a little 
extra preperation for open-lines time in in case I needed to fill it with the 
sound of my own voice. 
During my 15 years in the business, I had seven general managers. At 
this point, I was about to lose my first one. Al Lobeck was being edged 
out in favor of Craig Colbach. It was a difference of night and day. Al has 
been a knowledgable, good boss. Suffice to say that the following three 
years weren’t pleasant ones. It was the only time in my work career when I 
didn’t feel comfortable. Backbiting became the sport of the day. 

—
Preparing for guests is relatively easy. I was fortunate enough to be able 
to recruit a wide range of guests as a result of serving in public office and 
making many friends in the music and entertainment industries through 
a lifelong interest in collections related to music —  especially records 
and picture sleeves. I’ve had access to guests who would otherwise not be 
available.
The true unpredictability of my show, however, occurred during our 
open-lines segments. We didn’t screen our calls or subject matter as long 
as the topic was rated “G” or “PG.” My producer didn’t alert me as to who 
the next caller was, which lent to more spontaneity and lively conversa-
tion.
We seldom restricted callers to a particular subject during open lines. 
I’d normally begin an open-lines segment with my opinions on the news 
and topics of the day. Within five to seven minutes of opening our phone 
lines, unpredictability set in.
Hosting a show in a midsize-market community didn’t give us the poten-
tial for an unlimited stream of calls, so we depended on a “regular caller” 
base. I limited our regulars to no more than two calls per week so we 
could encourage the more infrequent and first-time callers to make the 
effort to get through. Many of my regular callers had been with me for a 
number of years, and most of them built a loyal “fan base” of their own. If 
a regular caller didn’t call for two or three weeks, I started getting off-air 
questions from listeners: “What happened to ______? Is she/he OK?” 
Talk radio is interactive. Listeners and callers become an extended family, 
expressing virtually every view under the sun. Our regulars were far from 
being “dittoheads.” There were as many who disagreed with me as there 
were who agreed.
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Talk and Public Policy
As mentioned, many callers were far from being in lockstep with me or 
my opinions. In fact, my views on several issues have been changed as a 
result of informed callers who pointed out something that had not oc-
curred to me.
Can a caller to a talk show actually have an impact on public policy? 
Absolutely! I had a steady stream of elected officials on the show, the 
majority of whom listened regularly. Over the years, many have told me 
that they introduced legislation as a result of a caller’s suggestion that they 
heard on the air.
Kansas now has one of the country’s model laws to protect minors who 
work on any film or television show shot in the state. That legislation was 
a result of work done by Paul Petersen — who had played Jeff Stone, teen 
heartthrob on the 1960s sitcom “The Donna Reed Show.” After Paul ap-
peared on the show to discuss the lack of protection for child actors and 
his state-by-state effort to change that, Sen. Lana Oleen and Rep. Doug 
Mays spearheaded passage of the state law.
John Etzel, another regular caller, is responsible for curtailed government 
spending as a result of his reviews of governmental budgets and follow-up 
on-air calls to elected officials to point out what could be saved.
Another example with long-standing implications is a call that came in 
when former Topeka Mayor Joan Wagnon was my guest.
Joan was a one-term mayor. I had previously served with her in the 
Kansas Legislature. She is a left-of-center Democrat, so we seldom agreed 
on anything. Joan was also a person who believed in the liberal philoso-
phy. She was a street fighter — but one who always fought fair, with a 
true sense of decency and integrity. I liked her as a person, and she was a 
monthly guest on the show. She evoked strong emotions in the listening 
audience and usually had to field some angry calls on the air.
One day while Mayor Wagnon was a guest, Joe Ledbetter called to raise 
the issue of a sales tax increase to help lower Washburn University’s prop-
erty tax bite. At the time, Washburn was a municipal institution, primar-
ily funded by taxes paid by Topeka property owners. The tax to support 
Washburn was approximately 10 percent of the total property tax bill — a 
sizeable chunk to most homeowners. 
Joe’s idea was a spark, but it took a call from Cedric “Ced” Moege to lower 
property taxes for Topeka citizens. Ced called to suggest replacing the 
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mil levy with a sales tax increase expanded to all businesses in Shawnee 
County. That caught the mayor’s attention. While we were on break, she 
suggested that we call Jerry Farley, Washburn University’s president, and 
brainstorm the idea on the air.
Listeners that day were witnesses to “insider politics” as we discussed the 
pros and cons of the suggestion. By the end of the hour, the mayor and 
Washburn’s president were committed to making the idea work. Within a 
short period of time, legislation was introduced and passed to change the 
tax system supporting Washburn — all as a result of a call made to a talk 
show!

Guests — or Not
It never occurred to be that a guest wouldn’t make it to the show, but it 
happened about four months into the job.
A no-show! My scheduled guest had sent $250 worth of merchandise to 
give away on the air to promote his appearance. When the time came to 
interview him, he didn’t show. I was now faced with a full hour of airtime 
with no guest, no calls, and an unprepared host — me. It was one of the 
longest hours I ever spent on the air, but what a lesson learned! I would 
never be totally unprepared again. 
Why didn’t the guest come on the show? Well, he forgot. Normally I 
wouldn’t have too much of a problem with this, except he had billed him-
self as the world’s leading memory expert!
There were other no-shows. I tried to book a nationally known guest at 
least once a week. My guest of the week was scheduled to be Dion Dimuc-
ci. Dion, who had a string of hits in the ’50s and ’60s, happened to be 
one of my favorite artists. I’m an avid 45-RPM record collector, had all of 
Dion’s releases, and was really pumped about his appearance. My second 
no-show. 
A listener who called in during the hour was talking about what a shame 
it was that Dion blew us off. I responded that he belonged in a Hall of 
Shame as a result of not making the appearance. Thus, an on-air “Hall of 
Shame” was born, with two members. There were a dozen or so induction 
ceremonies over the years — really not bad, considering I had more than 
5,500 guests on the show over the next decade and a half.
The majority of my no-shows were national guests. National guests are 
generally respectful, and for the most part they are interesting. There were 
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a few times when things got out of hand and it might have been better 
had they forgotten to come on the show. 
I booked a guest who had appeared on countless talk shows through-
out the country. He was in town for the appearance and was known for 
dispensing commonsense medical advice on the air. I had originally 
scheduled him for an hour. He coasted into the studio about five minutes 
before he was to be on the air. 
As he sat down, he informed me he would only be on for 30 minutes so 
he could do a phone interview with another show in New York City. 
“Don’t worry” he told me. “My assistant will come on and fill the remain-
ing time.” The phone lines were smoking. Callers were phoning in from 
every corner of the listening area, describing their aches and pains to the 
doctor, who responded with what seemed like sound medical advice. 
Several times during the segment he suggested that listeners get a second 
opinion from their local physician.
At the bottom of the hour, in came the assistant. The calls continued to 
come at a rapid rate. The assistant did well for the first 10 minutes, and we 
took a break. While on break I asked the assistant where he received his 
medical degree. 
He gave me a strange look and said, “Medical degree? I was a white-water 
rafting instructor when I met the doctor six months ago. He asked if I 
wanted to go on the road with him as his assistant — so here I am.” 
Many thoughts went racing through my mind. First and foremost was 
that having a white-water rafting instructor dispensing medical advice on 
the air offered substantial potential for liability. 
I escorted the assistant out of the studio. As we left the building, I grabbed 
the good doctor, who was using an office phone to call in to the New 
York City show. Once they were out, I got back on the air and advised our 
listeners to discount everything they had just heard. 

—
At times it would seem I had done it all on the air. Then some new names 
would surface, other topics would move to the forefront of conversation, 
and a new round of shows would emerge. 
David Duke, the former KKK Grand Dragon spent an hour on the show. 
The madame of a Nevada brothel offered another unique hour, as did 
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Walter Hickel, who was Secretary of the Interior at the time. Experts on 
China, Russia, Mexico, Canada, and Afghanistan all spent time with our 
talk radio family.

—
Politicians generally made good guests. As a group, they’re well educated, 
articulate, well versed on the issues of the day, and usually have one or 
two issues they are passionate about. There were a few exceptions: Some 
Democrats felt they wouldn’t get a fair shake on the show because of my 
conservative leanings, and there were a handful of Republicans who sim-
ply didn’t enjoy the give-and-take of talk radio. Most politicians seemed 
to appreciate the airtime and look forward to the show. 
As a former elected official, I pretty much knew what to expect. I was on 
a first-name basis with the vast majority of political guests — with one 
notable exception: Carla Stovall. 
At the time of her appearance, Stovall was a popular Kansas attorney 
general. I had met her on several occasions at  political functions. At the 
time, I would have described her as someone with whom I had a pleasant 
speaking acquantanceship. She was to the left of me politically, but so was 
90 percent of the state. So when I booked her on the show I wasn’t antici-
pating the fireworks that followed.
Our show aired at 8 a.m. Carla arrived at 7:45. I met her in the lobby and 
offered to get her a cup of coffee before airtime. I barely got the words out 
of my mouth, and Carla tore into me. She informed me that she never 
listened to talk radio, as she found it disgusting. She couldn’t understand 
why her scheduler would book her on the show. She further informed me 
she woudn’t be on for the full hour we had scheduled. 
She said, “I’m leaving at 8:30. I’m not going to be taking any calls from 
your listeners, so let’s go to the studio and get this over with.”
There were varying opinions in the community as to my talent level, but 
virtually everyone agreed that I was very respectful to my guests, regard-
less of their views. This day became an exception. 
Once on the air, I announced Carla as my guest and informed the audi-
ence she’d be with me for the full hour. I followed this up by saying I was 
making an exception for this hour and wouldn’t be questioning my guest: 
I was going to leave it up to the callers. 
If looks could kill, she would have dropped me on the spot. At 8:30 Carla 
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left the studio for the first and last time. The irony of this is that a few 
years later, she abandoned her bid for governor to marry the owner of a 
chain of radio stations. I hope, for her husband’s sake, that none of the 
stations had Limbaugh or Hannity as on-air talent. 

—
Approximately 80 percent of my guests came from our local community, 
and most had never been on a radio broadcast. My primary job as a host 
was to make the guest feel comfortable. If the guest was doing a first 
broadcast, I would toss the simple questions: “Where are you from?” and 
“When did you move to Topeka?” Usually, within two or three minutes 
the nervous guests would feel comfortable and settle into talking about 
something familiar. Once the comfort level was established, we could dis-
cuss the reason they were on the show. If mic fright set in again, we would 
regress to the basic questions until the guest regained some comfort and 
could work back into the subject at hand. 
The remaining 20 percent of guests came from a national pool of talent. 
There are several publications dedicated to guests available for talk show 
appearances. The challenges faced with this pool are quite different, since 
these individuals have done countless radio shows all over the United 
States. They have answered the same basic questions many times, so my 
challenge was to get them off autopilot and into uncharted waters. I knew 
the hour would be successful when a guest said, “Gee, I’ve never been 
asked that before.” Then the “professional guest” was wide awake and 
alert.

—
For years the Stauffer family in Topeka owned the newspaper, WIBW 
Channel 13 television, and both the AM and FM radio stations with the 
WIBW call letters. When the Stauffers decided to sell the business, Morris 
Communications picked up the newspaper and the radio stations, and 
Benedict Broadcasting purchased the TV station.
During my years on the air with WIBW radio, the two radio stations op-
erated out of the same building as WIBW TV-13. What a day-brightener 
the TV side was! I can’t remember anyone working for TV-13 whom I 
didn’t enjoy being around. By and large, the staff was young, enthusiastic, 
and out to conquer the world. They always provided that needed lift when 
the AM radio side was in one of its many “let’s see how miserable we can 
be” moods.
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I think of the TV employees often. Many have moved on to other jobs in 
and out of the media. I hope they’re all doing well and are happy.
There were so many good moments on the air with WIBW. Two of my 
favorite guests were my two grandsons, who were preschool age during 
the WIBW days. I talked about both of them on the air frequently, refer-
ring to Jesse as “Jesse the Catholic” and Ryan as “Ryan the Protestant.”  I 
still have former listeners ask how the Catholic and Protestant grandkids 
are doing. 
The boys handled their on-air experinces differently. Jesse is outgoing and 
was quite a talker. He was the type of guest you had to pull away from the 
mic. Ryan, in his younger days, was much quieter. The first time I asked 
Ryan to say a few words to our audience, his response was, “I ain’t saying 
nothin’ to nobody.” 
There were times I would have been better off saying nothin’ to nobody.

—
The on-air aspect of the job continued to be fun and challenging. Arbi-
tron, the radio rating sevice that guages the listening audience, showed 
my ratings climbing over the three-year period. In spite of the good rat-
ings, my relationship with Craig Colbach continued to deterioriate. 
Several of my AM-580 friends had been telling me for months that I was 
on the way out. I never took the threat seriously because the ratings con-
tinued to climb: The spring ratings book placed the show at No. 3 out of 
more than 30 stations in the market. I had thought the future was bright.
In order to force me out, Colbach hired another host and cut my air time 
in half. On Sept. 7, 2001, he was finally successful in terminating my 
employment. 

—
According to experts, job loss ranks right up there with death of a family 
member and serious marital problems among the most traumatic occur-
rences an individual can face. 
I was two for three. Jane and I were experiencing the end of our marriage. 
It had been coming for some time. Married at 20 and 17 years of age, we 
had grown to become different people 36 years later. During those 36 
years there were good times — along with mistakes and regrets — prob-
ably not very different from any couple who have been married for a long 
time.
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LOSS

During the previous 10-year period, Jane’s father had passed away, and his 
death impacted her much more than I realized at the time. I was focused 
on trying to change the world via politics. 
One of the high points of our marriage had occurred in 1994. The gover-
nor’s race was going to be wide open. Several people were looking at run-
ning, including a good friend of mine. Preliminary polls showed that he 
was one of the frontrunners for the nomination. He asked me to consider 
joining the ticket as his running mate.
After discussing it with Jane, I immediately called her mom and dad. We 
invited them to dinner in Kansas City and broke the news to them that I 
was going to be the running mate as lieutenant governor on a ticket that 
stood an excellent chance of winning. My purpose in telling Jane’s dad 
was to let him know that his daughter was being well taken care of, and 
that we had been “successful” in life. 
I had never felt so good about anything as I felt that night. I was sure that 
it would give him peace of mind — just in case he had been harboring 
any reservations about Jane’s security. Most importantly, I hoped it would 
put Jane’s mind at ease that we had shown we were doing just fine. Life 
could not have been any better than it was that evening.
In the end, other opportunities awaited the gubenatorial candidate, so the 
race never materialized. 

—
In the ’90s our marriage started to unravel. We were married at 20 and 
17. My parents loved Jane — but they had their reservations about our 
teenage marriage. No money. No prospects of a good job. Just not a lot 
going for us. They were pretty vocal, expressing their reservations about 
whether I was ready to assume the responsibility of providing for a family.
Jane’s parents were outwardly more accepting. Looking back, the only 
rationale I can come up with for their acceptance was they knew they had 
raised a responsible daughter and had faith in her decision.
Despite our human shortcomings, we had still viewed each other as best 
friends. We had worked to support, encourage, and love each other. But 
at some point the wheels started coming off. Jane appeared to view her 
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life as being totally subservient to my needs. I started viewing Jane as a 
person who no longer cared. We stopped communicating and started 
focusing on feeling sorry for ourselves.
December 2001 became the last Christmas we spent together as a family. 
In mid-December, Jane had made the decision to spend the holidays with 
the family and then leave when the kids and grandkids returned home. 
Without exception, those four days around Christmas were the toughest 
of my life. 
December 28. The kids were on their way home. Jane was out the door to 
start her new life. I was wondering what I was going to do with mine. 

—
The property settlement was the easiest. Jerry Berger, an attorney and a 
long-time friend, agreed to handle the divorce paperwork provided there 
were no disagreements. He didn’t understand the reason for the divorce, 
and encouraged us to not rush into it, but agreed to represent us. We were 
far from being rich, but we had managed to save some money along the 
way and, for our age, we were relatively comfortable. Jane said she didn’t 
care anything about the house and she preferred the compensating cash. 
That suited me, as I didn’t want to give up our home. The furniture and 
other possessions were also relatively easy. I let Jane take what she wanted, 
and she was fair with the division.
Out of a job and seemingly unable to stop a crumbling marriage — I 
found out what it feels like to struggle each day with sadness. My saving 
grace during this period were the letters and calls of encouragement and 
support that I received from so many listeners. I had no idea how many 
lives I had apparently touched. Without the comfort and support of those 
wonderful people, I’m not sure I could have held it together.
During the three months I was off the air, two calls — both made the 
week of Sept. 15, 2001 — still stand out. 

—
America had just experienced one of the worst attacks in our history, 
9-11. Our elected officials in Washington, D.C., had their hands full. But 
both Sen. Pat Roberts and Rep. Jim Ryan took the time from busy and 
hectic schedules to call and check on me. I’ll never forget their kindness. 
Pat and Jim called a couple of times more to check in on me, and Pat said 
that when I ended up back on the air, he wanted to be my first guest
Two individuals approached me about media jobs during this period. 
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Mike Delear, then general manager of TV-13, was the first to call with an 
offer, and I’ll always be grateful to him. He wanted to create a spot for me 
on the TV-13 news team, but corporate standards meant that the spot had 
to be pre-sold to advertisers. At that time in my life, I didn’t have enough 
confidence to assist in a sales effort, so nothing came of it. I still view 
Mike as a lifesaver.
A bit later, AM-1440 contacted me with the same basic offer as on the 
previous show: three hours of air time. Thanks to the support of many 
loyal sponsors, we were back on the air December 10, 2001. Sen. Pat Rob-
erts was my first guest.

AM 1440, Beginning Again
A new station: NewsTalk 1440 KMAJ! AM1440 has been around Topeka 
40 years. In the 1960s it was the Top-40 station in the area, and at one 
time it garnered 65 percent of the area’s listeners. Many more stations 
have entered the marked since then. Today a show that can capture 10 
percent of the listening audience is considered highly successful. News-
Talk 1440 was approaching the 10 percent figure between 11 a.m. and 2 
p.m. for the Rush Limbaugh Show. During the remaining 21 hours, the 
total listenership would have fit into a minivan.
I had originally been approached by 1440 back in February 2001. One 
of the account executives for KMAJ, Roy Compton, was a friend of a few 
years and an avid listener to my show on AM580. He arranged a lunch 
with the 1440 sales manager, who also had a passion for talk radio. Mike 
Fell and I clicked. Several other lunches occurred during the next few 
months, and the loop eventually expended to include the 1440 program 
director, Chris Rundel.
It was flattering to be courted. At the time I wasn’t seriously considering a 
move to another station, since AM580 was the “blowtorch” station, reach-
ing listeners in six states. 
NewsTalk 1440 KMAJ-AM is owned by Cumulus Broadcasting, a publi-
cally traded company that owns more than 400 radio stations. For years 
Cumulus specialized in the purchase and management of stations in 
midmarket cities. Recently Cumulus has been buying stations in some of 
the larger markets. 
Topeka has 10 commercial stations, and signals reach Topeka from more 
than 25 other stations outside the city. Some 250,000 people reside in the 
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key Topeka broadcast area. With more than 30 stations beaming into the 
area, the competition is intense.
In my four years at AM580, I was taught how to turn on the studio mic. 
Period. On my last day at AM580 — September 7, 2001 — I didn’t know 
any more about radio production than on the first day. That was about to 
change.
Chris Rundel, the program director of AM1440, was given the unenviable 
task of teaching me how to operate a “board.” A radio board has 114 but-
tons, dials, and knobs. The experience was similar to someone sitting me 
in a cockpit of a 747 and saying, “OK, now fly!”
Chris not only had a great sense of humor and the patience of Job, he was 
a great teacher. By the end of my first day, I felt that by the end of the de-
cade I might be able to fly solo. Two days later, I was on my own. I had the 
basics down but I still had my moments — I would hit the wrong button, 
which meant several minutes of dead air until somone fixed my screw-up.
Don Pollnow was one of my first guests. Don was the general manager of 
AM1440 and five other stations in Topeka. Over the past year I laid eyes 
on the AM580 general manager on three occasions. Now here was a gen-
eral manager who was genuinely excited about the show — a great start! 
My second guest was a KU student who had organized a march protesting 
the war in Afghanistan. Sen. Pat Roberts opened the show. 
Back in the office, the sales staff had hung balloons and brought in a 
“Welcome” cake. This was another departure from AM580. In four years, 
the sales manager had never invited me to a sales meeting or asked if I 
knew anyone who would like to advertise.
It was going to be different at 1440. I was on a high.

—
My new employer, Cumulus, owned six stations in Topeka. All six had 
carved out a listening base. Although the livelihood of each radio person-
ality depends on ratings, we had a tremendous sense of cooperation. The 
work enviornment couldn’t have been better. 
My Monday producer was Robyn Rinehart: young, with a great personal-
ity and looks that would make any red-blooded male’s calendar as one of 
the more attractive women in radio. Robyn eventually moved on, and her 
replacement became an integral part of the show. 
Eric Holcomb was a recent Washburn graduate with a passion for ra-
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dio. He already had been my Tuesday through Friday producer, and he 
became my on-air foil. If something went wrong, it was always Eric’s fault. 
If anything happened on the air, I would blame Eric. If a caller asked a 
question I couldn’t answer, I would toss it to Eric. 
At first he didn’t know how to take my on-air criticism, but he soon 
realized it was all in fun and started to fight back. His sunny personality 
was a cornerstone of the show. The audience enjoyed the give and take 
between Eric and me. Eric also gave the show a freshness, as I would ask 
his opinion on everything. More often than not, the “old guy” and the 
“kid” opinions would differ. The show was never better than when Eric 
was part of it. He is still in radio. So many great memories of a great guy 
and a good friend …

—
Two more bosses followed Don Pollnow as general manager: Kevin Klein 
and John Walker. Both had a hands-off policy on my show, since the 
ratings and income were good and growing. During John’s last year in 
Topeka, my show was producing almost as much income as Rush Lim-
baugh’s, Shaun Hannity’s, and Bill O’Reilly’s combined. Ratings for all 
four shows on 1440 were good. 
Cumulus was one big, happy family. 

Skydiving
This story starts with a “host of the day” contest we ran on the show in 
late spring 2002. 
We were offering our listeners a chance to host the show for one day. 
Somewhere around 75 contestants sent their names and addresses to the 
station, hoping to be selected. We drew the name of Terri Heitz, who 
came in and co-hosted for a day. She was very good, so I invited her back 
as a guest a few weeks later. That’s when the trouble started.
Terri announced at the top of the hour that, for her 40th birthday, she was 
going to jump out of a plane. She asked me to jump with her.
Jumping out of a plane was not something that was on my wish list, but it 
ended up being the topic of conversation for the next 45 minutes on the 
air. Everybody who called had jumped out of a plane within the past 12 
months, and everybody had a positive story to tell. In less than an hour, 
I was convinced and said, “Why not?” From that moment on, “Skydiving 
with AM1440 Radio” took on a life of its own.
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We set the date for July 29, 2002. Within 48 hours, five of my listeners had 
volunteered to jump with me. Terri and Jared Heitz, Gary Likens, Lisa 
Boyd, and Peggy Long formed the gang of six. 
Our sales staff for AM1440 saw the potential of selling sponsorships, but 
Cumulus Broadcasting brought that idea to a screeching halt. They fore-
saw a huge liability potential, so we were on our own.
A couple of our listeners wanted to attend the event, so I invited them to 
come down for the day. We advised everyone who was coming to bring 
food and beverages if they wanted anything, since we weren’t sure what 
would be available. I had guessed that 25 to 30 loyal listeners might actu-
ally show up.
The estimate was off just a bit: About 250 Jim Cates Show listeners were 
there to take in the fateful jump. 
The scene was surreal. Several in the audience had brought their grills and 
were cooking hamburgers and hot dogs. Almost everyone had a cooler 
for liquid refreshment! One listener even set up a flea market booth at the 
edge of the runway. The three-hour tailgate party had begun!
Five of the six jumpers couldn’t wait to climb into the plane for their first 
skydive experience. I was terrified. At 2 p.m. our plane would take off. 
Once we reached 10,000 feet, out the door we would go!
The skydive professionals required a “tandem jump” for first-time skydiv-
ers. In a tandem jump, the instructor is harnessed to the student’s back 
and is in control of everything.
At 10,000 feet the pilot opened the door. Once outside the plane, skydiv-
ers free-fall for the first 5,000 feet, then the instructor pulls the parachute 
cord, and for the next 5,000 feet the descent slows considerably. The free-
fall takes about 35 seconds; the parachute ride about seven minutes.
We all survived the jump. Five of the six participants announced they 
wanted to do it again. I wasn’t among the group of five.  

TV Too
This was a period in my career when the stars were aligned in my fa-
vor. Twice during my seven years with KMAJ, TV 49 hired me to host a 
Sunday morning show. Sunday morning is several degrees removed from 
prime time, but it was a new challenge. 
Bob Fulmer was the general manager during my first stint. The show’s 
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format was OK, and it lasted a few weeks until the time was sold for an 
30-minute infomercial.
Denise Eck was the general manager during my second go-round. Again, 
it was a Sunday morning slot. This time the show wasn’t OK. Everything 
was tightly scripted, with very little sponteniety, and generally, it was just 
dull. We were gone within a few months. 

—
The old saying, what comes up must come down, and I was soon to expe-
rience the downward slide. Cumulus gained a new general manager, Spike 
Santee. He was about to upset my apple cart.
Santee had managerial experience in Topeka before, and the station he 
managed is no longer on the air. Several of his former employees give him 
full credit for the station’s demise.
My first indication that there might be trouble in paradise was when he 
called me into his office and said I was booking too many controversial 
guests. Of course, talk radio listenership is built on controversy, cutting-
edge stories, and going to the primary source for the story. But I started 
cutting back on “controversial” guests and started booking more golf-
tournament and pancake-feed guests. Not compelling radio. I started 
hearing a few complaints from listeners, but it was a paycheck and Santee 
was the engineer driving the train. 
A few months later, another call came from Santee’s office. This time the 
edict was to cut back on listener calls to the show. 
My three-hour show was built on one political guest daily, one celebrity 
guest, and one hour of open lines, when anyone could call in and talk 
about anything. The open-line hour was a very popular portion. I was 
starting to get the feeling that my show wasn’t generating warm-and-
fuzzy feelings with our new general manager.
The third call into Santee’s office a few weeks later was the straw that 
broke the camel’s back: This time the complaint was that I was giving my 
opinion on the air. Sanee said no one was interested in my opinions, so I 
should cut it off. 
If you are a talk radio aficionado, I’m sure you understand listeners tune 
in to talk radio to hear the host’s opinion, even though they may vehe-
mently disagree with the host.
The handwriting was on the wall: No phone calls. No interesting guests. 
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No opinions. Obviously, Santee was ready to make a change. 
Rather than be terminated, I thought I would beat him to the punch. 
It was June, so I announced my retirement on the air that day, effective 
December 31. I thought this would buy me some time to figure out what I 
was going to do with the rest of my life. The day after my announcement, 
I was told to clean out my desk and leave immediately. 
This story didn’t end well for Santee. The next day, my dismissal was 
on the front page of the Topeka Capitol-Journal, and several follow-up 
stories appeared in the paper and on TV over the next few weeks. None of 
the coverage was flattering to him. 
Kim Borchers organized a march in front of the studio the following day. 
Kim was a listener who turned a phone call to my show into a brief stint 
as my sidekick and as our station’s newscaster. (Kim eventually moved on 
to hold a key job in the administration of Gov. Sam Brownback.)
I had a very loyal listener base and an equally loyal group of advertisers. 
Within 30 days of my exit, 17 of the 21 sponsors canceled their advertis-
ing. Two more left within the next 90 days. 
Politics may have played a minor role in my dismissal, as Santee was on 
record as making a significent contribution to the state Democrat party. 
Ironically, one of the first people in his office protesting my dismissal was 
Congresswoman Nancy Boyda, a Democrat and a regular guest. Nancy 
told Santee she was well aware of my political leanings, but she knew that 
anytime she came on the show she would be treated with respect.
I’ve always felt somewhat sorry for Santee. His father was a world class 
athlete for the University of Kansas. Growing up in the shadow of some-
one who has attained success affects some people negatively, leaving them 
constantly trying to prove their own worth. His life hasn’t been filled with 
successes — certainly not in the area of running a cluster of radio stations 
— so maybe that explains his sometimes bizzare behavior. After I left, he 
got rid of 90 percent of the other on-air talent on the six stations. Cumu-
lus has since reassigned him to tasks far removed from Topeka.
My unemployment didn’t last long, as another opportunity immediately 
surfaced. The publisher of the Capitol-Journal, Mark Nusbaum, was a 
strong beleiver in talk radio and had become a close friend. We worked 
on several stories together when I employed by 1440, and several C-J 
reporters were regular guests. 
Mark was a native Topekan, and had been a longtime employee of first 
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Stauffer and then Morris Communications. Morris owned 13 newspapers 
and a handful of radio stations in the country. Mark started his career in 
Topeka, then left for a few years to become the publisher of the daily in 
Lubbock, Texas. His success in Lubbock earned him a promotion to come 
back home as the publisher of the Topeka Capitol-Journal. 
Like other newspaper chains, Morris was encountering rough times. 
Readership was down, as the younger generation doesn’t view a newspa-
per as a primary source of news. One of the major profit centers for Mor-
ris was the Topeka paper. Topeka has one of the highest subscriber bases 
in the country, due in part to Mark Nusbaum’s innovative leadership. 
One of Mark’s creative ideas was to create an internet radio talk show, 
directly tied to the paper. The idea had merit, but success was elusive for 
several reasons: The 2008 economic crash left Morris further strapped 
for cash, and the money wasn’t there to buy top-of-the-line equipment. 
We were about to enter uncharted waters on a shoestring. The inferior 
equipment left us struggling with continuing sound difficulties. The other 
reason for the ultimate failure was me. 

—
In my 14 years of hosting a talk show, I had the ability to attract a sizable 
and loyal following. However, during that 14 years, I knew no more about 
the technical end of the business than I did on my first day on the job. It 
was left up to a newspaper staff to create a new “radio” station. 
We did manage to start off on a high, as 17 of my former sponsors came 
on board as advertisers in our new venture. As the months passed, most 
of the sponsors gradually dropped off, with no measurable improvement 
in a succession of technical and sound issues. 
While I’ve always felt good about my contributions to my two radio em-
ployers, I never had a good feeling about the internet opportunity. I felt I 
was letting down someone I deeply respected and cared about.
A pleasant surprise was the reaction of the Cap-Journal employees while 
I was there. Often people in the newspaper industry view talk show hosts 
as entertainers, not journalists. The resentment of a few was evident, but 
the vast majority were willing to pitch in and try to make a go of it. 
One of the rising stars of the paper, Ric Anderson, was eventually as-
signed the task of managing the radio broadcasts. I’ll be forever grateful 
to Ric for his patience and support in attempting to get the show up and 
running. 
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During this period, WIBW-TV 13 was riding high in the ratings as they 
had done for years. TV 13 was run by Jim Ogle, a friend and a vision-
ary. Jim made the offer to furnish quality equipment to the Cap-Journal 
if WIBW-TV could simulcast the program. After the 2008 crash, Morris 
was in survival mode and was unwilling to venture any further into the 
unknown of internet talk radio. 
After about 2 1/2 years, the newspaper mercifully pulled the plug on the 
show. 
The good news? I didn’t ruin the careers of Mark or Ric. Mark Nusbaum 
became the No. 1 troubleshooter for Morris Communications and pub-
lisher of their Jacksonville newspaper.
Ric Anderson moved to become the managing editor of the Las Vegas 
Sun.
As for me, I retired to a “honey-do” list.

—
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LIFE GOES ON

One of my long-term responsibilities was to feed the dog. I was the one 
to buy the dog food and feed Patches. He seemed to show no apprecia-
tion whatsoever: The dog doted on Jane, who had picked him up from the 
pound a few years earlier. 
Everybody’s heard the old story where the wife takes off with the hus-
band’s best friend. It happened to me, and I missed Patches. The dog 
wasn’t gone for good, though. 
Jane and I had been separated for several months when she called and 
asked if I would watch Patches for the weekend while she went out of 
town. I agreed, and Patches bounded in as if he’d never left. It was a while 
before I saw Jane again. 
I now had Patches — but I don’t believe Patches viewed moving back with 
me as being one of the highlights of his life. Later, when Nancy entered 
the picture, Patches seemed to gain a new lease on life and form an alli-
ance with her. Guess it shows you can’t buy love.

Sports in Topeka
Topeka is a sports fan’s paradise. My show certainly didn’t focus on sports, 
but with all of the talent at my fingertips, a sports guest would find his or 
her way to the show once a week. Located 60 miles west of Kansas City, 
Topekans are just an hour away from NFL football and major league base-
ball. Twenty miles to the east is the University of Kansas, a perennial col-
lege basketball powerhouse. While tickets to KU basketball are extremely 
difficult to get, Topekans are almost always assured of being able to take 
in a Big 12 football game, since KU often finds itself at the other end of 
the spectrum in football.
Just the opposite is true 50 miles west, at Kansas State University. K-State 
football is at the top of the heap, while tickets to a K-State basketball game 
are always available.
Women’s sports are starting to catch on nationwide, and it doesn’t get any 
better than Kansas State women’s basketball. Not only does Coach Deb 
Patterson continue to produce a top team, she also built a team of role 
model athletes who would be a credit to any team anywhere. KU women’s 
basketball is starting to catch on as well. 
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Locally, Washburn University has been one of the country’s premiere 
Division II basketball programs under Coach Bob Chipman’s leadership. 
The MAIA League is one of the better Division II football leagues in the 
country, with the upcoming season demonstrating that it is a program on 
the move.
Can local minor league sports survive in such an environment? The jury’s 
still out. Topeka has been on a roller coaster ride regarding local profes-
sional sports for the past 15 years.
Topeka experienced a run of more than 20 years without a professional 
sports team. Minor league baseball, the Topeka Owls, Reds, and Hawks 
gave local baseball fans their fastball fix in the ’40sand ’50s. Many com-
munities lost minor league baseball in the late ’50s and early ’60s, so 
Topeka wasn’t unique in that respect. Minor league sports didn’t reappear 
in Topeka until many years later — this time in the form of professional 
basketball.
During my radio career, I spent more time organizing one show than any 
other: an on-air reunion for anyone who had played minor league base-
ball in Topeka. Weeks were spent tracking down former players from the 
Owls, Reds, and Hawks. 
Approximately 50 players made it back for the three-hour on-air reunion. 
Mayor Joan Wagnon issued a proclamation declaring the day as minor 
league baseball day in Topeka. But the biggest thrill was sharing time with 
my co-host, who drove up from Arlington, Texas, for the event: Merle 
Harmon. Harmon was one of my childhood idols, and many hours were 
spent listening to Merle when he was the voice of the Kansas City A’s. 
Merle left KC for broadcasting jobs that took him to several cities over the 
years. Merle also spent several years on the national scene.

—
Kansas native Bernie Glannon owned the KC Sizzlers, a CBA basket-
ball team that never caught on with the Kansas City fans. Glannon was 
familiar with Topeka, since many family members lived here. The city 
was experiencing a period of change. An aggressive mayor, Doug Wright, 
was working with a group of business leaders who successfully pushed 
for changing the city’s form of government. On the way, they built a new 
airport terminal and the Expocentre, a new facility on the former fair-
grounds, suitable for concerts and sports events.
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Topeka was located in the heart of winning basketball, with a great area 
tradition. The combination of the new sports arena and aggressive leader-
ship convinced Glannon to move the Sizzlers to Topeka in 1986. Topeka 
was back in business as a minor league sports town. 
The first year proved to be a successful one for the Sizzlers, with a win-
ning product on the court. Glannon, as the owner, was in constant mo-
tion to promote the Sizzlers. The future looked bright. Prior to the start 
of the ’87 season, Glannon and I met and agreed to form a booster club 
of business leaders to assist with the Sizzlers’ marketing and promotion. 
Newly elected Gov. Mike Hayden served as honorary chairman, and I was 
the working chairman. 
Our booster club had 30 active members. Season ticket sales were strong. 
Topeka had set a single-game attendance league record the last season. 
What could go wrong? 
In 1988 the team couldn’t buy a win. Both key players responsible for the 
Sizzlers’ success in ’87 had been called up to the NBA. As the losses kept 
mounting, the attendance continued to decline. The magic of ’87 was 
forever lost.
Bernie Glannon eventually sold the team to a group of local investors. 
This group was doomed from the start. Glannon sued for payment from 
the new ownership group. The team’s legal troubles seemed to occupy 
everyone’s attention, leaving no one to market the team or to focus on a 
winning product on the basketball court.
Astoundingly, the new owners disbanded the booster club. Keep in mind 
that the booster club was composed of volunteers, with no cost to the 
organization. Its only purpose was to sell season tickets. The decision to 
disband a group of community leaders concerned about saving the team 
summed up the Sizzlers’ future.
The team eventually moved to Yakima, Wash. The Sizzlers’ principal 
owners moved out of state. Topeka was left with the reputation of being a 
questionable town for professional sports.

—
The Expocentre, constructed in the ’80s, seats approximately 7,500 for a 
sporting event. While the arena has had acoustic challenges for musicians 
playing concerts in that venue, it is perfect for sporting events, with not a 
bad seat in the house.
Hockey and indoor football were the next two sports that entered Topeka. 
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Hockey has proved to be successful in some unexpected American cities. 
Oklahoma City routinely draws crowds in excess of 9,000 in the Central 
Hockey League. Peoria, Ill.; Lincoln and Omaha, Neb.; Tulsa, Okla.; and 
Wichita, Kan., have been successful with hockey. Sitting in the center of 
these communities is Topeka. Although the population of about 120,000 
puts Topeka well below the average city in the CHL, the travel advantages 
for a Topeka team appeared to make a lot of sense. 
A New York City attorney, Jonathan Fleishing, presented Topeka with 
its first hockey team. A management team composed primarily of Matt 
Perry and Chris Presson were brought to town to market the team and 
were successful in getting the city to embrace the Topeka Scarecrows. 
Hockey immediately caught on, and fans were back in the Expocentre. 
For the first two years, the Topeka Scarecrows won on the ice. A young, 
aggressive marketing team got the Scarecrows involved in the community, 
and for a while it appeared that hockey was here to stay.
Eventually, though, Fleishing found himself in a dispute with the league, 
and Topeka was the ultimate loser. Another team moved in to attempt 
to fill the gap. Though they were also called the Scarecrows, they were 
viewed as a step back in terms of quality play. The original Scarecrows 
were professional men playing hockey. The new Scarecrows were teenage 
amateurs attempting to get a professional contract or college scholarship. 
The young team never caught on in Topeka, and attendance was in the 
dumpster.
A third team, the Topeka Tornadoes, became the next to attempt pro 
hockey. The team was bad and the marketing was worse. They lasted a 
year.
Topeka is now back with amateur hockey.  The ownership has done a 
good job marketing the team, and they have carved out a niche of de-
voted hockey fans.

—
Besides the Topeka Sizzlers, the minor league sport with which I became 
associated was indoor football.
George Lemon — the son of Harlem Globetrotters great, Meadowlark 
Lemon — brought indoor football to Topeka. Again, success seemed right 
around the corner. The on-field product was excellent, but the crowds 
didn’t keep pace with the winning team, the Topeka Knights. Attendance 
figures were always 400 to 500 fans short of a break-even point. 
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Lemon actually came to town as associate pastor of the Light of the World 
Church. A former minor league baseball player himself, he combined his 
pastoral duties with a love of sports. As a frequent guest on my show, he 
was one of the hardest-working owners of a Topeka minor league team. 
I grew to like and respect him. He had an eye for talent, but his pockets 
weren’t deep enough to come up with the financial resources to market 
the team professionally or to withstand the small box office take. He left 
Topeka with an unpaid bill or two — another black eye for the city’s pro-
fessional sports legacy.
Next to try indoor football was Ralph Adams, and once again the road 
proved to be rocky. Adams, another owner short on funds, was unable to 
pay the franchise fee to join the Topeka Knights’ Arena 2 League. Deter-
mined to find a way, Adams set out to establish a new indoor professional 
football league.
The on-field quality of Adams’ Topeka Koyotes was not at the level of the 
Knights. The Arena 2 League was largely composed of former Division 1 
players, some of which had made it to the CFL or NFL ranks. The Koyote 
roster primarily included players of Division II, NAIA, and the commu-
nity college ranks.
While the quality of play dropped, the fan base was intact — almost to the 
breakeven point. Some 1,500 to 2,000 fans would show up for games dur-
ing Ralph’s run as team owner.

Oldest Pro Football Player
The season had been great: The Koyotes remained undefeated going into 
the championship game. The largest crowd in the first three years at-
tended that game. 
As a promotional stunt, the team has held an annual halftime media per-
sonality pass-and-kick contest. I was, by far, the oldest media personality 
to enter the contest. I’d been throwing a football all my life with the kids 
and had played a game against some of the Kansas City Chiefs in the early 
’70s. (More about that later.) I wasn’t concerned about how I would do in 
the passing competition. Kicking was yet another matter.
Field-goal kicking in indoor football is quite different from kicking in 
traditional football games. The indoor goalposts are narrowed consider-
ably, so kicking a field goal in indoor leagues has a lot more to do with 
technique than with strength.
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I had become acquainted with the Koyotes’ kicker from the first year, and 
he agreed to work with me on the sly. He promised to teach me how to 
“thread the needle” in kicking a ball through those indoor uprights.
For the first two years, I was the winner of the media personality contest. 
In the third year, the Koyotes were undefeated once again and headed 
into the championship game. 
Ralph Adams was a regular on the show, and we had a great on-air and 
off-air relationship. When he paid his usual pre-championship game visit 
to the show, the Koyotes were between kickers. I told Ralph that, if he was 
looking for a good replacement kicker, he had one seated next to him in 
the studio. By the end of the show, the owner of the Kansas Koyotes had 
agreed to sign me as the new kicker for the championship game.

—
At age 58, I became the oldest player to sign a contract and play in a pro-
fessional football game. We hoped the stunt would fill a few more seats in 
the Expocentre for that championship game. (That part was successful: 
We drew a crowd of 2,700 — the largest in Koyote history.)
Not everyone was excited about my appearance in the championship 
game.
Warren Seitz, a native Topekan who made it to the “bigs” as a former NFL 
player, had returned home to coach the Topeka West High School team. 
Seitz had been signed to coach the Koyotes in the high school off-season. 
(Indoor football is a spring-summer season.) A true professional, Seitz 
was dedicated to producing a quality on-field team. I was not what he had 
in mind.
But tickets were being sold. I was officially signed. I would be the extra-
point kicker.
Game night: We’re in the locker room, suiting up. The players were gener-
ally supportive — happy to be playing before their largest crowd ever in 
Topeka. 
The players in the other locker room, the Missouri Minutemen, weren’t 
quite as supportive. In fact, they were madder than hell. The Koyotes had 
soundly defeated the Minutemen twice during the regular season. The 
Koyotes’ signing of a 58-year-old kicker was — in their eyes — just add-
ing insult to injury.
Coach Seitz told the Koyotes that I had the bull’s eye painted on my chest: 
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I had to be protected. All’s well, so far.
As expected, the Koyotes scored a couple of quick touchdowns. On the 
second TD, I was called in to attempt the extra point. Other than blowing 
the extra point, I ran off the field unscathed. Things were about to take a 
turn for the worse.
A few minutes later, the Koyotes scored for a third time. Looking forward 
to a chance to redeem myself with a good kick, I went in for my second 
attempt at the extra point. I blew it again!
About five seconds after my second failed attempt I was still standing on 
the field,  disgusted. Out of nowhere a 240-pound Minutemen linebacker 
crashed into me, taking me down to the carpet.
Bodies of 58-year-olds aren’t built to take this kind of punishment. 
As we got up, the linebacker taunted, “Old man, I’ll bet you can’t get it up 
any more.”
At this point, my bruised ego was hurting more than my body, so I 
blurted, “I’ll show you who can get it up!”  
It wasn’t one of my well-thought-out responses. We came up off the turf 
swinging.
Both benches emptied. Good news: The referees broke up the fight before 
anyone was seriously hurt. But as everyone was heading back to the 
benches, several of the Minutemen started taunting me again.
 In what now seems to be a moment of temporary insanity, I approached 
their bench, waving my arms and challenging one or all of them to come 
out on the field to take me on.
The good Lord protects idiots, and He was protecting me. The players on 
the Minutemen bench sat there in silence, just staring at me. They must 
have thought they were dealing with someone who was truly suffering 
from a brain injury. Lacking anyone else to fight, I limped back to the 
Koyotes bench. 
Coach Seitz came over and said, “Cates — you’ve seen all the action 
you’re going to see tonight. You’re through.”
I could have kissed him. I’d had enough.
Well, not quite. 
Midway through the fourth quarter the Koyotes were winning handily. 
The players were happy, but a lot of the fans weren’t. Half of the crowd 
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was made up of listeners to the radio show. They were there to see a 
58-year-old at least come close to doing something worthwhile, and they 
were getting restless.
Two minutes to go. The Koyotes scored another touchdown, and Coach 
Seitz came down to my end of the bench.
“You can go in if you want,” he said. “It’s up to you.”
What I wanted to say and what I said were two different things. One 
of the fans had slipped me a beer, and I was quite content to sit on the 
bench, nurse my wounds, and count down the minutes to the time I could 
return to sanity. 
It wasn’t to be. I could hear the crowd’s chant: “We want Cates.”
Back to the field. This time I knew this wasn’t Disneyland Fantasy Foot-
ball. I stood a good chance of experiencing the pain of my body being 
broken. 
I blew kick attempt No. 3. This time, a defender came in with a rolling 
block designed to put my ankle in a cast. Again, the Supreme Power was 
there to protect me: I had the presence of mind to jump about the time he 
would have hit my ankle.
Apparently the next week was a little slow in the sports department. For 
several bradcasts, WIBW-TV ran clips of the only brawl to take place at a 
Koyotes game.  
It was good publicity for the radio show and for the Koyotes, but not good 
enough to ever entice me to want a return engagement.
Ralph Adams approached me this year and asked if I would like to come 
out of retirement for a cameo appearance.
You’ve got to be kidding! The things a talk show host will do for ratings 
and publicity.

—
The real highlight of the Topeka sports scene for me was  securing a job as 
a Kansas Koyotes waterboy for grandson Ryan.  Sitting on the bench with 
a professional football team is one of those experiences most boys dream 
about.  I asked him if he learned anything from the experience.  
“Yeh,” he said, “I learned a lot of cuss words.”   
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CELEBRITIES

It’s fun to hang out with the rich or famous. No, not the rich and famous 
 — as many rich people aren’t famous, while many of the famous have let 
a fortune slip through their fingers. A lot of them made a fortune for their 
attorneys, accountants, or promoters, but have nothing to show for it.
Over the years I’ve been fortunate to have had the opportunity to get to 
know some national figures — politicians, athletes, actors, and musicians 
… and a few who were propelled to their moments in the national spot-
light simply by being in the right place at the right time.
We’ll exclude politicos for the moment: It’s a large group, relatively well 
educated, and they know the system well. The list of impoverished politi-
cos would be a short one.
The same can’t be said for many in the fields of sports and entertainment. 
Several years ago I was involved with a group of friends who were fans 
of ’50s and ’60s rock music. We assumed that since we were avid fans, 
the rest of northeast Kansas must be too. We decided the road to riches 
would be to promote a concert at the new Topeka Performing Arts Cen-
ter. How wrong we were.
It was a star-studded lineup, or so we thought: Donnie Brooks, Cannibal 
and the Head Hunters, Pat Upton, Mitch Ryder, and Len Barry.
Donnie Brooks had been touring the country for several years with a 
group of hit-makers from the early days of rock’n’roll. They toured under 
the banner “30 Years of Rock’n’Roll.” Brooks’ monster hit, “Mission Bell,” 
peaked at No. 7 in 1960. Cannibal and the Head Hunters, another one-hit 
group, hit the charts with “Land of 1,000 Dances” in 1965. Pat Upton, lead 
singer of Spiral Staircase, was part of the tour, with the 1969 hit “More To-
day than Yesterday,” which had reached  No. 12 on the Billboard charts. 

—
Upton was everyone’s favorite — a nice guy and a great storyteller. He 
owned a club in Guntersville, Ala., and one of his closest friends in the 
music industry was Rick Nelson. Upton had been on the “Ozzie and Harriet 
Show,” had spent many hours hanging out at the Nelson home, and was the 
last person to see Rick Nelson alive. 
Rick had made an appearance at Pat’s club in Alabama and was scheduled 
to appear in Texas the next day. Rick and his girlfriend spent the night at 
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Upton’s home, and while they were chatting, the topic of Nelson’s plane had 
come up. Rick had purchased the plane from Jerry Lee Lewis, and wondered 
aloud if it had been one of his less intelligent purchases. The plane had more 
than its share of mechanical difficulties.
The next morning, the Uptons drove the couple to the airport and watch the 
plane take off. Less than two hours later the plane experienced one more dif-
ficulty that cost the lives of Rick Nelson and all of the others on board.

—
Mitch Ryder was the biggest hit-maker on the ticket: 12 chart hits, start-
ing in 1965 with “Jenny Takes a Ride.” His run of hits ended in 1983 with 
“When You Were Mine.” Like so many entertainers, Mitch was on tour 
not to add funds to his investment portfolio but to make ends meet.

—
Ryder, a product of the ’60s, was one of the casualties of drugs. He admits 
that, on and off stage, the years he was on top during the ’60s were a blur. 
Years of drug excesses consumed the money he made. One story he told has 
always stayed with me.
Ryder’s wife was also into drugs, and he was returning from an extended 
tour. When he opened the door to his home, it was bare. Everything — fur-
niture, gold records — gone to pay for the latest round of drug consumption. 
Mitch is now drug-free and beginning to appreciate his fame and fans.

—
Rounding out the list of performers for our concert was Len Barry. Len 
was the lead singer for the Dovells in 1961 when they hit No. 2 with a 
smash hit, “The Bristol Stomp.” He began to perform solo in 1963, and in 
1965 again reached No. 2 with his hit “1-2-3.”

—
Len Barry had the most poignant story of the group. A few years earlier 
he was close to being evicted from his apartment. No money and down on 
his luck, one of the few people he knew he could call for help was Donnie 
Brooks. Within a couple of hours the money had been wired, and Len said 
he would walk over hot coals for Donnie Brooks.
As Len was telling his story, a couple of questions ran through my mind: 
Where did all the money go? Smash hits, a string of other chart records. 
Where were the friends, the supporters, the promoters — everyone who 
made millions off of Len Barry?
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—
There were no millions, however, for the promoters of the concert in To-
peka. The Olsons, Nightingales, Clantons, Manns and Cateses — all still 
working. The concert was not the ticket to riches for us or for the stars. 
Attendance of about 1,000 would have put us close to the break-even 
point, but only about 800 oldies fans were in attendance to see a good 
concert and watch the local promoters mourn the loss of their money. A 
little money was lost — but we gained a treasure-trove of memories.
Fame … so many celebrities I’ve met over the years have experienced the 
same challenges you and I face. Some sad stories, some funny ones, and 
some success stories on the following pages.

The Top Five Guests
Over the years, somewhere around 5,500 guests have appeared on the Jim 
Cates Show. I’ve had the opportunity to host some of the country’s most 
interesting people.
Most guests on the national talk show circuit have written a book and are 
hawking it on the air. I always read the book before the interview. Within 
the first 10 minutes of the show I’ll mention two or three facts from the 
book, always referencing the page number. This alerts my listeners — and 
especially my guest — that I’m prepared to delve deeply into the subject. 
It gains the author’s attention and respect, since it is obvious that I’ve 
prepared for the interview by actually reading the book. It’s a formula that 
served me well.
No host is going to bat 1,000. Many shows are going to be singles and 
doubles … with a few strike-outs. Occasionally I hit a home run, and then 
there’s the rare grand slam!
The next few pages represent the grand slams hit on the Jim Cates Show.

No. 1 of 5: Jerry Schemmel
Bernie Glannon brought professional basketball to Topeka in the 1980s. 
The Topeka Sizzlers, a team in the Continental Basketball Association, 
had a five-year run in Topeka: two good years of quality basketball and 
good attendance followed by three years of losing records and declining 
attendance. The team eventually moved on to Yakima, Wash.
Kansas has always been known as a basketball state. Kansas State Univer-
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sity has had many years of success, and the University of Kansas is con-
sistently in the top 25 teams. On the Topeka scene, Washburn University 
was a perennial powerhouse in the former NAIA and now in the current 
Division II.
Pro basketball should have been a natural fit for Topeka — and for a 
couple of years, it was. Topeka fans were treated to watching several for-
mer NBA players on the court, as well as a few players on their way up to 
the big league. Topeka fans also witnessed Jo-Jo White attempting to work 
his way back to the NBA.
One individual who did work his way to the “bigs” was Jerry Schemmell, 
who was initially hired as the Topeka Sizzlers’ play-by-play announcer. 
What a ride it was for him!
Life would forever change for Jerry Schemmel on July 19, 1989. He was 
then deputy commissioner for the Continental Basketball Association. 
On that date, he and Jay Ramsdell — his best friend  and commissioner of 
the CBA – boarded a plane in Denver, bound for Chicago. United Airlines 
Flight 232 never made it. 
The trouble began an hour after take-off, when one of the plane’s engines 
exploded and left the jet without hydraulics. Less than two hours after 
take-off, the pilot was forced to make an emergency landing in Sioux City, 
Iowa, and 112 of the 296 passengers died, including Jay Ramsdell. Jerry 
was one of the fortunate ones.
The hour on the air with Jerry Schemmel began with a tape of the pilot’s 
conversation with air traffic control in a tense discussion of the problems 
the crew was experiencing. It was obvious the crew was concerned about 
the potential result of an emergency landing. For 45 minutes, the 296 pas-
sengers received frequent updates from the pilot, keeping them informed 
of the severity of the situation.
Listening to Jerry’s account of being strapped into the passenger seat for 
that 45-minute period placed each listener in that situation, creating a 
vivid image of how each of them would have reacted to facing a near-
certain death.
Due to the skill of the flight crew, the plane made it to the 9,000-foot 
runway of the Sioux City airport. Within seconds of touchdown it turned 
into a ball of fire, plummeting off the runway into an adjoining cornfield. 
Amazingly, 184 of the passengers survived.
Jerry talked about his struggles for the next year. Why was he chosen 
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to live? He and many of the other survivors were involved in extensive 
therapy for fear and depression.
Jerry Schemmel’s show made the Top 5 list because it caused all of us who 
shared in the hour to reflect on our lives. It was a vivid reminder that 
death can occur unexpectedly for any of us.
Should Jerry Schemmel surface in your area as a talk show guest, it would 
be worthwhile to arrange your schedule so you don’t miss one minute of 
the show. 
Professionally, Jerry later served as play-by-play announcer for the Den-
ver Nuggets, Major League Baseball’s Colorado Rockies and the Colorado 
State Rams football and men’s basketball teams.

No. 2 of 5: Kerry Noble and the Tabernacle of Hate
Our list of the top five shows includes two programs dealing with cults. 
This one had a right of center slant. 
In 1977 a utopian society was established in northern Arkansas — or so 
Kerry Noble thought. Within eight years, a group of friends and families 
were transformed from a support group steeped in Christian principles to 
a militant group involved in crimes including robbery, arson, and murder.
The 224 acres were inhabited by families who wanted to live a simple life, 
serve as a support group for one another, subscribe to a strong work ethic 
and become involved in nightly Bible study. The persons living on that 
224 acres truly thought they had found paradise. How could anything go 
so wrong over such a short period of time?
What separates a group of well-meaning Christians banding together 
from a cult that would become a dangerous extremist group? To grow, an 
extremist group has to be based on three criteria: a false premise, a charis-
matic leader, and a perceived enemy.
When Kerry and Kay Noble moved their family to northern Arkansas, 
only one of those building blocks was in place. James Ellison was the lead-
er of the sgroup that was forming. His message was simple, yet powerful: 
Sin is running rampant in America, and the time has come for Christians 
to build refuges in isolated parts of the country so they will be equipped 
to take care of others as the moral decay of America continues.
During the ’70s, life was good for the approximately 60 people who 
banded and bonded together. The adult men worked odd jobs in the area 
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— and took advantage of the government’s largesse in the form of un-
employment benefits. The jobs they took usually involved hard physical 
labor, but no one complained, as they felt a sense of peace and serenity. 
The nightly Bible study meetings reinforced their belief that God’s work 
was being done.
During this period there was a strong community of purpose, but there 
was never a time where anyone felt a sense of imprisonment or of being 
held against their will. Although no one left, families had their freedom to 
return to their original homes if they so desired.
The early ’80s brought about a gradual change in the group. Ellison’s mes-
sages during the nightly meetings became much more strident. Members 
started stockpiling weapons to protect themselves for the day that the 
Christian way of life was at risk from outside threats. Until that time, 
drugs, alcohol, and tobacco were nonexistent in the society. But as the 
group started purchasing weapons at regional gun shows, a new element 
began to work its way into the original family of 60: An anti-government 
message started to surface at the nightly meetings. The group constructed 
a four-block mock town to practice urban warfare.
In January 1981, leader Jim Ellison was interviewed on the ABC Nightly 
News. He announced that an armed group was forming in northern 
Arkansas, and that any and all true believers were welcome to join forces. 
The group was formed as The Covenant, Sword and Arm of the Lord 
(CSA).
The community in northern Arkansas had been turned upside down. 
Members’ trailers were burned to collect insurance money. Everyone 
was sent out into the surrounding community to shoplift or rob nearby 
townspeople. In November 1983, CSA member Wayne Snell shot the 
owner of a pawn shop in a robbery attempt. (Ironically, Snell was execut-
ed on the day of the Murrah Building bombing in Oklahoma City.)
The CSA began to attempt larger scale riots in Chicago by blowing up the 
main gas line that fed into the city. The CSA’s thinking was that without 
heat, widespread rioting would break out. The attempt failed, as the dy-
namite dented — but didn’t break — the pipeline. The CSA also bombed 
a Jewish synagogue in Indiana and attempted to burn down a church in 
Springfield, Mo., because the congregation welcomed homosexuals.
For Kerry Noble, who told his story on my show, the turning point came 
in 1984. Kerry and another church member were sent to Kansas City with 
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a briefcase filled with dynamite. Their charge was to blow up a homosex-
ual church during a service. It was planned to be the CSA’s first attempt at 
mass murder.
Kerry and his partner entered the church and sat there for about 15 min-
utes. Kerry began to consider the fact that no one in this church had ever 
harmed him. He left, taking the dynamite with him, and returned to the 
compound.
By this time the FBI had infiltrated the CSA, and by 1985 the group had 
been disbanded, with seven of its members sent to prison. Snell was 
sentenced to death, Ellison got a 20-year sentence, and Kerry Noble was 
sentenced to five years in federal prison.
Kerry’s book, Tabernacle of Hate, points out how a patriotic and Chris-
tian message can be twisted into something no one originally intended. 
The book is a good read, and as a talk-show guest, Kerry Noble is a “must 
listen.”

No. 3 of 5: Deborah Layton, ‘Seductive Poison’
When I conducted a poll of my listeners one day, I asked them to name 
their favorite shows from the past six years. For those tuned in and re-
sponding that day, the story of Jim Jones and the Jonestown Massacre was 
on virtually everyone’s list. Deborah Layton, author of “Seductive Poison,” 
joined a very small group of authors who were invited back to discuss a 
story that had aired before.
Some cults start off as a group of well-meaning, well-intentioned indi-
viduals who gradually veer off course and end up to be something quite 
different. The People’s Temple was one of them, and Jim Jones will forever 
be remembered as one of the most evil men to set foot on this earth in the 
20th century.
The nation of Guyana, in South America, is bordered on the south by 
Brazil, on the west by Venezuela and on the north by the Atlantic Ocean. 
Jim Jones convinced about a thousand members of his People’s Temple 
to leave their families, jobs, and friends to move to this land, which he 
described as a tropical paradise. As history tells us, it turned out to be a 
living hell. 
Deborah Layton was a rebellious 17-year-old girl when she was first ex-
posed to Jim Jones. Over the next seven years, she witnessed some of the 
most frightening atrocities committed upon humankind.
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The People’s Temple roots were in the San Francisco Bay area. Jones was 
a charismatic minister who attracted members by preaching a message 
outlining the ills of America: the rich preying upon the poor, racism, 
bigotry, and so on. His followers came from all walks of life. And his 
original supporters — although never members of the temple — included 
then-California House Speaker Willie Brown, First Lady Rosalynn Carter, 
and other notables. The mayor appointed Jones as director of the Human 
Rights Commission and head of the San Francisco Housing Authority.
In the book and on the air, Deborah’s message was clear: No one joins a 
cult. Instead, people join groups that promise a better life. 
Jones was a master of manipulation. If someone showed interest in be-
coming a member of the People’s Temple, Jones would start attempting to 
break down the prospective member’s family ties. Temple members’ first 
loyalty … and eventually their only loyalty … was to the People’s Temple. 
The more active in the temple a person became, the more isolated from 
family and friends.
Temple members were allowed to become involved in typical left-of-
center causes, but always under controlled conditions that continually 
reinforced the message that America had become evil and corrupt. Jones 
spoke for two years about a promised land where members could isolate 
themselves from the evils of the world. Eventually he led them there, 200 
miles inland in Guyana.
In the early ’70s Jones took some of his most dedicated followers to 
Guyana to carve out a community where the Temple could eventually 
relocate. It was promised to be a heaven on earth. Glowing letters came 
out of Guyana from Temple members who had begun to settle there. 
Photographs and a video were produced to show members in California 
what waited them. Eventually, 1,000 People’s Temple members relocated 
to Guyana, including Deborah Layton, her mother, and her brother.
Little did they know that instead of heaven, they were about to enter hell. 
Upon arrival in Guyana, temple members boarded a boat that took them 
on a 20-hour ride up the coast, then another 10 hours on a river that took 
them inland to some of the most inhospitable jungle conditions in South 
America. When they were about five hours out of Jonestown, all new 
arrivals were required to turn over any letters written to loved ones back 
home and all medications.
Upon arriving in Jonestown, they found armed guards everywhere. There 
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was no running water, limited electricity, and just shacks for shelter. They 
had entered a reign of terror. For the remainder of their lives, they were 
treated as slave labor, with an expectation that each resident would work 
a minimum of 12 hours a day, seven days a week, then attend a six-hour 
“study” each evening, surviving on a mere four hours of sleep each night. 
Escape was impossible: It would mean another 10-hour trip on the dan-
gerous river, surrounded by an impenetrable and frightening jungle. 
Jones kept everyone under control. A few who were brave enough to 
voice their feelings about Jonestown or their wishes to return home were 
punished publicly and severely as a lesson to others who might have the 
same thoughts. Most did not dare to express their feelings. A child who 
was disloyal enough to want to go back home would be removed from 
his bed in the middle of the night and lowered into a dark hole, where an 
adult at the bottom would grab at and terrorize the child. Parents were 
required to witness and silently endure their children’s screams.
Deborah Layton eventually worked herself into a position of trust and 
was sent to Guyana’s capital to serve as a Temple representative. Once 
there, she was able to contact the U.S. Embassy and eventually escape. 
Back in America, she testified in Washington, D.C., to expose life in 
Jonestown. Congressman Leo Ryan arranged a fact-finding trip to 
Jonestown, but was murdered before he could return home.
By this time Jones had progressed from evil to insanity. Within a short 
period of time after Ryan’s murder, he had forced most of Jonestown to 
commit suicide or be murdered.
With the focus on the depravity and evil one human being can bring to so 
many,  Deborah Layton’s two appearances on my show were possibly the 
most disturbing programs aired. 

No. 4 of 5: Bill Bonanno, ‘Bound By Honor’
Was the Mafia’s code of silence broken by Bill Bonanno with the release of 
his book, “Bound By Honor”?
Bill Bonanno was the son of Joseph Bonanno, a chieftain of one of the five 
New York Mafia families. It has been said that “The Godfather” was a look 
at Joseph Bonanno.
Organized crime controlled a large segment of America from the ’30s 
through the ’60s. The entertainment industry was 90 percent controlled 
by organized crime. Record labels, the movie industry, jukebox distribu-
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tors, and top nightclubs were under the Mafia umbrella. They also had 
their hands in gambling, labor unions, and racketeering during that 30-
year period.
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover apparently allowed organized crime to 
flourish. When Bill Bonanno appeared on my show, he told listeners that 
Mayor Lansky, one of the early-day crime leaders, had given pictures 
exposing Hoover’s homosexual lifestyle to all of the organized crime 
families. Never, during Hoover’s term as director, was any serious attempt 
made to curtail organized crime’s atrocities. Hoover’s inactivity gave the 
mob the ability to control a number of elections at the state and local 
level, as well as to shape national elections.
Nearly everyone has an opinion about the John Kennedy assassination. 
Based on his hands-on involvement and stories told at Mafia family din-
ners over the years, Bill Bonanno’s view is quite different than what many 
of us have been led to believe. 
Family patriarch Joseph Kennedy made a large part of his fortune boot-
legging. As a result of this, he and Joe Bonanno became close business 
associates and friends. Kennedy’s ultimate dream was to elect one of his 
sons as president, so he asked Joe Bonanno for his support.
There were 26 leading Mafia families in the late ’50s. Those in the South 
wanted Lyndon B. Johnson to lead the Democrat ticket, Midwestern 
families were promoting Missouri Sen. Stuart Symington, and the families 
in the East were leaning toward JFK. The families felt any of those three 
would help protect the mob’s interests. 
To see if a compromise could be struck, Bill Bonanno and Tommy Luc-
chese were dispatched to Los Angeles to meet with Joe Kennedy at the 
home of his mistress, actress Marian Davies. Lucchese and Bonanno’s 
message was that if LBJ could be placed on the ticket as Kennedy’s run-
ning mate, the families would line up behind JFK. Joe Kennedy told them 
they could consider it done. Not all of the crime families were excited 
about JFK, but all had faith in Joe’s ability to control his sons.
Unfortunately for the mob, shortly after the election, Joe Kennedy suf-
fered a severe  stroke, and their link was severed. The Kennedy family 
despised the Johnsons, and soon after the election, Bobby Kennedy was 
appointed attorney general. Bobby made it his goal to bring organized 
crime to its knees. The Mafia decided JFK had to be eliminated.
At this point in the interview, Bill Bonanno made it clear that he was 
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neither a witness nor a participant in the decisions that were made — he 
was simply repeating stories that had been told over the dinner table at 
organized crime functions over the years.
Who actually pulled the trigger to kill JFK?  Bill Bonanno spent more 
than 11 years behind bars as a result of family activities. During a stint 
in one of the federal prisons, an inmate Bill had known for a number of 
years told the story that he had been the trigger man.
At the time, when a president visited a city, preparatory security activities 
included bolting down the sewer grates in the streets. That was not done 
in Dallas. According to his story, Johnny Rosselli popped the lid off a 
sewer grate as the motorcade was passing, rose up, and fired the fatal shot. 
He told Bill he had been double-dealt by the mob. He was left standing on 
the banks of the Trinity River, holding in his hand the gun that had fired 
the fatal shot, without the promised getaway vehicle in sight. In 1970, 
Rosselli’s body was found in an oil drum floating off the coast of Florida.
Fact? Bill Bonanno’s interview was convincing, as was his book, “Bound 
by Honor.”
Bill passed away in 2008.

No. 5 of 5: Anthony Fiato, ‘The Animal in Hollywood’
Las Vegas Review Journal columnist John Smith became a regular on 
my show over the years. Vegas-oriented shows were always popular, and 
John knew the Vegas beat as well as anyone. He had written several books 
related to the city, including one about the life of Bob Stupak, one of Las 
Vegas’ more colorful casino owners. He also wrote a book about Las Ve-
gas’ former mayor, Oscar Goodman — a must-read for Vegas aficionados. 
My favorite, though, is “The Animal in Hollywood.”
I didn’t schedule John as a guest to discuss “The Animal.” Instead, I sched-
uled the featured player, Anthony Fiato himself.
Bill Bonanno, featured earlier in this chapter, gave us a look at the top of 
the heap — the leaders in the mob and the way they influenced American 
politics. Anthony Fiato gave the listener an entirely different look — from 
the enforcement side.
On the surface, Anthony’s hour on my show indicated a life of bed-
hopping with Hollywood’s better-known actresses and hanging out with 
nationally known sports figures. We didn’t have to scratch very deep, 
though, to view a lifestyle centered around violence and fear.
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Anthony Fiato grew up in Boston. As a kid he always envied the city’s un-
derworld figures. At 17, he moved with his family to Hollywood. Shortly 
after their arrival, Anthony stabbed a guy who was extorting money from 
him and his friends. Word soon got around, and by the time he turned 20 
Anthony was connected to the Hollywood Mafia as an enforcer. 
Anthony Fiato’s reputation spread throughout the community. Within a 
relatively short time he rose in the ranks to the point where loan-sharking 
became his primary source of income. The standard interest rate was five 
percent a week, and collection methods were far from the standard used 
by the neighborhood loan company. Businessmen, gamblers, drug dealers 
— all became regular customers of Anthony Fiato. During the height of 
his business, he was making in excess of $10,000 a week.
By the time Fiato’s younger brother had become involved as one of An-
thony’s soldiers, Anthony’s reputation had grown to the point where the 
FBI was tapping his phones. They had gathered enough evidence to send 
both Anthony and his brother up the river for 200 to 500 years. 
In an attempt to save himself and his brother, Anthony agreed to turn 
state’s witness. For two years, Anthony allowed himself to be wired so the 
FBI could tape his conversations about mob activity. About 60 Mafiosi 
were placed behind bars as a result. A marked man, Fiato entered the 
federal witness protection program.
The hour on the air was interspersed with stories about noted sports 
figures such as Bo Belinsky and Dean Chance, who were mob hangers-on. 
He also talked about the heavy cocaine use by Hollywood heavy-hitters 
such as James and Ronnie Caan — lots of rubbing shoulders with the rich 
and famous, lots of money, plenty of attention from members of the op-
posite sex. Beneath it all, however, was the undercurrent of violence, fear, 
and betrayed friendships.
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The Political Community

Kansas has turned out its share of elected officials who made it to the 
national scene. Dwight D. Eisenhower served as president from 1952 to 
1960. Charles Curtis was the only Native American to serve as vice presi-
dent (1929 to 1932 under Herbert Hoover). Bob Dole was the Republican 
Party vice presidential candidate in 1976 and its presidential candidate in 
1996. Also in this group is Alf Landon, the GOP’s nominee for president 
in 1936.

Gov. Alf Landon, 1933–1937
Landon made Topeka his home, and I became acquainted with him in the 
early ’80s. At the time I was serving as Shawnee County Republican chair-
man. Alf and I became close friends, and for the remainder of his life, we 
got together once a week to discuss happenings on the local, state, and 
national political scene.
We first met in 1978 when his daughter, Nancy Landon Kassebaum, ran 
for the GOP senatorial nomination in Kansas. I attended several debates, 
receptions, and forums that year during the primary season.
To meet Nancy Kassebaum was to like and respect her immediately. She 
had the ability to make you feel you were the only person in the room. 
This is a rare asset for a politician, since most candidates and elected offi-
cials are looking over your shoulder to see who’s next in line and whether 
— in the quest for public office — that next person might be a little more 
important than you. 
As a candidate, Nancy Kassebaum was articulate, well versed on the is-
sues, and great with people. Despite all this, I was supporting one of her 
opponents. I just couldn’t envision Kansas electing a women to such a 
high office. 
So much for my political expertise! Nancy Kassebaum went on to serve 
18 years in the U.S. Senate.

—
Kansas began to take a leadership position in electing women. Sheila Frahm 
later served in the U.S. Senate. Jan Myers was a very popular congress-
woman, representing suburban Kansas City for many years. Joan Finney 
was elected the first female governor in the state, serving 1991 to 1995, fol-
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lowed several years later by Kathleen Sebelius, who later became Secretary 
of Health and Human Services in the Obama administration. 
But – back to Alf …

—
Alf was 93 when he stopped drinking. He was never a heavy drinker, but 
two of his reporter buddies would come out to the house once a week and 
bring a fifth of Jack Daniels. They would polish off that fifth reminiscing 
and swapping stories. 
I’ve been a smoker most of my adult life. I’m not sure Alf Landon ever 
purchased a pack of cigarettes: One of his trademarks was mooching 
them. At our weekly lunches, Alf would always bum a  smoke after his 
meal. We usually had lunch at the Holidome in west Topeka. We would 
just finish eating and Alf would be ready for his first cigarette of the day. 
It would also be his last cigarette, as he said, “After this one, I’m through 
smoking. If I don’t give them up they’ll end up killing me.” He was 97 
when he finally kicked the habit.

—
In 1986 Kansas had a wide-open run for the governor’s office. John Carlin 
could not run for a third term, so the Democrats lined up Tom Dock-
ing, son of popular former Gov. Robert Docking, as their candidate. The 
Republicans had a five-way primary.
I had signed on with Mike Hayden early on. Although he was speaker of 
the House, he was from a small town in northwest Kansas. Conventional 
wisdom was that Hayden would run a respectable race, but couldn’t win 
without a population base to build on. I kept Alf abreast of the latest cam-
paign strategies and developments during our weekly lunches. He had 
never met Hayden, but was starting to show some active interest in the 
primary. I arranged for Alf to meet the Hayden family, and they clicked.
Thirty days before the primary, polling numbers showed Hayden running 
stronger than expected. He needed a couple of breaks to propel him into 
the front-runner’s slot. Shortly before the primary election, he received 
Landon’s endoresement. On primary night he carried 96 of the state’s 105 
counties.
That morning Alf had called me to say he was going to stay up on prima-
ry night until I called with the official results. About 10:15 p.m. Hayden 
was declared the winner. When I called, Alf suggested we get together 
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the following morning to look at the county-by-county breakdown. I was 
ready to celebrate and knock down a few beers with campaign workers, 
but I dutifully went to the conference room to prepare the 105-county 
breakdown.
At 8 a.m. I was prepared. I picked up Alf, we had breakfast, and I spread 
out the voter profiles. Alf ’s response?
“I’ve been thinking about it. Those figures aren’t going to help us much. 
Let’s start developing a plan to attract the independent and Democratic 
vote.”
Well … at least he spared me from waking up with a hangover.
How important was that endorsement? No one knows for sure, but it 
obviously carried some weight. Hayden later defeated Docking to become 
the 41st governor of Kansas.

—
One of my favorite memories was Alf ’s 98th birthday. Then-vice president 
George H.W. Bush had arranged to fly to Topeka to wish Alf a happy 98th. 
A press conference for the vice president was arranged in the portico, 
but before the conference Alf was allowed to have a private meeting with 
the vice president. Other guests included Landon family members; Judy 
Mackey, Landon’s longtime secretary; Elon Torrence and Lew Ferguson, 
two veteran Associated Press reporters; and me. Although it was nice to 
meet George and Barbara Bush, I was thrilled to be one of the few friends 
in this select group.
During the last few years of his life, Alf suffered a severe hearing loss. I 
almost had to shout for him to hear me. We’d go to lunch and Alf would 
lean over the table and ask, “Just between us, what’s the latest gossip in the 
party.”
There were no more party secrets, as I would shout my answer so that Alf 
— and everyone inside and outside the restaurant — could hear.
President Reagan came to Topeka to celebrate Alf ’s 100th birthday. Not 
long after the big day, Alf passed away. Maybe he felt there were no more 
mountains to conquer. 
For more than 50 years after his presidential defeat he remained active in 
shaping our country’s foreign and domestic policies. A steady stream of 
America’s most recognizable figures had come to Topeka or called for his 
advice and encouragement. He saw his daughter elected to three terms in 
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the U.S. Senate — and possibly on President Bush’s short list for the vice 
presidential nod. (Several GOP insiders said she was offered the nomina-
tion but declined.) 
Until his 99th birthday, virtually every conversation we had centered on 
his game plan for two years down the road. His zest for life and dedica-
tion to improving the quality of life in America ensure that his memory 
will live on.

Gov. Mike Hayden, 1987–1991
As a result of more than 25 years of political involvement I’ve had the 
opportunity to get to know all of the Kansas governors during that active 
period — all on a first-name basis.
Citizens of heavily populated states may not have the opportunity to view 
the governor in person. In a state with a population of 2.5 million, Kan-
sans are able to get much more up front and personal with their elected 
officials.
In 1985 Kansas House Speaker Mike Hayden had announced he was 
going to run for governor. By all accounts, he was given no chance of 
winning. The outgoing governor, Democrat John Carlin, was prohibited 
from running for a third term, and in the traditionally Republican state, it 
appeared to be a wide open, multi-candidate primary.
The incumbent attorney general, Bob Stephan, had announced as a 
gubernatorial candidate, and many of the traditional GOP activists were 
already starting to align themselves with him. Hayden’s statewide name 
recognition was low, and he was from a small town in sparsely populated 
northwest Kansas. Several other candidates with strong name recogni-
tion and the ability to raise large sums of money also were rumored to be 
thinking about the race and eventually surfaced as candidates. Stephen 
ended up dropping out in the early stages, still leaving a crowded field..  
I was coming off a successful run as chair of the Shawnee County Re-
publicans, followed by a chairmanship of the Second District GOP. Two 
individuals who eventually entered the race approached me, but it was 
Hayden — with his determination and faith in his ability — whom I en-
thusiatically supported.
My job in the primary was to recruit and train chairpersons in each of the 
state’s 105 counties. We knew we were gong to be outspent in the primary, 
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but Hayden was starting to put together a solid team, so we knew we 
wouldn’t be outworked. 
We were able to recruit chairpersons in 104 counties. On election night, 
Hayden carried 96 of them. The primary was relatively clean, and the los-
ing candidates all endorsed Hayden immediately. 
One weapon in Hayden’s arsenal was his wife, Patti. If there was ever a 
natural on the campaign trail, it was Patti. Although many people recog-
nized Patti’s people skills, Patti wasn’t yet convinced.
Her first public appearance as a statewide candidate’s wife was in our liv-
ing room. Jane arranged a get-together coffee for a group of her friends to 
meet Patti. As expected, Patti was  a huge hit, and she became a tremen-
dous asset on the campaign trail.
The Democrat opponent in the general election, Tom Docking, had 
strong name identification: His father and grandfather had served as gov-
ernors. Docking was unable to continue the family tradition. Registration 
was heavily Republican, and the Democrats were never able to articulate a 
reason to cross party lines.
Mike Hayden was sworn in as the state’s 41st governor. And about that 
same time, I was going through a political transformation.
While chairing the county and Second District GOP, I supported all 
candidates who wore the Republican label. But I began to come to the 
conclusion that electing Republicans who voted with the Democrats on 
many spending issues was hurting the party’s credibility — to say noth-
ing of the harm I felt they were doing to the state. My fiscally conservative 
beliefs were starting to take precedence over a blind loyalty to the GOP.
Mike Hayden proved to be loyal to the party faithful, but he was mov-
ing to the left as I was moving to the right. While our relationship was 
not strained, our philosophical differences put some distance between us 
during his four years in office. Despite our differences of opinion on fiscal 
issues, I supported him in his re-election bid. And I never questioned his 
integrity.
When he was defeated for re-election, Hayden left the state for a number 
of years to work in Washington, D.C. He returned to Kansas to be ap-
pointed as Secretary of Wildlife and Parks under Gov. Bill Graves and was 
reappointed by Gov. Kathleen Sebelius.
Hayden left office with a lasting impact on Kansas. We have one of the 
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best highway systems in the state as a result of his efforts. (It was an effort 
I voted against.) The future for Mike Hayden? Politics is in his blood, and 
— should the opportunity present itself — he will be a viable player in 
Kansas politics. 

Gov. Joan Finney, 1991–1995
Although Gov. Mike Hayden was credited with creating one of the 
country’s best road systems and his four years in office were scandal-free, 
the Democrats were poised to mount a strong campaign to defeat him in 
1990. 
Polling showed Hayden’s popularity was dwindling. During the last two 
years of his administration he disappointed supporters by becoming 
increasingly inaccessible. Public appearances were rare, even with groups 
that had supported him. The perception prevailed that he had lost touch 
with Kansas and Kansans, and the Democrats smelled blood. They hoped 
to make a one-termer out of Hayden.
During this period the social conservatives were starting to organize 
and become a solid voting block. Abortion was their primary issue, and 
Hayden used his pro-life stance in 1986 to win the support of these con-
servatives. However, in 1990, Hayden inexplicably reversed his position 
on abortion. He was no longer a pro-lifer, but began championing the 
pro-choice cause. 
With this announcement, a large block of Republicans were shoved to 
the sidelines of politics, frantically searching for a strong conservative 
alternative to Mike Hayden. In addition to his changing stance on abor-
tion, Hayden’s four years brought about a changed method of calculating 
property taxes that seemed to make no one seemed happy.
A new candidate surfaced to challenge Hayden as the alternative Repub-
licans were seeking. With the GOP gubernatorial nomination at stake, 
Nestor Weigand proved to be a popular challenger to Hayden. Weigand 
was a successful and well-respected realtor in the Wichita area. He had a 
grassroots organization throughout the state composed of his real estate 
associates and supporters of the pro-life movement. He appealed to social 
conservatives as well as protestors of new taxes, and he mounted a strong 
bid for the nomination.
Also entering the six-way primary was pro-life advocate Richard Peck-
ham, who ended up splitting conservative votes with Weigand, leaving 
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Hayden with his second primary victory. (Weigand did not surface in poli-
tics again; despite his popularity he returned to real estate and eventually 
became president of the World Association of Realtors.) Hayden was poised 
to gain his second term as governor.
Two Democratic candidates appeared to challenge Hayden in the general 
election. Former Gov. John Carlin, with strong name recognition and 
a well-financed campaign, entered the Democrat primary as the clear 
frontrunner. Almost no one was giving a chance to the other candidate, 
longtime State Treasurer Joan Finney. I was one of the exceptions, as I 
predicted five months prior to the primary that she would win the nomi-
nation, based on a conversation I’d had in March with five Democrats in 
the legislature. 
We had just recessed, and we were talking about the primary in one of the 
legislative lounges. A representative from southeast Kansas told me out-
right that he was voting for Finney simply because he did not like Carlin. 
He expected Carlin to win, but was fairly certain Finney would carry his 
district. It was then that a representative from Dodge City spoke up, ech-
ing what she had just heard.
“My support is going to Carlin because we all know he’ll be our nominee,” 
she said. “But it’s funny; I think Finney’s going to carry Ford County.” 
Then a Democrat from north-central Kansas chimed in, essentially pro-
claiming the exact same thing, followed by a Wyandotte County legisla-
tor who agreed, and then another ... They all made the general statement 
months before the primary: Carlin’s going to win, but Finney will win lo-
cally. After this candid conversation I went home that night and told Jane 
that Joan Finney would become the state’s first female governor. 
Finney did just that, spending less than $50,000 on her primary to defeat 
Carlin, then going on to victory in November over Mike Hayden on the 
strength of a humble campaign with deep Populist roots.
Joan Finney’s four years as governor could best be described as unique. In 
her early days of political involvement, Finney worked as an aide to for-
mer Republican U.S. Sen. Frank Carlson. Carlson was an outspoken fiscal 
convervative, and surprisingly, as a Democrat Finney brought with her 
a similar ideal in economics. This, in addition to her pro-life tendencies, 
often put her at odds with her Democrat brethren in the state legislature.
Joan made the switch from Republican to Democrat upon entering her 
own political life. As a candidate, she was generally shut out by the Kansas 
GOP heirarchy. The Democrats, recognizing her pure appeal and vote-
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getting potential, approached her with a guarantee of party support. She 
won her race for state treasurer, which eventually served as her spring-
board into the governor’s office.
Despite the Democrat support that got her there, trouble loomed over 
certain issues during her four years in office. The cornerstone of her 
campaign was “power to the people.” Finney was passionate about both 
initiative and referendum, powers given to 21 states in the country. She 
was poised to make Kansas number 22 — but the legislature would not 
relinquish its power. 
She continued to fight for causes she thought appropriate, including the 
term limits movement. Together with Republican Gov. Bill Weld from 
Massachusetts, she served as an honorary national chairperson for the 
movement, which unfortunately went nowhere in the Kansas legislature. 
Throughout her term, her priorities continued to clash with those of her 
supporters.
Gambling was a big issue in Kansas during the Finney administration. In 
1986, Kansas voters approved a lottery as well as perimutuel wagering. 
Before the passage of this legislation, Congress had drawn up the Na-
tional Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, which in essence said any state that 
sanctioned a lottery must allow casinos on Native American reservations. 
As governor, Finney continued her support for Native American rights 
through favorable casino compacts, despite adamant opposition from the 
state legislture.
To put it simply, I love gambling — but not in my back yard. For 25 
years Jane and I were frequent visitors to Nevada: beautiful Lake Tahoe, 
quaint Reno, Laughlin, and the incomparable Las Vegas. While vacation-
ing there, I was content to casually drop a few dollars in the casino with 
games of blackjack or in a bet on a football game. I liked it also because it 
was out there, and not here. 
Don’t get me wrong: I am not anti-gambling. I have a regular gin game 
with my buddies that buys my dinner now and then when I win. But I’ve 
seen too many lives ruined by a gambling addiction that went out of con-
trol, so I did not want that kind of temptation in my state, and I decided 
to bring it up with the governor.
The Finneys were over for dinner one night. The evening was relaxing, 
very casual and pleasant right up to the point that the governor and I 
started talking about casinos in Kansas. An otherwise pleasant evening 
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turned into a heated conversation. Despite that division though, she and I 
worked together on many other issues, leading her to the strong support 
of other conservative legislators.
The Lottery Commission in Kansas is composed of five individuals ap-
pointed by the governor. Pete Klein, a friend of mine, was one of the 
original members when the Kansas Lottery was created. When Pete 
passed away, Gov. Finney called to ask if I would fill the unexpired term. I 
agreed to sit on the commission, thus giving the lottery industry in Kan-
sas a member who had voted against them every chance he got.
During her time as governor, I disagreed with Joan Finney on several 
issues, but that did not take away from the fact that I admired her for her 
conviction. It seemed to me that virtually every decision she made was 
from the heart and out of loyalty of her constituency — and not as a result 
of political hopes for the future.
As her first term ended, Finney found herself in trouble with the Demo-
crats: Polling showed she would have a very steep mountain to climb 
to win re-election. She chose not to seek a second term, and Bill Graves 
ushered the Republicans back into Cedar Crest.
Joan Finney has since passed away, and I do miss her. She played the 
game of politics wonderfully, thanks in large part to her earnestness and 
always-truthful approach — a credit to Kansas.

Gov. Bill Graves, 1995–2003
It was November 1994, and Kansas was set to elect a new governor. 
Although current Gov. Joan Finney was eligible to seek re-election, her 
Democrat base had all but abandoned her. Accepted by the conservative 
wing of the GOP as an OK governor, it still didn’t bode well for GOP sup-
port at the polls. 
Early polling showed that Wichita real estate agent Nestor Weigand was 
everyone’s pick as the odds-on favorite to win. I was in the inner circle 
of the Weigand camp and was strongly encouraging him to run. Polling 
showed Weigand to be a clear favorite with the voters. But it was not to 
be. After a primary election run against Mike Hayden four years earlier, 
the passion for elected office simply wasn’t there. Weigand had become 
heavily involved in the World Association of Realtors and eventually 
became president of the group.
Weigand’s withdrawal from the contest left the field wide open. Several 
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candidates surfaced, but it was apparent from the beginning that a two-
way race was shaping up between Bill Graves and Gene Bicknell.
Bicknell was viewed as the more conservative of the two candidates. A 
successful businessman and leading holder of the Pizza Hut franchises, 
Bicknell had strong traditional conservative values. He was a likeable 
person and certainly knew his way around the world of finance. 
I later discovered that the latter trait would prove to be a problem for his 
campaign. He was unable to grasp the differences between politics and 
business — only the similarities. Bicknell was used to being the ultimate 
corporate decision-maker. This meant that — rather than listening to his 
team of advisers, who had been around the political block — he would 
call on his mindset as corporate president. He chose a “my way or the 
highway” campaign, fueled by lack of compromise. Political suggestions 
made by fellow conservatives fell on deaf ears, and it became obvious 
early on that this was going to be a losing effort.
I had known Bill Graves for a number of years before his run for gover-
nor. He had served under former Secretary of State Jack Brier, and was 
a likeable person. To meet Bill Graves was to like him, but my decision 
to support Gene Bicknell in the primary was based on my perception of 
Graves’ inability to make a decision and stick with it.
As a state representative, I had served on the election committee. A presi-
dential preference primary was and is a source of controversy in Kansas. 
A number of Kansans feel the state should hold a presidential primary 
election — to the tune of about $2 million in tax dollars — rather than 
the alternative method of a caucus system of selecting a party nominee. 
The caucus is paid for by each political party. Our election committee was 
split on the issue. Several of us felt that if we tightened the rules, a caucus 
system could effectively give everyone the opportunity to participate in a 
fair method of selecting the state’s presidential nominee. Bill Graves, who 
was serving as secretary of state at the time, was asked to weigh in on the 
issue.
Assistant Secretary of State Ron Thornburgh testified on behalf of Graves’ 
position … which changed with the day of the week. At one point Graves 
was for the caucus system — only to go against it days later in favor of the 
costly preference primary.
Based on that bit of contact with Graves, I was convinced that he would 
ultimately straddle the fence on any tough political issue. This impression 
of him turned out to be wrong. Graves went on to win the Republican 
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primary and to defeat popular Democrat congressman Jim Slattery in the 
general election, becoming the state’s 43rd governor.
Graves ran on a platform of fiscal conservatism, and won the race with 
the thematic promise to “pack ‘em high and tight.” During his first term 
as governor, I believe he had every intention of doing just that. Early on 
in his administration Graves called a meeting of everyone he had hired 
or appointed and told them he meant what he said during his campaign. 
There were more than 100 people at the meeting, including myself. (I was 
there as a result of my reappointment to the Lottery Commission, which 
Graves had asked me to chair.) He made it clear to all of us that we had 
roles in his campaign vision. We were instructed to do everything in the 
realm of our collective power to hold the line on government spending in 
every department. Graves told the group that anyone who didn’t sub-
scribe to this theory of government could submit their resignations and 
be replaced immediately. His aides, Joe De La Torre and Al Le Doux, were 
at the back of the room to accept resignations. No one resigned.
I walked out of that meeting thinking it would be four great years for 
Kansas — and it was a good time for the state. Tax rates were reduced in 
several areas, and a massive attempt was made by the governor and the 
legislature to reign in the ever-moving line on spending. The GOP had 
momentum, but the wheels were about to come off.
The abortion issue surfaced several times during Graves’ first term. The 
governor was a firm pro-choice advocate and, not surprisingly, that didn’t 
sit well with the social conservatives who had helped elect him. 
Former legislator David Miller was the outspoken voice of the social 
conservatives. He had been elected chair of the GOP several years earlier, 
and his stance on abortion during the Graves administration helped him 
split the Republican Party wide open. During his tenure as GOP chair, 
Miller slammed the door on the party’s moderate wing. His chairmanship 
was short-lived, and when moderates regained control of the party, they 
returned the favor by slamming the door on the conservatives. The rift 
was imminent. Kansas was now a three-party state: the Democrats, the 
socially conservative Republicans, and the liberal wing of the GOP.
The state had enjoyed four years of prosperity. Graves remained popular, 
with the only real opposition coming from the right-to-life movement. 
David Miller seized this opportunity to rally Graves’ opponents and chal-
lenge him for the party’s next gubernatorial nomination. Although no one 
gave Miller a snowball’s chance of winning the 1998 GOP primary, he was 
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able to do one important thing — widen the gap between moderate and 
conservative Republicans. Although several leading social conservatives 
ended up endorsing Graves to try to save the party, the damage had been 
done, and consequences were looming.
Graves went on to defeat Miller decisively in the primary and kept up 
the momentum to win a second term in the general election, defeating 
Democrat Tom Sawyer. Over the next four years, a different Bill Graves 
emerged.
Little talk of party unity came from the governor’s office during his sec-
ond term. Graves openly endorsed several moderate Republicans running 
against incumbent GOP conservatives. The implication to voters was that 
Graves was shifting the priorities of his party more to the left of the politi-
cal and philosophical spectrum. The governor began championing spend-
ing programs instead of advocating fiscal responsibility, and suddenly the 
“good guy” of Kansas politics was playing a power game with anyone who 
opposed him in his own party.
In 2002, Kansas was in a financial mess. The state was in recession, rev-
enues were down, and a real deficit loomed. The legislature approved a 
$250 million tax increase package — which didn’t sit well with voters. But 
it wasn’t primarly the tax issue that got Graves into hot water. Rather, it 
was a set of capitol renovations that he championed that cast a negative 
light on the governor.
For years the legislators of Kansas had been debating, among other things, 
whether or not a statue should be placed on top of the Capitol dome. 
Several years earlier the legislature had commissioned a longtime friend 
and neighbor of the governor to construct a statue to be placed atop the 
statehouse. It was understood that the funding for the statue would be 
raised by the private sector and, once that had been accomplished, the 
legislature would consider what spending would be necessary to put the 
statue in place.
As the money was being raised and the statue sculpted, Kansas archi-
tects determined that the dome could not support the added weight of a 
two-ton statue. The cost of shoring up the structure with more physical 
supports: $750,000. For Graves, the added cost was no problem, but his 
timing couldn’t have been worse.
With a state budget climbing to more than $9 billion a year, three-quar-
ters of a million dollars is a drop in the bucket. But the state was already 
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broke. The statue became a poster child for irresponsible spending and 
cast doubt on other costly statehouse renovations. 
The state initially appropriated just over $80 million to renovate the Capi-
tol. By late 2013, renovation still was incomplete and the cost had exceeded 
$300 million. During that period, no governor made a serious attemp to put 
the brakes on this folly.
Spending opponents were vocal — but their cries were in vain. Thanks to 
further approval by the legislature (and the governor), a parking garage 
on the Capitol grounds was planned — budget be damned. Voters were 
upset, but could do nothing. After eight years at Cedar Crest, Graves was 
on his way out, unable to run for a third term.
The new gubernatorial race was on. Graves’ reluctance to endorse his own 
party’s candidate, coupled with a failure to unify the party he publicly 
led, resulted in a GOP loss to Democrat Kathleen Sebelius, a wider gap 
between moderates and conservatives, and an era of fiscal uncertainty in 
the state. 

Gov. Kathleen Sebelius, 2003–2009
In the summer of 2001 the split in the Kansas Republican Party was deep 
and wide. But one elected official had widespread appeal in both camps.
Congressman Jerry Moran, one of four members of the state’s congres-
sional delegation, had indicated an interest in the gubernatorial race. 
He represented two-thirds of the state geographically, was regarded as 
personable, and maintained a solid stand on socially conservative issues. 
He never focused on those issues though, preferring to discuss agricul-
tural economics, national defense, taxes, and government spending. Early 
speculation contended that Moran would walk through a GOP primary, 
and the Democrats would be forced to field a token candidate in the gen-
eral election.
The terrorist attack of September 11, 2001, had turned the world upside-
down, and Moran decided to run for his congressional seat again. 

—
In 2011 Moran ended up in the U.S. Senate, replacing Sam Brownback. He 
ran on a platform of responsible government spending, and has followed 
through with his promise to the voters. The country is fortunate to have him 
in the Senate. 
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—
Six candidates surfaced for the GOP gubernatorial nomination. Speaker 
of the House Kent Glasscock was one of the first on the scene. An affable 
individual with a left-of-center voting record, his candidacy didn’t catch 
on. Eventually he found himself as a running mate on a ticket with Kan-
sas Attorney General Carla Stovall.
Stovall had a strong moderate GOP support base. A group of the party’s 
established fund-raisers jumped on the Stovall bandwagon, but her cam-
paign ended up being relatively short-lived. She dropped out of the race 
to marry Kansas radio executive Larry Stackline. Her supporters were left 
disappointed and disillusioned.
Some moderates gravitated to Wichita Mayor Bob Knight, who then 
recruited Glasscock as his running mate. (Glasscock made it his last stop.) 
And Senate president Dave Kerr, another moderate, became a late en-
trant.
Conservatives had settled on Tim Shallenberger, a former House speaker, 
who was completing his first term as Kansas treasurer. Dan Bloom also 
filed as a candidate for the GOP nomination.
Despite a fractured Republican Party, the Democrats had only one state-
wide elected official: Former State Rep. Kathleen Sebelius was ending 
her first term as Kansas insurance commissioner. She had come from a 
political background. Her father, John Gilligan, was governor of Ohio in 
the ’60s. In 1974 Kathleen had married Gary Sebelius, a Topeka attorney 
whose father, Keith Sebelius, had been a popular GOP congressman from 
western Kansas.
The August primary included three moderate Republicans and conserva-
tive Tim Shallenberger on the GOP ballot. Few were surprised by Shallen-
berger’s primary victory. 
Sebelius won a decisive victory in November after a nearly perfect cam-
paign. As insurance commissioner, she had made a popular decision 
concerning the merger of two health-care insurers. The editors of virtu-
ally every major newspaper in the state credited her foresight and courage 
in the decision. But perhaps her most brilliant decision was to take a GOP 
business leader as her running mate.
John Moore, long identified with the “moderate” wing of the GOP, was an 
executive with one of Kansas’ leading employers. The message was clear 
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to moderate Republicans: If your party picks a conservative in the pri-
mary, come home to me. I’ve chosen one of you.
Shallenberger’s campaign never got off the ground. He was ahead of his 
time. The “moderate” Republican leaders were starting to show their true 
colors in ’01, preferring a Democrat over a conservative Republican. The 
conservatives were a few years away from being a unified political force. 
To make matters worse for Shallenberger, 12 former GOP legislators 
endorsed Sebelius.
There was a silver lining in Shallenberger’s run for governor: A fresh face 
surfaced during the campaign. Alan Cobb headed up the Shallenberger 
effort. Although it was a nonwinning effort, Cobb eventually led a new 
organization in Kansas, Americans For Prosperity. He went to work 
for AFP in Washington, D.C., and turned over the reigns in Kansas to 
another rising star, Derrick Sontag. Americans for Prosperity is the group 
leading the charge for responsible government spending.
As the 2006 gubernatorial race neared, the GOP was struggling to find a 
candidate who would have statewide voter and fund-raising appeal and 
the ability to beat Gov. Kathleen Sebelius. 
Congressman Jerry Moran once again found himself to be everyone’s first 
choice. But once again, Moran said no. His congressional seat was safe, 
and he was tabbed as the odds-on favorite to replace Sen. Sam Brownback 
in Washington. Brownback’s term was up in 2010, and that was the year 
Sam Brownback was elected governor.
State Sen. Jim Barnett won a multi-candidate primary on the Republican 
side. His voting record on socially conservative issues in the Kansas Sen-
ate was solid, however his record on tax-and-spend issues sided with the 
tax-and-spend crowd. Kathleebn Sebelius was elected to a second term. 
She didn’t finish her term. Newly elected President Barack Obama tabbed 
her to serve in his cabinet as Secretary of Health and Human Services, 
and Lt. Governor Mark Parkinson finished out the term. Parkinson had 
served in the Kansas legislature as a Republican and later served as the 
chairperson for the state GOP. His switch to the Democrat side to run 
with Sebelius stunned many in the Repubican camp. That switch once 
again demonstrated the deep divide in the Republican party. 
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All the Celebrities

Talk show hosts are like the rest of the population: We all want to get to 
know and get inside the heads of our nationally known celebrities. Few 
things excite me more than rapping with a celebrity for an hour and 
trying to determine what separates them from the rest of the pack. It is 
talent, in most cases, and a burning desire to succeed, or work ethic, in 
almost every case.
At the top of the celebrity list would be Paul Petersen, whom I have 
written about in another chapter (p. 118): First, because he has become 
a friend, and second, because we were able to effect change. Legislation 
protecting kids was passed in Kansas as a result of his appearances on our 
show.
Along with the Donna Reed Show, Paul Peterson is remembered for his 
big hit, “My Dad,” a song with timeless appeal, still heard on radio sta-
tions across the country on Father’s Day.
Peterson brings to mind a story about the party of the decade in Topeka ...

—
Peg and Ron Mikkelson are friends who loved to entertain. Ron a former 
musician, had a state-of-the-art sound system in his rec room, along with a 
bandstand and a dance floor. The rec room was not your typical “finished 
basement” — this room would hold 100+ people for a party. The typi-
cal party would involve a lot of local talent entertaining the crowd: Their 
parties were always top of the line. But, like all good things, this was about 
to come to an end: Peg had just accepted a job transfer to Las Vegas, and 
she and Ron were preparing for the move. They wanted to make their last 
Topeka party a memorable one. 
We had gotten to know and become friends with the leader of the Crests, 
a group that was popular in the ’50s and ’60s. The Crests’ big hits were 
“16 Candles” and “The Angels Listened In.” “16 Candles” was a signature 
song for those of us who grew up in the doo wop era. So it was decided that 
everyone would kick in a few bucks and hire The Crests as the evening’s 
entertainment. 
As luck would have it, Paul Petersen was in town and staying with us that 
weekend. Paul had to catch an early flight back to Los Angeles the next 
morning but said he’d love to go to the party if we could get him back to the 
house by 10:30. 
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Also at the party that night was Aaron Grattidge, a member of the Four 
Lads. Their two smash hits in the ’50s were “Moments to Remember” and 
“Standing on the Corner.
All of this talent in a rec room in Topeka, Kansas! Back to Paul … 
So much for being back to the house by 10:30. Finally, about 1 o’clock, I 
asked Paul if he was ready to call it an evening. On the way home Paul said 
that, without a doubt, it was the best house party he had ever attended: 
High praise from someone coming out of the entertainment capital. 

—

Tiny Tim
Tiny Tim had a 30-year run as one of the most recognizable faces in 
America — his  entertainment value built on one hit record.
In the middle to late ’60s, the Beatles, Rolling Stones and Beach Boys 
dominated the pop charts. Detroit gave America the Motown sound. 
Woodstock, the Monterey Pop Festival, and the San Francisco music 
scene introduced us to Janis Joplin, the Grateful Dead, and Jefferson 
Airplane. But in 1967, Tiny Tim stole the show with his only major hit, 
“Tiptoe Through The Tulips.”
No one knew what to make of Tiny Tim. Herbert Khoury was born in 
New York and drifted from one obscure coffeehouse gig to another for 
several years. He was discovered in a coffeehouse in Greenwich Village 
and signed to a recording contract. He also was told to change his name. 
“Tiptoe” burst onto the scene and became a chartbuster. 
Shortly after his record broke onto the charts, Tiny Tim was booked as a 
guest on Johnny Carson’s “Tonight Show.” Carson took a liking him, and 
Tiny soon became a regular guest. When Tiny met and fell in love with 
the teenage “Miss Vicki,” Carson invited them to get married on the pro-
gram. It became the most-watched episode of that to air in the ’60s.
We caught a Tiny Tim performance in 1969 at a downtown Kansas City 
nightclub. Little did we know that our paths would cross again, and a 
close frienship would develop. His performance that night and two others 
we saw in Topeka 25 years later were similar in many respects.
The first time we went to see Tiny, about a dozen of us went together. 
All of the women wanted to see him; none of the men did. Throughout 
his years as an American icon, the pattern was the same everywhere he 
performed. Snickers would erupt from the crowd when he first appeared 
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on stage. Within 20 to 30 minutes, 90 percent of the crowd was standing, 
cheering for more.
Tiny’s career included a multi-year run on “Rowan and Martin’s Laugh 
In,” numerous appearances on the “Tonigh Show,” countless appearances 
on other television shows, and steady work as a touring performer.
By the late ’80s Tiny Tim was broke. Two failed marriages took a chunk 
of his money. Shady promoters and record companies got what was left. A 
fan who owned a hotel in Des Moines offered Tiny a room. In exchange, 
he was to reimburse the hotel with a percentage of his tour income. 
A unique individual, neither material possessions nor money had any 
significance to Tiny. He would return from a tour, and whatever money 
he had in his pocket was applied to his room and board. If he happened 
to have a bit more, he would tip everyone in the hotel. Within 24 hours, 
he was broke again. 
Tiny was a guest in our home. Away from the public, he remained eccen-
tric, but also was one of the gentlest, most caring, and intelligent people 
I’ve ever had the pleasure to know. Because of his kind, caring nature, 
Jane became one of his biggest cheerleaders.
Tiny was well versed on many subjects — a walking encyclopedia of mu-
sic and one of the country’s leading experts on baseball trivia. But it was 
politics that Tiny discussed at length. He was one of the few people I’d 
met who was more conservative than I was. 

—
In the mid ’90s we had an answering machine that had become unpredict-
able. If five people left messages, we might be able to retrieve one or two. 
Jane had been on my case to replace the machine, but I had put it off. 
Tiny died November 30, 1996. Two days after his death, we came home, hit 
the message button on the answering machine, and heard Tiny’s voice. He 
had called to let us know he was rebounding from a recent heart attack and 
was planning to appear at a fundraiser for a charitable cause for his wife, 
Sue. If everything went well, he would be back out on tour the following 
week. He expected to be in Kansas City within 90 days or so, and he wanted 
to get together for dinner.
The answering machine was replaced the next day.

—
Tiny Tim brought a smile to people who were fortunate enough to see 
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him perform. He raised the bar for many of us who knew him as a per-
son. His since of decency, kindness, and compassion represent a goal to 
strive for.
Thanks, Tiny, for the memories. You are missed.

Kerry Livgren
The state of Kansas has turned out its share of political leaders: a presi-
dent, two presidential candidates, a vice president, and many other 
notable figures who could fill another book.
While the state has fared well on the national leader front, it isn’t known 
for being on the cutting edge of the music industry. There are a few excep-
tions, and the band Kansas is one of the notable ones. 
Between 1967 and 1986, Kansas hit the charts with 13 singles. In 1978 
“Dust in the Wind” climbed to No. 6, becoming the group’s biggest single. 
Other top 20 hits included “Carry on Wayward Son,” No. 11 in 1976; 
“Play the Game Tonight,” No. 17 in 1982; and their last chart single, “All I 
Wanted To Do,” No. 19 in 1986.
Though successful with singles, Kansas was known as a album band. 
“Leftoverure,” “Point of Know Return,” and “Monolith” broke into the top 
10. “Point of Know Return” remained on the charts for 51 consecutive 
weeks.
Kansas formed in 1970 with several personnel changes over the next 
decade. Five of the six original band members were from Topeka. The 
songwriting genius of the group is Kerry Livgren, who penned 11 of the 
13 single chart hits.
From the outset, the band members’ goal was to make it to the top. The 
key was not to be a copy band, with “Shout” as their signature song. They 
strove to create their own sound and were known as some of the pioneers 
of progressive rock, with their mixture of a  traditional rock and classical 
sound. With so many of the bands of that era sounding the same, Kan-
sas was the exception, and no other band has been able to duplicate the 
sound.
For 13 years, the band lived out of a suitcase. They started out as an open-
ing act for many of the chart bands: the Rolling Stones, Beach Boys, Styx, 
Foreigner, Steve Miller, and others. The life of a ’70s band member is 
something most of us would never experience,  and knowing the realities 
of that life, it’s a lifestyle most of us wouldn’t want to experience.
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In an appearance on my show, Kerry Livgren said, “Over the past 30 years 
I have been everywhere and seen nothing.”
The band would fly into a city, be picked up by a limo, taken to the hotel, 
then to the concert, back to the hotel to sleep, and then on to the next city. 
During a 24-hour day, they could experience a 2-hour high while on stage 
performing before adoring and dedicated fans. The remaining 22 hours 
were spent sleeping, traveling, and breaking the boredom with partying. 
Finding a party crowd is never a problem for notable sports figures, 
politicians, or entertainers. The party crowd will find you. Any possible 
temptation is just a snap of the fingers away. The majority of band mem-
bers succumbed over the next few years. 
In 1983 things changed. Dave Hope and Kerry Livgren experienced 
religious conversions and left the band. Hope is now a minister in Tampa, 
Fla. Livgren returned to Topeka and is writing and producing Christian 
music. He has worked with and encouraged several talented local artists.
In 2002, all of the original members came home to Topeka to cut a new 
album at Livgren’s studio. Kansas still tours regularly, and occasionally he 
packs his bags and returns to the road with the band.
Before going on the air in his last appearance on my show, Livgren told 
me the story of his Uncle Ole.
Ole Livgren was an accordoinist who, many years ago, appeared on a lo-
cal radio station from 6 to 7:30 a.m. daily. The station had more than 20 
musicians on staff, and they would play polka, country and western, or 
any other type of music that appealed to the station’s rural audience. The 
muscisians had a loyal following throughout the state. One temporary 
member of the group was Little Jimmy Dickens, who later became known 
for the hit “May The Bird of Paradise Fly Up Your Nose.” After Kerry 
became internationally known as a musician with Kansas, he told me, it 
became a family joke that he can’t remember a concert tour — domes-
tic or abroad — where someone didn’t approach him and ask if he was 
related to Ole Livgren.
We wrapped up the conversation just before we went on the air. Ten min-
utes into the show that morning, a caller said, “Kerry, I’ve never heard of 
you, but are you any relation to Ole Livgren?”
Kerry recently has had a health challenge. He has been a credit to the 
music industry and our state. Like so many Kansans and fans of the band, 
I wish good health and happiness for him.
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Over the years I’ve had the chance to see the band on several occasions. A 
good friend, Tom Ahl, is still in contact with band members, so we’ve had 
the opportunity to go backstage several times. Backstage isn’t what the 
stories say it used to be: With this group today you’re more likely to get a 
whiff of freshly baked cookies than of an illegal substance. 
Kansas was officially inducted into the Kansas Music Hall of Fame in 
2013.

The Diamonds, Eric, and Me
“The Stroll” and “Little Darlin’ ” were two chartbusters on the rock ’n’ roll 
scene in the late ’50s.
The Diamonds were a group from Toronto with a string of chart hits that 
extended into the ’60s. Of their 15 hits, the majority were “cover songs,” 
songs originally recorded by other artists which — with few exceptions — 
didn’t get widespread airplay. Shortly after their last hit, group members 
scattered.
Within a few years Glenn Stetson had put together a group that toured 
the country as the Diamonds for more than 15 years. Neither he nor 
any of the other members was a member of the original Diamonds, but 
their sound was as good as that of the original group. The new group was 
booked as regulars on many of the touring oldies caravans, and eventu-
ally Glenn opened a club in Kissimmee, Fla., called Little Darlin’s House 
of Rock ’n’ Roll. Little Darlin’s became the stopping point for virtually 
anyone touring from the ’50s and ’60s. Six nights a week, a big name act 
from the past graced the stage.
Glenn’s group of Diamonds traveled in and out of Topeka several times in 
the early ’80s, and we became friends. Whenever he was within 100 miles 
or so of Topeka, he would call and we’d get together and knock down a 
few beers. One of Glenn’s calls in the ’80s,  took us to the Missouri State 
Fair in Sedalia. 
Appearing at the fair in this oldies package tour were Fabian, Little 
Anthony, Gary Lewis, the Diamonds, and a female group that was huge 
during the pre-Beatles period. Glenn called to invite us for dinner and 
advised us that the tour bus was full of beer. 
One of my close friends, Eric Rucker, is also a fan of ’50s and ’60s music. 
Our friendship developed as an outgrowth of our political involvement. 
Eric, one of the rising stars in Kansas Republican politics, eventually 
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served as a Shawnee County Commissioner and Dickinson County At-
torney. In 2003 he became chief of staff for Kansas Attorney General Phill 
Kline and later became right-hand man to Secretary of State Kris Kobach. 
He is closely identified with the socially conservative wing of the GOP. He 
and his wife, Joan, successfully home-schooled their sons, and all three 
have grown up to be a credit to Eric and Joan’s parenting. However, back 
in the ’80s, Eric was spending time with my friends and me — a beer-
drinking crowd.
Sedalia is about 110 miles east of Topeka, so off we went. Eric is the type 
of person who can wade into a crowd and within minutes make half a 
dozen new friends. He knew his music history, and within a few minutes 
he was backstage, swapping stories with the oldies stars.
The girl group on the bill was one of my favorites from the era, and two 
of the three members were originals. I had heard all of the Diamonds’ 
stories, Little Anthony was not proving to be a social butterfly on this oc-
casion, and Eric was having a good time with Fabian and Gary Lewis. So 
that left the girl group.
One of the group members must have had her fill with all of the good-
looking men in her life and decided to make a pitch for me. The oldies 
tour was going to appear in Des Moines the following evening, then on 
to Milwaukee, and back into Missouri for a St. Louis show three days 
later. Eric’s new “best friends” invited him to hop on the bus, and my new 
friend invited me to join the group for a few days as well.
Eric and I were well past our first beers of the evening. Going on tour 
with a busload of rockers had some appeal! But we were both sober 
enough to realize that our wives would have some difficulty with the con-
cept of our touring the Midwest with our new friends for four days — so 
we ended up back in Topeka that night.
During the ’80s, a couple of the original Diamonds formed a group and 
took back the group’s name, but Glenn’s club was developing a following. 
It was popular with vacationers, since you could walk in seven nights a 
week and catch a star or two from the early days of rock ’n’ roll. Glenn 
sold the club to Wolfman Jack, who ran it up until he died in 1995. 
Although never a member of the original Diamonds, Glenn Stetson had 
the rare experience of living the life of a rock ’n’ roller, working with some 
of rock’s pioneers in a way most of us can only dream about. He passed 
away in 2003 at the age of 63. He touched many people’s lives in his short 
time with us. Rest in peace, my friend.
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Jim Hershberger
He wanted to be governor. He ended up in prison.
Jim Hershberger was a self-made millionaire. Over the years, he made 
gazillions of dollars in the oil business. He was one of the most focused, 
driven people I have ever known … and also a person who gave so much 
back to the state of Kansas.
Jim was a person I looked up to. He touched me as a role model: What-
ever setbacks he faced in life, he always managed to maintain a positive 
attitude. No marriage is perfect, but Jim’s marriage to Sally Hershberger 
would come as close as any to a perfect union.
Jim first made his mark as a runner for the University of Kansas, bringing 
world-class competition to KU. The annual award given to the country’s 
best runner was a statue modeled after Jim Hershberger.
For several years, Hershberger hosted an annual event, the Hershberger 
Games. He invited some of the nation’s leading athletes to Wichita to par-
ticipate in a wide array of events. Even at 50+ years of age, Jim was one of 
the participants and would win his fair share of events … and then some. 
Wichita’s party of the year was held at his home — probably the city’s pre-
miere home — on the final evening of the Hershberger Games. Over the 
years, former presidents, senators, governors, athletes, entertainers, and 
assorted other celebrities were guests in the Hershberger home.
Jim made millions and gave away millions. The tracks at both KU and 
Wichita State University are named after Jim Hershberger as a result of 
his contributions. He has fed the poor of Wichita on Thanksgiving, and 
the Wichita Police Department experienced his generosity when he do-
nated the funds to purchase bulletproof vests for the city’s officers.
Hershberger lived a life most of us could only dream about, but it took a 
turn for the worse. Politics proved to be his undoing.
Over the years Jim Hershberger had been the go-to guy for fund-raising, 
helping numerous GOP gubernatorial and congressional candidates. By 
the early ’90s, he was in a financial position to throw his own hat into 
the ring in what appeared to be a wide-open Republican primary for the 
upcoming gubernatorial race.
To allow himself time to focus on politics, Hershberger turned the day-
to-day management of his company over to Dirk Dahl. Dahl had been a 
world-class runner out of Oklahoma. Hershberger took a liking to him, 
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hired him, and eventually Dahl worked his way up to become the No. 2 
man at Hershberger’s company, Petroleum Energy. Hershberger viewed 
Dahl almost as a son, placing complete faith and trust in him. That faith 
soon bought Hershberger more than six years of free meals and a room at 
Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary.
Hershberger began spending more and more time away from the of-
fice, traveling across Kansas to establish a base of political support. On 
Fridays, he would return to the office, where Dahl would have all of the 
week’s paperwork ready and waiting for his signature. 
Unbeknownst to Hershberger, many of the documents he was trustingly 
signing would later be used against him in court. The books of Petroleum 
Energy were being cooked to pay for Dirk Dahl’s drug habit. Signing the 
paperwork without questioning what was being signed, or why, created a 
six-year nightmare for the Hershberger family.
Hershberger served his prison term at the Leavenworth Honor Farm, 
a minimum security facility next to the infamous maximum security 
prison. Outside of his family, Monte Johnson, former University of Kan-
sas athletic director, proved to be his most loyal and regular visitor. For 
six years, Johnson made a weekly trek to Leavenworth to visit Jim. Duane 
Nightingale, Vern Chesbro, three or four Wichita friends, and I repre-
sented the remainder of his contact with the outside world. 
The happy ending: Jim’s wife, Sally, wrote a book, “Fame, Fortune, Framed 
and Freed,” about their experiences. One of the most moving books I’ve 
ever read, it told a story of love and commitment. Nothing in life would 
stop this couple from being committed to one another.
Upon his release from prison, Hershberger started a new business. His 
business acumen had once again placed him on top of the financial heap. 
And there were more honors: Several years ago, Nancy and I were fortu-
nate enough to attend Jim’s induction into the University of Kansas Sports 
Hall of Fame.
The Hershbergers retired and moved to Florida. Life dealt them more 
than their share of challenges, but they managed to maintain a positive, 
forgiving outlook. Jim and Sally: Two great friends and two people on my 
list of Most Admired People. Jim passed away in 2011. Another person in 
my life who impacted and helped so many people …
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Aaron Bruce Grattidge – The Four Lads
The Four Lads haven’t had a chart record in more than 40 years. During 
their days in the sun, in the ’50s and ’60s, they recorded many songs that 
are part of every oldies station’s playlist. Their first hit, in the early ’50s, 
was “Istanbul.” Three songs that receive airplay to this day were mid 
’50s hits: “Standing on the Corner,” “No, Not Much,” and “Moments to 
Remember.”
The Lads were originally from Toronto, a city that was home to several 
notable music groups in the ’50s, including The Diamonds, of “Little 
Darlin’” and “The Stroll” fame.
The Four Lads were originally signed to back up Johnny Ray, a hot 
singer of the era. Within a short time, they were in the recording studio 
on their own. Three of the original members have long since moved on. 
The surviving original member, Frankie Busseri, has kept the group on 
the road for more than 40 years, making 50 appearances or so each year 
on the nostalgia circuit.
Aaron Bruce Grattidge joined the group in 1974 as a replacement Lad. 
Aaron, a Topekan and a regular guest on the Jim Cates Show, is original-
ly from Wellington, Kan., a small town south of Wichita, in the heart of 
wheat country. He grew up as a good athlete, but he really wanted to be a 
singer, so he left for Chicago. There, he worked as a singing bartender in 
the ’70s, picking up a few studio gigs as a back-up singer.
The Lads had just lost one of their members, and the group’s manager 
happened to catch Aaron singing at the bar. He introduced Aaron to the 
group, they held an audition, and Aaron signed up to join one of the top 
vocal groups to emerge from the ’50s.
Eventually Aaron found his way back to Kansas, married his high school 
sweetheart, and settled in Topeka. The Grattidges own a liquor store in 
Topeka, and Aaron also served as a weekend on-air personality on one of 
the city’s oldies stations. Once a year I had Aaron appear on the show to 
talk about his life as a member of the Four Lads, and occasionally he has 
interviewed me on the air.
Although the Four Lads’ days as a chart-busting recording group have 
gone, and the crowds have dwindled, the thrill is still there every time the 
group steps up on stage. While the money is not as good as it once was, 
it still affords Aaron the unique experience of living the life of a star 50 
days out of the year.
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The future? More touring with the group, continued involvement with 
radio and the opportunity to live out a dream!

Karolyn Grimes
“Every time a bell rings, an angel gets its wings.”
It’s just one line in a movie released in 1946. Five and a half decades later, 
Karolyn Grimes was still making public appearances as a result of that 
line.
Karolyn appeared in 16 films from 1945 through 1952. She never had a 
starring role, and in only three of those films did she have more than 10 
minutes of screen time. In fact, her total screen time as Zuzu in the movie 
classic “It’s a Wonderful Life” was only six minutes. She was listed 33rd on 
the screen credits but will be forever remembered for her famous line in 
the closing minutes of the film.
“It’s A Wonderful Life” is my all-time favorite movie.  James Stewart, 
Donna Reed, and many of the cast members are no longer with us, so it 
was a great day for me when I discovered that Karolyn Grimes was living 
60 miles east of Topeka in Kansas City.
Karolyn spent part of her childhood in Osceola, a small town in south-
west Missouri, and has been in and out of the area throughout her life. I 
first met her when she appeared on my show several years ago.
Like many young actresses trying to make it in Hollywood, Karolyn spent 
a lot of time in bed. In fact, she was carried to bed and tucked in by some 
of the biggest stars of the era — Jimmy Stewart, Cary Grant, Bing Crosby, 
and Fred McMurray.
“It’s a Wonderful Life” was Jimmy Stewart’s first film after returning to 
civilian life after World War II. Today, it’s considered a classic — one of 
the best two or three holiday movies of all time. However, when it was 
released in 1946, it was a box office flop. Its popularity really began when 
it was aired on TV years later.
For years now, “It’s A Wonderful Life” was shown on virtually every TV 
station sometime during the holiday season. Then Turner Broadcast-
ing purchased the exclusive rights, and it’s now shown once during the 
Christmas season.
Karolyn’s movie career ended in 1952 with a 10-second appearance in 
“Hans Christian Anderson.” Her parents died during her early teen years, 
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and she was sent to Osceola to live with relatives. Those years in Osceola 
were the best and worst of times for Karolyn. She was in an abusive home 
situation, which she doesn’t like to discuss. During one of her appear-
ances on my show, she did say that the citizens of Osceola were aware of 
the abuse, rallied around her, and gave her a lot of support.
She experienced challenges in adulthood, as well. The toughest time in 
her life, she says, was when her 18-year-old son committed suicide. She 
discussed the matter openly on the air, a powerful message of faith.
Karolyn Grimes was a great radio interview. It was always fun to take a 
trip back in time and hear what some of the famous stars were really like. 
She had great stories to tell about nearly everyone she worked with.
Her favorite on-set actor? Cary Grant, who spent a lot of time with the 
kids in the movie “The Bishop’s Wife.” At the other end of the spectrum 
was David Niven.
When we last talked, Karolyn was still making public appearances and 
talking about her days in Hollywood. Her worldwide fan club numbers in 
the thousands. You can check her out on the Web site, www.zuzu.net.

Paul Petersen
Paul was one of the original Mouseketeers. In the ’50s, the hottest show 
for the baby-boomer kids was the Mickey Mouse Club. About 5,000 of 
America’s best and brightest kids auditioned for roles, and Paul was one 
of the chosen few. 
Later, on the eight-year hit television series, “The Donna Reed Show,” 
Paul played the role of Jeff Stone. During this period, Paul found himself 
in a recording studio and had several chart records, including “My Dad.” 
He had several movie roles and is a successful author.
From the outside looking in, Paul’s life as a child appeared to be one we 
all would have liked. Things aren’t always as they appear.
By the mid ’60s, Paul was a young man in trouble. He was no longer the 
adorable little boy or teenage heartthrob. He was now an actor out of 
work. Drugs and alcohol started to dominate, but several events during 
the next few years proved to be powerful enough to change his life. As a 
result, Paul found himself dedicating his life to helping others.
Eventually, Dell Books asked Paul to write a “where are they now?” book 
about the original Mouseketeers. The book was intended to be a light, 
upbeat look at the success stories of the former child stars. 
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The project rapidly turned into something quite different. Many of the 
kids who had been America’s best, brightest and most talented during 
the ’50s were in trouble as adults. Drugs, alcohol, trouble with the law, 
and other problems were more prevalent among their stories than college 
degrees, happy homes, or other traditional measures of success.
Writing the book, “Walt, Mickey and Me,” changed Paul’s life forever. 
About the time he began researching the book, religion was starting to 
play a larger role in his life. He asked God for a positive direction. The 
stories in the book made him wonder about other former child actors 
he knew. As he looked around at his peers, he saw troubled young adults 
with very few success stories. 
After the book’s release in 1977, three former child actors committed sui-
cide within months of one another. Probably the most recognizable of the 
three was Rusty Hamer, who played Danny Thomas’ son on the hit series 
“Make Room for Daddy.”
Paul’s newfound Christianity, the research for his book, and the suicides 
combined to set his life’s path in a new direction. He pledged to God that 
he would make every attempt to ensure that no former child actor would 
feel isolated. A new movement, called A Minor Consideration, was born.
Paul grew up with a clear understanding of the life of a child actor. As an 
adult, he realized that many of his fellow child actors came from dysfunc-
tional or abusive homes. No 7-year-old kid auditions for a part without a 
stage mother’s push for the child to work.
Paul was the first Mouseketeer hired and the first one to be sent home. 
At the time, he thought this was a neat deal: Now he could start playing 
Little League baseball with his buddies! His mother informed him there 
wouldn’t be any baseball, because Monday morning he would be looking 
for a job. Paul was 9 years old. 
Paul’s research on legal and social support for child actors led him to the 
political arena, where he discovered there was virtually no protection 
for minors in the entertainment industry. Parents have complete access 
to the money the child actor earns. He heard endless stories about child 
actors turning 21, asking their parents for the money that was supposedly 
set aside for them, and discovering that Mom and Dad had spent it all. 
Paul also found very little protection in terms of working conditions for 
children while on the set. 
Most states actively seek out movies and TV series to be filmed within 
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their borders, since such projects tend to bring buckets full of money to 
the local economy. In return, most states looked the other way when it 
came to protecting kids on a movie set. No state wanted to kill the goose 
that could lay the golden egg.
Paul set a goal to implement legislation in every state to protect the 
earnings of child actors, require teachers on the set, and improve safety 
standards for underage actors.
Paul reached his goal in Kansas as a result of his appearance on my show. 
Talk radio is an on-air town hall meeting, bringing out a wide variety of 
topics and callers who express a wider variety of opinions. Because of this 
informal exchange, many of our elected officials tune in and listen regu-
larly to local programs.
State Rep. Doug Mays and State Sen. Lana Oleen were two of the officials 
listening to Paul Petersen who were touched by his stories about child 
actors. Together they introduced, and were able to get passed, legislation 
that gave Kansas the distinction of being the third state to truly afford 
protection to child actors.
Paul’s ultimate goal is federal legislation to accomplish the same goal. 
I’m happy I was able to play a small role in Paul’s success in Kansas! Paul 
Petersen is living proof of the power of talk radio.
A few years later Paul and I entered into a business agreement. Larry 
Montgomery and I had formed a company with the goal of marketing re-
sort areas through talk radio. Larry had an impressive resume: former FBI 
agent, former director of the Kansas Lottery, Gov. Bob Bennett’s running 
mate, and assistant to Walter Hickel when he was governor of Alaska. 
Larry was also an entrepreneur — always thinking outside the box. 
We thought our plan was a sound one. Larry would line up talk-show ap-
pearances throughout the country, and I would be the guest on the show, 
pitching the resort. Our fee would be based on rooms booked as a result 
of my talk show appearances. There was no up-front cost to the resort, 
other than offering the talk-show hosts a free room as a result of schedul-
ing my appearance on their show. 
Paul’s involvement would be scheduling a celebrity appearance if a show 
host preferred a celebrity pitching the idea. (As a talk show host, I should 
have realized talk show hosts are always going to take the freebee. Thus, 
no calls for Paul.)
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On paper, this appeared to be slam-dunk for everyone. No money would 
exchange hands unless we produced results. 
Laughlin, Nev., was our maiden voyage. Business was down in Laughlin, 
and the city was willing to give it a try to increase business. The selling 
point was a no-risk venture for them. 
The concept bombed. We were able to book several talk shows, but soon 
discovered virtually no one had heard of Laughlin. Hotel bookings were 
so miniscule we advised the Laughlin committee not to reimburse us for 
the few rooms booked. 
The good news: No one was hurt … other than our pride.
Paul is an individual who has touched so many people. So many lives 
have been changed for the better as a result of this remarkable person’s 
efforts. 

Nancy Greene
I first met Nancy Greene early on in my talk show career. I was thumbing 
through a publication sent to talk show hosts periodically. In it you can 
find a plethora of potential guests: authors marketing a book, celebrities, 
industry giants, etc. It’s a great resource for guests, and that’s why I always 
subscribed to it. 
Nancy Greene was in an issue marketing a new music CD tribute to her 
late husband, Lorne Greene. My memories of Lorne trace back to the 
days he starred on “Bonanza” and “Battlestar Galactica.” In 1964, he had 
a single, entitled “Ringo,” that went to No. 1 on the charts. He also had a 
minor follow-up in 1965. Easy to say, I was a fan.
I booked Nancy one morning, expecting a nice little show remembering 
Lorne Greene. This show quickly turned into something different, and 
Nancy played a recurring role in my show in the years to come. 
Nancy Greene, I discovered, was much more than the wife of a famous 
actor. In her own right, she was a published poet, an accomplished 
actress, a political speechwriter, a stock market analyst, and a singer. All 
of this material made for a full hour of intriguing conversation, and then 
some. 
Nancy and Lorne first met in Toronto when he was delivering the nightly 
news on local radio. Several years later, they met again, and they married 
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in 1961. Lorne continued to experience tremendous success as an actor, 
which eventually led the couple to the political arena. 
Then, as now, the vast majority of the Hollywood community was to the 
left of center. The Greenes were not exceptions, but what separated them 
from most of the Hollywood left was their genuine interest of the issues of 
the day. This was not a couple who would lend their names to a candidate 
because it was fashionable. If they were involved in a campaign, it was as a 
result of looking over every candidate, studying the issues, and following 
their beliefs. 
Nancy and Lorne Greene became involved with two presidential races:  
those of Scoop Jackson and Hubert Humphrey. Hubert Humphrey once 
said he wouldn’t have made the second run for the presidency had it not 
been for the encouragement and support of the Greenes, who ultimately 
compelled the Democrat to make one final run to capture the big prize. 
As a result of her political activism, Nancy Greene had several philosoph-
ical epiphanies, and gradually her views began to change. By the time she 
and I became acquainted, she was a dedicated Republican who was well 
versed on international policy. 
Nancy’s first appearance on my show started predictably, with me play-
ing a couple of selections from the music CD she was marketing. Within 
15 minutes the show had turned to politics, and I was spellbound by her 
knowledge of world issues, not to mention the passion with which she 
spoke about them. It was a great hour. Afterward, we promised to keep 
in touch, which is what I did whenever I needed some credible informa-
tion or insight on foreign affairs I was unfamiliar with. She proved to be a 
valuable asset. 
Jane and I were scheduled to go to Cancun with a group of friends, and 
I needed a guest host for the week I was going to be out of the country. 
Nancy and I were on the phone one evening, and I asked her if I could 
talk her into leaving her winter home in Lake Tahoe to spend a week in 
Kansas hosting my show. She said she had done everything but host a talk 
show, so she was delighted to fill in. 
Nancy arrived in Topeka the following Sunday. We gave her our house 
keys, showed her where the dog food was, and headed to the airport. For 
a solid week, my listeners were treated to the cream of the interview crop, 
thanks to Nancy Greene. She pulled out all the stops, and her lineup of 
guests was impressive by any standard. 
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Her first guest Monday morning was Leslie Nielsen, a longtime friend of 
the Greenes. For the rest of the week, Nancy booked four of the nation’s 
leading authorities on international affairs. That she could jump into 
something completely unknown and succeed with a seemingly effortless 
performance is a testament to her amazing ability. 
A few years later Nancy was back in Topeka with her significant other, Dr. 
Jerry Looney. Jerry was one of the country’s leading experts on chemi-
cal and biological warfare and well versed in disaster preparedness. The 
couple was on the show for two hours, one serious hour with Jerry and 
one light-hearted hour with Nancy. 
Talk radio has given me the opportunity to meet so many fascinating 
people over the years. Nancy Greene was one of those remarkable indi-
viduals who easily makes my list of favorites.

Tony Gumina
Danny Bonaduce, of “Partridge Family” fame, has often told the story 
that, during his penniless drug and alcohol days, he would be served free 
drinks and meals at some of the country’s swankiest bars and restaurants. 
His scam involved calling an establishment pretending to be Dick Clark’s 
manager. He would tell the owner that Mr. Clark was scouting restaurants 
for a possible backdrop to a new television show entitled, “Where are 
They Now?” or something along that line. He would further say that the 
guests for the show would be Danny Bonaduce and rock legend Mick Jag-
ger, and that all three would be in later. 
That evening, Danny would be the “first” to show up and would be shown 
the best table in the house. As a free meal was slid in front of him, Danny 
started asking where Dick and Mick were and wondering aloud what was 
keeping them.
All the food and drinks were free. Often the restaurant would leak to the 
outside that Mick Jagger was coming in that evening, so gorgeous women 
were everywhere, waiting for Mick. Since he was the only star there, Dan-
ny would have his pick of the women — who wanted at least one story to 
tell about their escapades with a star. What a great scam! 
Danny’s story reminds me of one of the best stories ever told on my show.

—
Tony Gumina was one of the heavyweights in the lottery industry. He was 
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a Las Vegas resident and a premiere storyteller. I first met Tony when I 
was chairman of the Kansas Lottery, and we became friends. 
When Tony moved to Las Vegas, his first job in the gambling industry 
was as a dealer at the Stardust. He was single at the time, and dealing 
proved to be a good way to meet women. 
One afternoon, one of the most beautiful women to grace Sin City sat 
down at his table. After using every pickup line he had ever heard, Tony 
convinced this woman to go out with him for dinner. He knew right away 
that if this were to be a successful evening, everything would have to run 
smoothly. Nothing short of perfection would work for this girl.
Even though Tony was not in casino management, he knew a lot of signif-
icant people in Vegas by virtue of being very outgoing and sociable. And 
he had made quite a few connections. Before the date that night, Tony 
spent three hours on the phone, calling in favors from everyone he knew 
— valets, bathroom attendants, doormen, bartenders, restaurant owners, 
bouncers, everyone he could think of. By the time he picked up his date, 
Tony was prepared for virtually anything this woman could throw at him, 
whether she just wanted a drink, to see a show, casino hop … whatever. 
Tony knew the routes he could take to make everything perfect.
For the next five hours they ran around Vegas, and wherever they went 
Tony was treated like a VIP high-roller. The evening had gone perfectly, 
and it was about 11 p.m. when they stopped by an out-of-the-way club 
frequented by Vegas entertainers. 
Since they were in this famous watering hole amongst the stars, Tony’s 
dream date asked him just how many of the big stars he knew. Tony kept 
up his act by telling her “all of them.” She then told him that the one en-
tertainer she would love to meet someday was singer Tom Jones. 
Tony — who had never seen Tom Jones, let alone met him — played it 
casual. “Sure,” he told her, “no problem. Next time you’re in Vegas we’ll 
arrange to meet him for a drink.”
He played the card beautifully, never thinking it would come back to 
haunt him … almost instantly.
They were sitting in a booth with Tony’s back to the bar. About five 
minutes later, his date grabbed his hand and shouted gleefully, “Tony, he’s 
here!”
By this time Tony had forgotten most of the lies he had thrown out that 
evening and was well on to his next line of bull.
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“Who’s here?”
“It’s Tom Jones! He just walked in, and he’s headed this way!”
I can only imagine the look of sheer terror on Tony’s face: The look was 
still somewhat there as he retold the story on my show! All the money 
spent that night, all the favors called in — all about to be voided when 
Tom walked past his “old friend,” Tony Gumina.
Calling on his gift of gab, Tony did what few men could. He jumped up 
from the booth as Tom was about to pass and said, “Tom! It’s so good to 
see you! Shari here was just saying that she was dying to meet you, and I 
told her I would give you a call so we could have a drink sometime. How 
have you been, old buddy?”
Tony threw a secret wink at the superstar and held his breath.
Not only did Tom prove to be quick on the uptake, he also proved to be a 
clever lifesaver.
“It’s great to see you, old friend,” he said, never flinching. “I’ve been mean-
ing to give you a call but I’ve been so busy with the show that I haven’t 
had a chance. I’m meeting someone tonight, so I won’t be able to have a 
drink, but give me a call and we’ll get together next time I’m in town.”
Tom left to join his friends, and Tony was back with his date, who was 
completely in awe at that point. The evening ended on a very happy note 
for Tony.
Tom Jones continued to draw huge crowds in Las Vegas — and Tony Gu-
mina did his best to make sure of it.  Whenever anyone asked about his 
favorite act, he never hesitated to say, “Tom Jones.” He sent many of his 
blackjack players to see Tom Jones with his recommendation. After all, 
Tony owes a debt to the superstar who made a choirboy out of a hustler.

Danny Rapp – Danny and the Juniors
During the late ’50s and early ’60s I was making the transformation from 
childhood to adulthood, and music had a special meaning. So many 
songs from that period bring back so many memories. I became a record 
collector partly because of my love for the music of that era.
During a span of 30 years or so, record collecting has been all-consuming 
at times. I am attempting to find a copy of every 45-rpm record that hit 
the Billboard Top 100 charts. More than 18,000 records have made it to 
the top 100. 
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Only three complete collections are known to exist, as some of the older 
45’s are extremely hard to find, and some are very valuable. A friend of 
mine had one of those three complete collections, and a few years ago 
his collection was featured as a fantasy gift in the annual Neiman Marcus 
Christmas Book. The fantasy gift catalog lists items for the person who 
has everything, and the price tags on those gifts are fantastic as well. A 
fellow Topeka record collector and close friend, Dick Ryan, and I are 
working together to try to complete another collection. It may happen — 
but if not, I’ve had a lot of fun over the years with what is a great hobby.
In the ’50s and ’60s about 10 percent of the records were issued with a 
“picture sleeve,” usually featuring a picture of the artist. (In the ’80s and 
’90s, the vast majority of records were released in picture sleeves.) I soon 
discovered these were very difficult to find, because most people who 
bought a record would pitch the picture sleeve. They should have saved 
the paper sleeve and tossed the vinyl: In most cases the old, original 
sleeves are worth more than the record. 
Over a period of several years, I accumulated one of the country’s better 
45-rpm picture sleeve collections. As I collected, I discovered that no one 
had ever written a price guide dealing with that facet of record collect-
ing. I contacted a local publisher, Barry Busch, and convinced him we 
could release a guide that would make us fabulously wealthy. Within six 
months, our guide was ready for the buying public to lead us to fame and 
fortune!
Well … fame and fortune never happened, but we did manage to sell 
2,000 copies. Several follow-up price guides have since been written, and 
they far surpassed mine in terms of quality and content. But I can lay 
claim to being the “pioneer” for the publication.
While working on the price guide, I was also writing some “Where are 
they now?” articles for a national record-collector publication. I had the 
pleasure of getting to interview — and know — many of the recording 
stars of the era. One of the individuals I interviewed was Danny Rapp, the 
lead singer of Danny and the Juniors. Danny’s story is one of the tragic 
ones.
Dick Clark’s American Bandstand was the preferred viewing choice for 
teenagers during that period. Exposure on American Bandstand virtually 
guaranteed a record breaking into the Top 100 charts, and many musi-
cians from the Philadelphia area entered the national scene with Dick 
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Clark’s helping hand. Danny and the Juniors, a group of kids from Philly, 
were among the first. 
It is highly unusual for a group to break through immediately with a No. 
1 hit, but “At the Hop,” zoomed to No. 1 in 1957. Danny Rapp, the group’s 
lead singer, was only 16. 
Eight records hit the charts over the next few years, due in large part to 
the American Bandstand exposure. Danny and the Juniors was one of 
Dick Clark’s favorite groups. In fact, Dick’s wife coined the name “At the 
Hop,” as it originally was going to be titled “Do the Bop.”
I met Danny when he hit Topeka in the early ’80s, appearing at a club that 
exclusively booked nostalgia acts. He had a weeklong engagement and, 
over the course of those few days, he and I spent a lot of time together. 
Danny’s first Topeka appearance drew a crowd of fewer than 25 people. 
Over the course of the week, the crowds built, but it was obvious this 
group’s day in the sun had come and gone. 
He was traveling in a van that looked as if it wouldn’t have made it across 
town, let alone enduring a trip from Philadelphia. Danny said everything 
he owned was in the van. 
When Danny and the Juniors started out, the record company gave each 
member a new car to drive and enough cash to avoid arousing suspicion. 
It was several years before Danny and many of his fellow artists realized 
they had been taken for a ride. Many of the young musicians who record-
ed hit songs during the ’60s had no one looking out for their interests and 
were ripped off by record companies. Artists today have much more legal 
protection than they did during those early days of rock ’n’ roll.
During that week in Topeka, Danny voiced his frustration with his life. 
He felt the group had taken it all for granted when they were on top. By 
the time the members of Danny and the Juniors realized how good they 
could become, they were on their way down.
Many nostalgia artists were happy to be touring on that circuit. Danny 
was not one of them. He felt he was a much better performer 25 years 
later than he had been in the ’50s and ’60s, but no one seemed to care. He 
was despondent about the life he felt he had wasted. We promised to stay 
in touch when Danny left Topeka, but we didn’t. Danny Rapp was found 
dead in an Arizona motel in April of 1983. The death was ruled a suicide.
Was Danny Rapp a success while he was on this earth? While he never ac-
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cumulated the material comforts, he left behind a song that will continue 
to lead the playlists and entertain thousands of oldies music fans through-
out the world.
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UPDATE

Enough books have been written on parenting to fill a small library. I 
have never read one. Most of us jump into parenthood without the foggi-
est idea of what comes next. After raising two kids, I’m not sure I would 
read a book today. Based on our experience, successfully raising a child 
boils down to the old sentiment “the greatest gifts you can give a child are 
the gifts of love and time.”
Jane and I both score an “A” on the love. Jane would get an “A” on the time 
as well, but my score wouldn’t have matched hers. I had convinced myself 
early on that I could lead by example: If I was successful, then my kids 
would take pride in that and attempt to follow in my footsteps. Sounds 
good in theory, but it doesn’t hold water in the real world. Kids don’t 
understand “salesperson of the month” awards, but they do understand 
hugs, encouragement, and daily conversations. Jane was always there. I 
sometimes wasn’t. 
Little League coaching, school activities — I was there for those. But too 
often I wasn’t there to enjoy seeing two wonderful children grow up. For-
tunately we never encountered some of the serious problems that so many 
of our friends experienced. Drugs were never a problem. Beer-drinking, 
partying, and a lackadaisical attitude toward school kept their mom and I 
up more than one evening.
The period immediately after high school may have been the toughest for 
me as a parent: Matt and Meri Jane both seemed to be struggling to iden-
tify that individual sense of purpose or life goals we all need. Now they 
are grounded adults, and we couldn’t be prouder of them.
Matt is our conservative. He completed his master’s program in history at 
Ft. Hays State University and managed to get straight A’s in the process.. 
With his intelligence and values, he’ll make a great addition to our educa-
tional community.
Meri Jane got her bachelor’s degree from Pittsburg State University and 
became  publisher of an urban newspaper in St. Louis. She and her hus-
band, Rob, recently relocated to my hometown of Liberty, Mo., close to 
family and friends. With her outgoing personality, intelligence, and her 
mother’s natural beauty, the sky’s the limit.
As with all parents, I look back and cherish the good times … the family 
vacations, the special moments with them. During the past few years I’ve 
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tried to spend more time with both of them. There is nothing to top the 
feeling of seeing these two very special children mature into wonderful 
parents, and I’m enjoying every moment with them.
My radio listeners knew my grandkids as Ryan the Protestant and Jesse 
the Catholic, but Ryan Matthew and Jesse James Cates are the lights of my 
life. I’ve seen a lot and done a lot in my life, but nothing has been better 
than being a grandparent.  It affords the privilege of trying to be a posi-
tive influence on someone — but without the responsibility of making the 
tough decisions parents have to make every day.
They are two great kids, each of whom considers the other to be his best 
friend. The friendship never gets in the way of their distinct personali-
ties, and in many ways they are complete opposites. Both are bright and 
talented, but their interests will take them down different paths in life.
Matt’s son, Ryan, is goal-oriented and shares his dad’s interests in higher 
education. He is studying economics at Kansas State University and may 
end up as the first member of the Cates family with a doctorate.
Meri Jane’s son, Jesse, is a gregarious young man who loves to be around 
people. Jesse is a student at the University of Missouri.
My prediction? Someday Ryan will be CEO of a company. Jesse will head 
up a sales department.
What a joy watching these kids mature!

Retirement
I look back and there are so many things I miss ...  The challenges of the 
job. My co-workers. Friends I made while working. 
Having said that, I’m so grateful for the opportunities that have been 
given to me. Do I miss any of it to the point I’d like one more run? Nope. 
At my age, my days are full enough. 
My morning starts with making sure Nancy, my wonderful and amazing 
wife of eight years, is up and ready to go to work. Coffee every morn-
ing with a group of friends. A gin game in the afternoon with a different 
group of buddies. Many hours during the day are filled with my record 
collection, as I’m still trying to run down a few of the old 45’s to com-
plete it. Two or three nights a week, Nancy and I meet with other groups 
of friends. Life has taken so many of my childhood friends down some 
unique paths, and a lifelong friend, Clay Lozier, has started a once-a-
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month lunch get-together in Liberty to renew old friendships and make 
new acquantinces. Home in Topeka during the warm months, and off to 
South Padre Island in the winter. The best part is watching a new genera-
tion of Cateses make their own journey through life.  What an exciting 
journey ahead, watching Ryan and Jesse as they approach adulthood and 
prepare to make their mark on the world.
Life has treated me well.
Thanks to you, my friends and family, for making this journey possible. 

—
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Other nationally known figures who appeared on The Jim Cates Show:
Joe Arpio, Sheriff, Maricopa County, Arizona
Lamar Alexander, Tennessee Governor and Senator
Steve Allen, actor, author, Tonight Show host
Lee Andrews, singer
Bob Barr, Congressman from Georgia
Harry Browne, Libertarian presidential candidate
Pat Buchanan, conservative presidential candidate
Bay Buchanan, political advisor
Mickey Carroll, actor, Munchkin in “The Wizard of Oz”
Didi Conn, actor, “Grease”
Elenor Donahue, actor, “Father Knows Best,” “The Andy Griffith Show”
Tony Dow, actor, “Leave It To Beaver”
David Duke, American White nationalist, writer, former Grand Wizard  
  of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
Eric Edwards, actor
David Eisenhower, author and professor
Nancy Greene, actor, political advisor
Bill Grigsby, play-by-play announcer for the Kansas City Chiefs
Crystal Gayle, singer
Karolyn Grimes, actor, “It’s a Wonderful Life”
Merle Harmon, national play-by-play announcer
Walter Hickel, Alaska governor and Secretary of the Interior
Chuck Jackson, singer
Wanda Jackson, singer
Mimi Kennedy, actor
Bill Kurtis, news anchor
Brenda Lee, singer
Linda Gail Lewis, singer
Bud Losure, CNN news anchor
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Alan Keyes, presidential candidate
Al Lewis, actor, “The Munsters”
Larry Manetti, actor, “Magnum, PI”
Ed McMahan, announcer, “The Tonight Show”
Evan Mecham, Arizona governor
Jane Meadows, actor
Bill O’Reilly, political commentator and host of “The O’Reilly Factor”
Alan Osmond, singer
Butch Patrick, actor, “The Munsters”
Ron Paul, Texas congressman
Herb Reed, singer, The Platters
James Reynolds, actor
Jeff Ritchie, movie producer
Ross Shafer, comedian
Jerry Schemmel, play-by-play announcer
Bob Shane, singer, The Kingston Trio
Paul Simon, Illinois senator
Jim Sundberg, major league catcher
Johnny Tillotson, singer
Fred Thompson, actor, presidential candidate, and senator  
  from Tennessee
Sonny Turner, singer, The Platters
Vanity, singer
Leroy Van Dyke, singer
Bobby Vee, singer
Marcia Wallace, actor, “The Bob Newhart Show”
Randy Weaver, Ruby Ridge victim
Dawn Wells, actor, “Gilligan’s Island”
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